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Catastrophic earthquake and tsunami events that resulted in significant loss of life
and property over the past two decades have raised the global awareness regarding
the need to understand the response of communities and their built environment
to multi-hazard extreme events. In recognition to this impending threat to the
coastal communities, a new chapter “Chapter 6: Tsunami Loads and Effects” has
been introduced for the first time in the current edition of ASCE/SEI 7 (ASCE
2016), “Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other
Structures”. This new standard, which was adopted by the International Building
Code IBC (2018) will soon affect the building design specifically on the west coast
of the United States of America. This warrants the probabilistic performance
assessment of buildings designed to these new provisions for future earthquaketsunamis. Moreover, though a large number of studies have investigated the impact
of different multi-hazard events (e.g., seismic mainshock-aftershock, hurricane and
earthquake hazard, scour and earthquake hazard) on the performance of different
structural systems, there is a lack of studies in existing literature that systematically evaluate the effect of accumulated damage due to earthquake ground shaking

and its impact on the vulnerability of structures under subsequent tsunami inundation, especially in a probabilistic manner. To address this knowledge gap, a
probabilistic methodology to assess the risk of structures in coastal regions prone to
cascading earthquake-tsunami hazards is presented in this dissertation. To achieve
this goal in a systematic manner and to cover the effect of the whole spectrum of
the earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard on the performance of structures, three individual probabilistic performance assessment studies of buildings are performed in
this dissertation, respectively, for earthquake only hazard, for tsunami only hazard,
and for earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard.
In the first manuscript (Chapter 3), a formulation for incorporating model class
uncertainty in probabilistic seismic demand assessment (PSDA) of structures is developed. Model class uncertainty relates to the use of different structural analysis
models to predict the physical response of structural systems when subjected to
different loading. The application of the formulation is illustrated through the assessment of a modern code-designed reinforced concrete (RC) frame building with
unreinforced masonry (URM) infills. Results of this study indicate that incorporating model class uncertainty is important when estimating the uncertainties in
the drift demand hazard of structures when subjected to earthquake hazard.
In the second manuscript (Chapter 4), a probabilistic framework is developed
for determining physics-based parameterized tsunami fragility functions, accounting for structural member failures. Results of the study indicate that explicit
consideration of structural member failures is of paramount importance because
the fragility functions based on global failure criteria (which is a common practice in tsunami engineering) tend to overpredict damage state capacities. Among
the several sources of uncertainty considered in this study, breakaway openings

in the building are found to be the dominant contributor to the uncertainty in
the structural capacity. Moreover, the estimation efficiency of several scalar and
vector-valued intensity measures as predictors of structural damage is evaluated.
In the third and final manuscript (Chapter 5), a probabilistic framework is
developed to assess the structural risk of structures in coastal regions prone to
cascading earthquake-tsunami hazards. Three design variants of a four-story and
an eight-story reinforced concrete (RC) special moment resisting frame (SMRF)
office buildings are developed based on the earthquake and tsunami provisions per
ASCE/SEI 7-16 (ASCE 2016) and ACI 318-14 (ACI 2014): (i) Design-I is based on
earthquake only previsions; (ii) Design-II is based on earthquake and tsunami provisions and single column design; and (iii) Design-III is based on earthquake and
tsunami provisions and multiple column designs. These design variants are used as
application examples to illustrate the structural risk assessment framework developed. Advanced three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear finite element models (FEMs)
of the buildings are developed in OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2010) to simulate
cascading earthquake-tsunami response of structures through sequential nonlinear
response history analyses (NRHA) and nonlinear static pushover (NSP) analyses at
multiple seismic and tsunami intensity levels. The multitude of structural response
obtained in the three-phase nonlinear response analyses comprising of Earthquake
phase, Free vibration phase, and Tsunami phase is used to develop several scalar
and vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility functions, which are then used with
a site-specific earthquake and tsunami hazard analysis (PSTHA) results at three
potential building sites within a coastal community to assess geospatial variation
of the multi-hazard earthquake-tsunami structural risk of different design variants
of the application example buildings.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Problem statement
Catastrophic earthquake and tsunami events that resulted in significant loss of
life and property over the past two decades such as Indian Ocean (2004), Samoa
(2009), Chile (2010), and Japan (2011) have raised the global awareness regarding
the need to understand the response of communities and their built environment
to multi-hazard extreme events. In recognition to this impending threat to the
coastal communities, a new chapter “Chapter 6: Tsunami Loads and Effects” has
been introduced for the first time in the current edition of ASCE/SEI 7 (ASCE
2016), “Minimum Design Loads and Associated Criteria for Buildings and Other
Structures”. This new standard, which was adopted by the International Building
Code IBC (2018) will soon affect the building design specifically in the west coast
of the United States of America. This warrants the probabilistic performance
assessment of buildings designed to these new provisions for future earthquaketsunamis. Moreover, though a large number of studies have explored the impact
of different multi-hazard events (e.g., seismic mainshock-aftershock, hurricane and
earthquake hazard, scour and earthquake hazard) on the performance of different
structural systems, such practice is almost nonexistent in tsunami engineering.
Recently published HAZUS Tsunami Model Technical Guidance (FEMA 2017)
provides a simplified approach (see Figure 1.1) for combining structural, nonstructural, and contents damage states of structures subjected to a sequential
earthquake-tsunami event. This damage states combination approach is based

2
on the basic axioms of probability theory, Boolean logic rules, and the assumption of statistical independence between damage incurred from earthquake shaking and tsunami flow hazards. Moreover, a couple of recent studies (Goda and
De Risi 2018; Park et al. 2019) proposed probabilistic framework to estimate
joint earthquake-tsunami damage and loss of coastal communities. The application example presented in Goda and De Risi (2018) considers the maximum
of the shaking-related damage and the tsunami-related damage as the combined
earthquake-tsunami damage of a given structure on the premise that empirical
tsunami fragility functions used implicitly take into account the shaking effects.
More recently, Park et al. (2019) used the formulations presented in FEMA (2017)
to combine earthquake-tsunami damages considering statistical independence of
the damage from earthquake and tsunami events.

1.2 Purpose and scope
Based on the literature reviewed, it is evident that the very few studies that are
available in literature treats the joint earthquake-tsunami damage of structures
based on either question-worthy assumption of statistical independence (see Figure 1.1) of damage induced by earthquake and damage due to tsunami or by
considering empirical tsunami fragility functions. At present, there is a lack of
studies in existing literature that systematically evaluate the effect of accumulated
damage due to earthquake ground shaking and its impact on the vulnerability
of structures under subsequent tsunami inundation, especially in a probabilistic
manner.
To address this knowledge gap, a probabilistic methodology to assess the risk of
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Figure 1.1: Flow chart of FEMA (2017) earthquake-tsunami loss estimation framework.

structures in coastal regions prone to cascading earthquake-tsunami hazards is presented in this dissertation. To achieve this goal in a systematic manner and to cover
the effect of the whole spectrum of the earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard on the
performance of structures, three individual probabilistic performance assessment
studies (see Figure 1.2) of buildings are performed in this dissertation, respectively,
for earthquake only hazard, for tsunami only hazard, and for earthquake-tsunami
multi-hazard.
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1.3 Dissertation outline
This document is composed of six chapters including this Introduction chapter.
Chapter 2 presents a brief literature review of studies that are fundamental to
achieve the goal of this dissertation. This includes: (i) macro-modeling of infilled
frames, (ii) experimental investigations of infilled-frame behaviors, (iii) analytical
studies on seismic response of URM infilled RC frame, (iv) damage observed in
structures in recent tsunamis, (v) tsunami fragility function development, and (vi)
multi-hazard earthquake-tsunami structural assessment.
Chapter 3 presents the earthquake only hazard structural performance assessment study related to work developed for Probabilistic Seismic Demand Analysis
(PSDA) of a code designed RC frame URM building accounting for infill-model
class uncertainty. Model class uncertainty arises due to the selection of a model
from an appropriate class of models developed to describe physical structural systems. A novel modeling approach is developed to estimate the response of infilled
frame accounting for infill-frame interaction and probable shear failure of columns.
Finally, the effect of model class uncertainty on PSDA of URM infilled RC frame is
assessed incorporating three state-of-the-art infill strut model class using nonlinear
response history analysis (NRHA) results.
Chapter 4, which contains the tsunami only hazard structural performance
assessment study, presents a probabilistic framework for parameterized physicsbased tsunami fragility function development for structures accounting for structural member failures for several scalar and vector-valued intensity measures. The
proposed framework is general and accounts for material and geometric sources
of uncertainty and makes use of nonlinear finite element structural models and
the first-order second-moment (FOSM) reliability method. The application of the
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framework is illustrated with the development of parameterized fragility functions
for an example RC moment frame building designed to recent United States codes.
Chapter 5, which contains the earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard structural performance assessment study, presents the probabilistic framework developed to assess the structural risk of structures in coastal regions prone to cascading earthquaketsunami hazards. A brief summary of three design variants, namely Design-I,
Design-II, and Design-III, of a four-story and an eight-story reinforced concrete
(RC) special moment resisting frame (SMRF) office buildings that are designed
considering earthquake only provisions and both earthquake and tsunami provisions per ASCE/SEI 7-16 (ASCE 2016) and ACI 318-14 (ACI 2014), is presented.
These design variants are used as application examples and the multitude of structural response obtained in a three-phase nonlinear response analyses comprising of
Earthquake phase, Free vibration phase, and Tsunami phase are used to develop
several scalar and vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility functions, which are
then used with a site-specific earthquake and tsunami hazard analysis (PSTHA) results at three potential building sites within a coastal community to assess geospatial variation of structural risk of the application example buildings.
Chapter 6 presents a summary of works performed, major findings, and key
contributions of the research performed in this dissertation. Limitations of the
current research along with potential future avenues to address and enhance the
research work performed are also listed.
Four appendices, namely Appendix-A, Appendix-B, Appendix-C, and AppendixD are presented at the end of the dissertation.
Appendix-A presents several formulations that are used for analytical tsunami
fragility function fitting based on different statistical methods, namely First-order
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Second-Moment (FOSM) method, Lognormal cumulative distribution function
(CDF) method, and the Logistic generalized linear model (GLM) method.
Appendix-B contains a brief summary report of the four-story and the eightstory building design, the design criteria and assumptions used, site hazard characterization, a summary of the analysis and design, detail drawings of representative
structural members. All the analysis and design computations of these buildings
are provided in a separate digital appendix (Alam and Barbosa 2019).
Appendix-C lists the ground motion (GM) details used in the multiple stripe
analysis (MSA) based nonlinear response history analyses (NRHAs) used in Chapter 5. Conditional spectra (CS) compatible selected ground motions response spectrum and the conditional Ds575 distribution target of the selected GMs at all the
seismic intensity levels considered are also presented.
Appendix-D contains the list of archival journal and conference publications
that are based on the research presented in this dissertation as well as other collaborative research performed during the course of the Ph.D.
References are included at the end of the document for all the citations used
in different chapters.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Seismic performance assessment of reinforced concrete (RC)
frames with unreinforced masonry (URM) infills
Masonry infilled reinforced concrete frame buildings are very popular structural
system that are commonly used throughout the world, both in developing and
industrialized countries. Experience with past earthquakes and laboratory experiments have shown that infill panels can have both a beneficial and adverse influence
on the structural performance of concrete frame buildings. If the contribution of
infill panel to lateral strength and stiffness estimation of RC frame is taken into
account during the design process, the infills add significant strength and stiffness
to the frames which can improve seismic response. However, the presence of infill
panels within a concrete frame building system can lead to a concentration of deformation in locations where the infill is not present or when infills are irregularly
distributed along the building height. This can lead to a number of undesirable
consequences during seismic events, the most detrimental of these being a soft
story mechanism, which often leads to building collapse. Another potentially adverse effect of infills is the large lateral force transfer to the surrounding frame,
which, when not taken into account during the design process, may lead to column shear failure and subsequently progressive collapse of the masonry infilled RC
frame building. A large volume of research have been performed on numerous aspects of the behavior of masonry infilled RC frame over the last couple of decades.
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The following sections present findings of some of the researches.

2.1.1 Macro-modeling approach
Experimental and analytical research conducted to investigate the in-plane behavior of infilled frame subjected to lateral loading during early 1960’s (e.g., Holmes
1961; Mainstone 1962; Smith 1962; Smith 1966; Smith and Carter 1969) recognized
the significant contribution of infill in increasing the lateral strength and stiffness of
the infill-frame systems. These investigations lead to different methods for modeling of infill panel, which may be broadly classified in two categories, namely micromodeling and macro-modeling approach.Macro-modeling approaches attempt to
simulate the behavior of each infill panel as a whole. The most common representation of this is the equivalent strut model. The panel is modeled as a diagonal
strut member whose properties mimic those of the compression-zone of a laterally
loaded infill frame. Several investigators have proposed different variations of the
equivalent strut model with the key parameter being the effective width of the
strut.
Holmes (1961) suggested that the effective width of an equivalent strut depends
primarily on the thickness and aspect ratio of the infill. Based on experimental
evidence Smith and Carter (1969) proposed that the equivalent strut width is not
a constant value but varies with the applied loading and the relative properties
of the frame and infill. However, Mehrabi et al. (1994) found that the lateral
stiffness of the infill frames tested in their study is consistently underestimated by
a factor of two using the bending stiffness of uncracked reinforced concrete sections
following Stafford-Smith and Carters model. More recently, several researchers
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(e.g., Saneinejad and Hobbs 1995; Mosalam et al. 1997; Žarnić et al. 2001) have
suggested that the bending moments and shear forces in the frame members cannot
be replicated using a single diagonal strut connecting the beam-column joints at
two loaded corners. El-Dakhakhni et al. (2003) notes that the equivalent strut is
not simply a line connecting the corners of the surrounding frame, but a stressed
region of the panel connect parts of the frame in the vicinity of the two loaded
corners and suggests that the panel be modeled using three struts possessing certain
properties and located at certain points within the frame. The three strut approach
has also been studied by Chrysostomou et al. (2002).
Several researchers have proposed analytical models for predicting the strength
and stiffness of an equivalent strut used to represent infill frames (e.g., Saneinejad
and Hobbs 1995; Mehrabi et al. 1994; Dolšek and Fajfar 2008a; Stavridis 2009;
Sattar and Liel 2010).
Saneinejad and Hobbs (1995) proposed equations for calculating the ultimate
strength and initial stiffness of an infill compressive strut. The equivalent strut
strength is based on three failure mechanisms: diagonal cracking, sliding shear
and infill crushing. The corresponding lateral deflection at peak load is computed
based on an equivalent strut strain corresponding to the infill strain at the peak
uniaxial compression from prism tests. This lateral deflection is used to compute
the secant stiffness at the peak load with the initial stiffness taken to be twice this
secant stiffness.
Mehrabi et al. (1996) proposed a limit state analytical method for calculating
the lateral strength of infill frames. This method involves strength evaluations for
the following five possible failure mechanisms: (1) horizontal shear failure of infill
and flexural hinging of columns, (2) lateral infill sliding combined with diagonal
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cracking and shear/flexural failure of columns, (3) infill crushing and column flexural hinging near beam-column joints, (4) infill crushing and flexural hinging at
top and bottom of column, and (5) lateral sliding of infill and flexural hinging of
columns. The resulting minimum lateral strength is used to compute the ultimate
strength of the equivalent strut.
Dolšek and Fajfar (2008a) proposed equations for calculating the initial stiffness
and maximum strength of an equivalent infill strut. Their initial stiffness equation
is based on the shear stiffness of the infill panel typically results in significant overpredictions. The maximum strength equation is based on the cross sectional area
of the panel, the aspect ratio and the prism cracking strength of the infill.
Stavridis (2009) proposed a simplified force versus drift model for masonry
infill panel based on a parametric study to account for the effects of different material and geometric parameters on the in-plane behavior RC frame with solid infill
panels. The parameters considered include aspect ratio of the infill panel, reinforcing details of column (both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, transverse
reinforcement spacing), and the vertical load applied on the frame. The model
proposed in Stavridis (2009) was also validated against experimental studies of a
single-story single-bay nonductile RC frame infilled with solid infill panels that
exhibit combined SK and DK mode of failure in infill panel coupled with column
shear failure in windward corner. Based on the observation of this parametric
study, the author concluded that the initial stiffness of an infilled RC frame is only
affected by the aspect ratio of the infill wall whereas the strength is mostly influenced by the aspect ratio and the vertical load. Moreover, the study suggests that
if geometry of the panel allows it, two diagonal struts develops and act against the
column as opposed to the commonly perceived notion that a single strut develops
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along the panel diagonal.
Sattar and Liel (2010) proposed an infill-strut model based on different existing
proposals of predicting strength and stiffness of equivalent strut models available
in the literature. The initial lateral stiffness of the infill panel is computed as twice
the axial stiffness of the equivalent strut transformed to the horizontal direction.
Moreover, drift ratios corresponding to peak strength is proposed to be 0.25 %
based on experimental observations of infill panels subjected to in-plane loading,
whereas the drift ratio at residual strength is assumed to five times the drift ratio
at peak strength following the proposal of Dolšek and Fajfar (2008a).

2.1.2 Experimental investigation of infill-frame behavior
A significant amount of research has been conducted over the past few decades to
increase understanding of the behavior of infill frames under seismic loading.
Experimental investigations on the effects of masonry infill on concrete frames
were carried out as early as 1970. Fiorato et al. (1970) tested several 1/8 scale, masonry brick infill non ductile frames and concluded that the infill added significant
stiffness and strength to the frames but also caused a decrease in their ductility.
Mehrabi et al. (1994) conducted an experimental program and tested twelve
1
2

scale, single story, single bay infill frames under cyclic loading. Parameters

investigated include the strength of the infill panels with respect to the bounding
frame, panel aspect ratio, distribution of vertical loading and the lateral load
history. The study also presented five possible failure mechanisms for infill frames
including (i) flexural failure of the infill frame, (ii) mid-height horizontal cracking
in masonry infill and frame columns, (iii) diagonal cracking in the infill and frame
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members, (iv) horizontal slip of infill at mortar joints and (v) corner crushing of
infill at beam-column joint.
Al-Chaar (2002) conducted monotonic load tests on five,

1
2

scale, single story

nonductile infill frames incorporating concrete and clay brick infill walls. One, two
and three bay specimens were part of the test program. No opening in the wall
or vertical loads were considered. The single bay specimen with concrete masonry
infill experienced column shear failure, but behaved in a ductile manner. The single
bay specimen with brick infill experienced ductile behavior with no column shear
failure. The multiple bay specimens, however, did exhibit column shear failure
with brittle behavior.
Hashemi and Mosalam (2006) performed a shake-table test on a

3
4

scale model

of the first story and middle bays of a 5- story infill frame structure. The prototype structure included middle bay with infill walls along with the two adjacent
perimeter bays with no walls. First floor slab was included in the prototype structure. It was found that the infill wall increased the stiffness of the test structure
by a factor of 3.8, shortened the natural period by 50%, increased the damping
coefficient depending on the level of shaking from 4% to 5%-12% and increased
the energy dissipated by the system.
Blackard et al. (2009) tested four

2
3

scale single-story, single-bay unreinforced

masonry walls bounded by nonductile reinforced concrete frames under cyclic lateral loading. One of the test specimen was solid infill wall, and the rest three had
window and door openings. The openings were eccentrically located to examine
the effect of position of openings on the lateral behavior of infilled frame. The
infilled frames were preloaded in the vertical direction to emulate the confinement
effect of a multi-story building. Results of the experimental study indicated that
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opening in infilled walls had little effect to the overall stiffness and strength of
masonry infilled RC frame compared to masonry infilled frame with no opening.
In addition, it was observed that eccentricity of the window and door openings had
little influence on the cyclic performance of infilled frames when compared with
the performance of the infill wall without opening.
Zovkic et al. (2013) tested ten one-bay, one-story

1
4

scale reinforced concrete

frames that were designed according to the EC8, infilled with masonry and tested
under constant vertical and cyclic lateral load. The masonry wall had various
strength properties, namely, high strength hollow clay brick blocks, medium strength
hollow clay brick blocks and low strength lightweight autoclaved aerated concrete
blocks. The results showed that the composite “framed wall” structure had much
higher stiffness, damping and initial strength than the bare frame structure. Masonry infill filled in the load capacity gap from very low (0.05%) to drifts when the
frame took over (0. 75%). The structures behaved as linear monolithic elements to
drifts of 0.1%, reached the maximum lateral capacities at drift of 0.3%, maintained
it to drifts of 0.75% and after that their behaviour depended on the frame.

2.1.3 Analytical studies on seismic response of URM infilled RC
frame
Mosalam et al. (1997) developed fragility functions for low-rise lightly reinforced
concrete frames with and without infill walls as part of a project on loss assessment
of buildings in Memphis, Tennessee. This study incorporated the generic buildinglevel damage states described in ATC 13 (no damage, insufficient, moderate and
heavy damage). Results in this study indicate that adding masonry walls to low-
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rise frames produce a substantial reduction in the likelihood of damage.
Sattar and Liel (2010) studied the effect of the presence and configuration of
masonry infill walls on the seismic collapse risk on non-ductile concrete frames.
The study three configurations: (i) bare frames, (ii) partially infilled frame, and
(iii) fully infilled frames. The infill panels were modeled with a pair of inelastic
compression-only diagonal struts to represent the diagonal compression behavior
of the infill. The results of their study indicated that the bare frame possesses
the highest risk of seismic collapse with the fully infilled frame having the lowest
risk. It was noted however that the collapse capacities obtained for infill frames
are likely to be upper bound since column shear failure was not taken into account.
Burton and Deierlein (2014) developed analysis methods and guidelines to simulate the seismic collapse of nonductile RC frame with URM infills. The analysis
tools included a dual compression-only strut model to simulate the post-peak behavior of the masonry infills and its interaction with the surrounding frame, and
rigid softening shear degradation model to capture column shear failure. The modeling approach is utilized in a 3D dynamic analysis of a three-story nonductile infill
frame building with infill walls. Results of the study indicates that incorporation
of infill strut-column interaction and shear degradation of column is critical for
the prediction of collapse capacity of nonductile infilled frames. Moreover, it was
found that rocking of shallow foundations has a favorable effect on the collapse
performance of infilled RC frames.
Jeon et al. (2015b) developed fragility functions for lightly reinforced RC frame
with URM infills through numerical simulations using nonlinear response history
analysis (NRHA) and taking into account uncertainty in ground motions and building materials. Three-strut macro-model proposed by El-Dakhakhni et al. (2003)
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was used to simulate the infill panel and explicit nonlinear column shear response
model accounting for the infill-column interaction and soft-story mechanism was
used to capture column shear failure. The study found that beneficial effect of the
masonry infill observed in lower seismic intensities diminishes at more severe limit
states because of the interaction with the bounding frame, and in some cases, the
beneficial effect almost vanishes or switches to adversely affect the performance of
nonductile infill frames at severe ground motion intensities.

2.1.4 Parametric sensitivity studies to quantify infill properties and
macro-model parameters uncertainty
The composite behavior of URM infilled RC frame is highly complex and uncertain
due to the large number of interacting parameters, inherent nonlinearity of infills
and high degree of variability of infill properties, which may lead to several probable
failure modes in masonry infilled RC frame subjected to lateral loading. Several
studies have looked into quantifying the effect material properties uncertainty and
uncertainty in different Macro-models parameters and their potential impact on
seismic response of URM infilled RC frame.
Celarec et al. (2012) conducted a parametric sensitivity study of global seismic
response to the uncertain material properties of the infills and RC frame. The
results of the study indicated that uncertainty in infill properties, namely shear
cracking strength, shear modulus, Young’s modulus and the post-capping degrading stiffness has the greatest impact on the seismic response parameters such as the
initial stiffness, maximum base shear, and displacement capacity of the analyzed
frame at damage limitation (DL) and sever damage (SD) limit states, whereas
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structural response at the near-collapse (NC) limit state is most sensitive to the
ultimate rotation capacity of the column elements of the bounding frame or to the
shear cracking strength of the infills.
Uva et al. (2012) performed seismic response sensitivity analyses of a case study
URM infilled RC frame representative of 1970’s construction practice in Southern
Italy using nonlinear static pushover analyses. Specifically the authors studied the
seismic response sensitivity for the following modeling assumptions that define the
equivalent strut models: (i) different definition of equivalent strut width; (ii) the
choice of different constitutive force-displacement laws of infill panels; and (iii) the
use of single vs multiple equivalent struts for simulating the behavior of the infill
panels. It was observed that increase in lateral strength of the case study frame is
proportional to the equivalent strut width. Moreover, infill panels simulated with
narrower struts exhibit more ductile behavior compared to those simulated with
wider struts. The study also observed significant variability in structural response
in terms of peak strength, initial stiffness, displacement ductility and the failure
mechanisms observed for different use of constitutive force-displacement laws of
infill.
Chrysostomou and Asteris (2012) performed a parametric sensitivity study using various analytical macro-models for quantifying the variability in the in-plane
stiffness, strength and deformation capacity and probable failure modes of infillframe systems. The study computed analytical to experimental strength ratio of
nine experimentally tested infilled frame using several macro-models. The results of
the study showed large discrepancy in peak strength prediction by different analytical model. The coefficient of variation (C.O.V) of the analytical-to-experimental
strength ratio for all the macro-models were between 0.27-0.66 for crushing failure
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mode, whereas C.O.V of 0.33-0.35 were observed for similar measurements for diagonal tension failure modes. Moreover, the mean of 0.15 and C.O.V of 0.4 was
observed for cracking drift ratio prediction, whereas mean of 1.01 and C.O.V of
0.6 was observed for crushing drift ratio prediction by different macro-models.
Recently Liberatore et al. (2017) conducted a comparative assessment of five
infill strut models for predicting the lateral strength and stiffness of experimentally tested infilled frames using a large database of 166 infilled frame specimens,
comprising infilled RC frames, confined masonries, and infilled steel frames. It was
observed that, on the average, considered strut models were able to better predict the strength of infill panels compared to the stiffness. Comparatively better
prediction of strength were achieved for infilled steel frames with mean analyticalto-experimental strength ratio of 0.49–1.15 and C.O.V of 0.61–0.63, whereas for
infilled RC frame mean analytical-to-experimental strength ratio of 0.65–1.39 and
C.O.V of 0.66–0.72 were observed. Moreover, it was observed that none of the
considered strut models was able to adequately predict the stiffness of the infilled frames as significant dispersion were observed between analytical prediction
and experimental stiffness, with C.O.V of analytical-to-experimental stiffness ratio
varying between 1.7-2.0.

2.2 Tsunami fragility functions
Different methods for deriving tsunami fragility functions for specific building types
are reported in the literature. These methods can be broadly classified into four
categories: (a) empirical methods based on statistical analysis of observed damage data (e.g., Peiris 2006; Dias et al. 2009; Suppasri et al. 2015); (b) hybrid
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techniques that combine damage data from remote sensing and hazard mapping
using numerical simulation methods for tsunami wave conditions (e.g., Koshimura
et al. 2009a; Koshimura et al. 2009b; Suppasri et al. 2011); (c) heuristic fragility
functions based on expert opinion (e.g., FEMA 2017); and (d) analytical fragility
functions based on structural modeling and response simulations (e.g., Macabuag
et al. 2014; Nanayakkara and Dias 2016; Attary et al. 2017b).

2.2.1 Empirical tsunami fragility functions
Peiris 2006 documented the first major study on tsunami fragility function development based on post-tsunami field observation. The empirical tsunami fragility
function by Peiris 2006 were based on large dataset of damage observations collected by the Sri Lankan Department of Census and Statistics (DCS 2007) following
the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami. These data were aggregated into three damage
states ( partial-usable, partial-unusable and complete ) and six flood depth intervals
( < 1.5 m, 1.83−2.13 m, 2.44−3.05 m, 3.35−6.10 m, 6.40−9.14 m, and > 9.14 m)
reported for 47 districts across Sri Lanka. Lognormal fragility functions developed
using tsunami inundation depth as demand parameter, for three recorded damage
states (DS1 , DS2 , and DS3 ) were largely for detached single-story unreinforced
masonry residential buildings that are a common structural form found along t
both southwest and east coast line of Sri Lanka.
Dias et al. (2009) used the same DCS dataset to investigate the influence of
building typology on the tsunami fragility functions. This was achieved by organizing the derived fragility functions into two categories one with < 50% permanent
wall structures and the other with > 50% permanent wall structures. Permanent
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walls are classified as those made with bricks or cement blocks, whereas walls
made with mud, wood or tin sheets are classified as temporary walls. The developed fragility functions clearly showed the importance of tsunami flood depth and
building material/typology in dictating the damage sustained by buildings. For example, complete damage state DS3 median tsunami inundation depths were found
to vary approximately 1.5–2.5 m for < 50% permanent wall structures, whereas
corresponding median inundation depth were observed to be 1.8-4 m approximately
for > 50% permanent wall structures.
Reese et al. (2011) developed fragility functions using the logistic regression
method for timber, masonry, and Reinforced Concrete (RC) buildings based on
data collected in Samoa after the 2009 South Pacific Tsunami. Building damage states were classified in six categories (none–DS0 , light–DS1 , minor–DS2 ,
moderate–DS3 , severe–DS4 , and collapse–DS5 ) and the maximum inundation
depth was estimated by interpolation based on flood depth transects from field
observations. The damage states considered corresponds to different repair class
(RCs) that requires different repair actions to restore structure to its pre-tsunami
condition. Building typology classification was also extended beyond the construction material of a building taking into account other attributes such as such
as the presence of debris and the shielding by neighboring buildings. The developed fragility functions clearly show the distinct performance of building typologies
based on building materials. Moreover, as expected unshielded and debris-affected
buildings experienced much higher damage states for a given tsunami inundation
depth.
Suppasri et al. (2012) used a small database collected by the authors to present
fragility functions for two building typologies (wooden and mixed) and four damage
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states (minor, moderate, major and complete) based on the damage sustained by
150 wooden buildings and 39 steel/RC structures in the Miyagi Prefecture. The
RC and steel buildings were combined in the analysis to create the mixed typology
category. The tsunami demand (i.e. max. flood depth) was determined exclusively
in the field using tsunami flood depth indicators (e.g. waterlines on the sides of
buildings and entrained debris) at or near the surveyed building locations. The
study suggests that wooden houses in the study area performed better compared
to wooden houses in other parts of the world. Moreover, it was found that wooden
walls are more efficient as breakaway walls in reducing tsunami loading compared
to brick walls.
Suppasri et al. (2013) used the MLIT (MLIT 2011) database to develop fragility
functions taking into account different building attributes such as curves building
material, number of stories and building location. The MLIT database consists
of building specimens collected throughout Japan that were classified in terms of
seven damage states, four construction material groups (wood, masonry, steel and
RC) and three floor level groups (1, 2 and N=3 floors). Building damage states were
classified into six categories: (i) DS1 – minor damage, (ii) DS2 – moderate damage,
(iii) DS3 – major damage, (iv) DS4 – complete damage, (v) DS5 – collapsed, and
(vi) DS6 – washed away. The results of the study indicate better performance of
RC and Steel buildings over wood or masonry buildings. It was also observed that
building taller than two stories (N > 2) performed better than others. Moreover,
the study showed that there was a marked difference in the damage response
located in the ria coast of Sanriku versus the flatter Sendai plain region. This
suggests that these two regions experienced significantly different tsunami flow
conditions. Suppasri et al. (2015) and Charvet et al. (2014) used the MLIT dataset
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to investigate the effect of coastal topography on building performance in more
detail in the region in and around Ishinomaki City, Miyagi. The results of these
studies largely agree with the work presented in Suppasri et al. (2013).
Charvet et al. (2014) developed fragility functions taking into account variable
flow characteristics due to differences in geographical settings (plain, narrow coast
backed up by high topography, and river areas). MLIT database were used their
study. The study utilized Generalized Linear Model (GLM) regression to address
the shortcomings of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) based fragility functions. The
building damage was found to be a function of structural material type as well as
geographical location. Moreover, when estimating structural damage, in addition
to inundation depths, flow velocities, scour, and debris were identified to be highly
influential, especially for RC and steel structures.

2.2.2 Hybrid tsunami fragility functions
Hybrid tsunami fragility functions (e.g., Koshimura et al. 2009b; Suppasri et al.
2011) combine damage data from remote surveys (e.g., pre- and post-event satellite imagery) with hindcasting of tsunami hazard intensity data (inundation depth,
flow velocity, or hydrodynamic forces) using hydrodynamic inundation models.
Nonetheless, hindcasting typically requires the use of large scale numerical models that can be computationally expensive, requiring high-resolution and detailed
bathymetric/topographic data to simulate the flow conditions with sufficient accuracy (Park and Cox 2016).
Koshimura et al. (2009b) developed tsunami fragility functions using numerical
modeling of tsunami inundation and GIS analysis of post-tsunami survey data of
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the 2004 Sumatra-Andaman earthquake–tsunami disaster, obtained from Banda
Aceh, Indonesia. In this study, remote survey technique was used to collect data on
over 50,000 buildings impacted by the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami in Banda Aceh.
Hydrodynamic inundation modeling were utilized for hazard assessment with a
spatial resolution of 23 m and taking into account the roughness corresponding to
different terrain conditions such as smooth ground, vegetated area, populated area
etc. Building damage was classified simply as either standing(DS0 ) or washed
away (DS1 ), depending on whether the building was still visible in the post-event
imagery, and the tsunami hazard was characterized with respect to maximum flood
depth, flow velocity and hydrodynamic force.
Suppasri et al. (2011) investigated the damage sustained by 4596 buildings in
Phang Nga and Phuket, Thailand from the 2004 Indian Ocan Tsunami using similar methods used in Koshimura et al. (2009b). High-resolution satellite images
(IKONOS) taken before and after tsunami events to classify whether the buildings
were destroyed or not based on the remaining roof. Similar to Koshimura et al.
(2009b), hydrodynamic inundation modeling with different roughness coefficient is
used for tsunami hazard assessment but with a coarser spatial resolution of 52 m.
Lognormal fragility functions were developed using OLS method for two damage
states standing (DS0 ) or washed away (DS1 ) for three different building typology (mixed type, reinforced concrete and wood). the developed fragility curves
for different types of building materials show consistent performance in damage
probability and when compared to the fragility functions developed in other parts
of world.
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2.2.3 Heuristic tsunami fragility functions
Heuristic tsunami fragility functions for general building stocks and lifelines are
developed for moderate, extensive and complete damage states in Tsunami Model
Technical Manual (FEMA 2017) for incorporation into a future Tsunami Model
of the HAZUS Loss Estimation Technology. The developed tsunami fragility functions considered tsunami effects on the built environment as an aggregation of
two distinct phenomena: tsunami inundation (flood) hazard, and tsunami lateral
force (flow) hazard. Lognormal fragility functions were developed for structural,
non-structural and contents of for different building typologies. Damage to nonstructural systems and contents are assumed to be governed by tsunami flood
hazard as a function of maximum inundation depth at the building location. Each
damage state fragility functions (moderate, extensive, and complete) is represented
by median and variability parameter in terms of lognormal standard deviation. In
the developed heuristic fragility functions two scourers of uncertainty is considered:
(i) variability of the median estimate of the hazard parameter i.e., uncertainty in
demand, and (ii) variability of uncertainty in the median value of the damage state
i.e., uncertainty in capacity. Damage to structural systems is assumed to be governed by tsunami flow hazard characterized in terms of maximum hydrodynamic
force impacting the structure. Damage to nonstructural systems and contents
are assumed to be governed by tsunami flood hazard as a function of maximum
inundation depth at the building location. It was assumed that nonstructural systems and components located on “fully inundated” floors are completely ruined
(i.e., 100 percent damage), and that only a few feet of water is required to significantly damage contents on a “partially inundated” floor. Specifically, 3 ft of
water in a given floor is assumed to cause complete damage of the contents of
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that floor. Qualitative description of building damage states due to tsunami flow
and flood for different model building classes are listed in Table 2.1 as used in
FEMA (2017). The methodology in FEMA (2017) is based on the HAZUS-MH
earthquake model (FEMA 2011a) and HAZUS-MH flood model (FEMA 2011b).
The methodology accounts for global failures and does not account for failure of
individual structural members. In FEMA (2017) methodology, global failure is
defined as a tsunami force exceedance of threshold structural capacities such as
yield force capacity, or ultimate force capacity of model building type of interest
subjected to earthquake. Tsunami flow in the methodology is characterized by
the hydrodynamic forces incorporating the effect of impulsive and debris loads. In
addition, FEMA (2017) assumes that the buildings are closed and impervious to
flow (i.e., there is no consideration of any breakaway walls or areas open to flow).

Table 2.1: Qualitative description of building damage states due to tsunami flow and
flood (FEMA 2017).
Model Building Type
(Height/Weight)

Damage States
Moderate
Extensive
Structure Damage due to Tsunami Flow

Low-Rise Light MBTs
–
(W1, W2, S3, MH)
Low-Rise - Other
–
Limited,
localized
damage
Mid-Rise - All
to elements at lower floors.
Diagonal cracks in shear
walls, limited yielding of
High-Rise - All
steel braces, cracking and
hinging of flexural elements
no or only minor permanent
offsets (i.e., less than inch
per floor).

Complete

A significant portion of
structural elements have
Localized failure of elements
exceeded their ultimate
at lower floors. Large diagcapacities;
critical eleonal cracks in shear walls,
ments/connections
have
failure of steel braces, large
failed resulting in danflexural cracks/buckling of
gerous permanent offset,
rebar, buckled flanges and
partial collapse, full colconnection failures large
lapse or building moved off
permanent offsets of lower
foundation (e.g., washed
stories. Localized erosion
away).
Extensive eroor scour, limited foundation
sion or scour, substantial
settlement.
foundation settlement.
Nonstructural Components Ruined by Tsunami Flood (floors fully inundated, unless noted otherwise)
Low-Rise - 1-Story
–
Floor 1 ( 12 height)
Floor 1
Low-Rise - 2-Story
–
Floor 1
Floors 1 – 2
Mid-Rise - 5-Story
1st Floor
Floors 1 – 3
Floors 1 – 5
High-Rise - 12-Story
1st Floor
Floors 1 – 6
Floors 1 – 12
Contents Ruined by Tsunami Flood (floors fully inundated, unless noted otherwise)
Low-Rise - 1-Story
–
–
Floor 1 (3 ft)
Low-Rise - 2-Story
–
Floor 1 (3 ft)
Floors 1 – Floor 2 (3 ft)
Mid-Rise - 5-Story
Floor 1 (3 feet)
Floors 1 – 2, 3 (3 ft)
Floors 1 – 4, 5 (3 ft)
High-Rise - 12-Story
Floor 1 (3 feet)
Floors 1 – 5, 6 (3 ft)
Floors 1 – 11, 12 (3 ft)
–
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2.2.4 Analytical tsunami fragility functions
Only a limited number of studies reported analytical methods for the development
of tsunami fragility functions (e.g., Macabuag et al. 2014; Nanayakkara and Dias
2016; Attary et al. 2017b; Petrone et al. 2017). In these analytical methods,
the demand-response relationship of a given building is obtained from numerical
simulations of finite element models of the subject structures rather than from
empirical observations.
Macabuag et al. (2014) developed tsunami fragility functions for a four story
RC bare frame that was designed to be representative of construction practice
in southern European countries in the 1950’s and 1960’s, using force-controlled
pushover analysis with load distributions following FEMA P-646 (FEMA 2012)
and MLIT (MLIT 2011). Hydrodynamic and impulsive loading were considered
for FEMA P-646 which were applied using uniform load distribution, whereas
three variants of loading corresponding to water depth coefficient a = {1.5, 2, 3}
were used following MLIT guideline with triangular load distribution. Three level
of structural damage were considered based on reinforcement yielding, spalling of
concrete cover and crushing of core concrete observed in structural members based
on exceedance of threshold strain limits. The study considered global failures of
the structure (exceedance of threshold damage state values for certain Engineering
Demand Parameter (EDP)) such as inter-story drift ratio), but did not account for
failure of individual structural members or breakaway infill-panels. The key finding
in Macabuag et al. (2014) is that the tsunami pushover curves that represent the
structural resistance are sensitive to the assumed tsunami load distribution.
Nanayakkara and Dias (2016) developed analytical tsunami fragility functions
for the complete damage state using inundation depth as the tsunami IM for ma-
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sonry and RC structures typical of Srilankan construction types along the coast.
Monte Carlo simulation was used to take into account the geometric and wall configuration variation in the structures analyzed. Certain percentage of openings in
walls were also considered, though the effect of opening on the fragility function
developed was not analyzed. The analytical fragility functions developed match
reasonably with the empirical collapse fragility functions estimated for the region.
However, some simplifying assumptions were made to develop geometric models,
loading conditions, and failure criteria to perform a large number of simulations
expeditiously.
Attary et al. (2017b) proposed a methodology for developing tsunami fragility
functions using Monte Carlo simulation. The study accounted for aleatoric uncertainties and epistemic uncertainties in the determination of tsunami forces. Like
other analytical studies, Attary et al. (2017b) considered global failure of the structure as the damage indicator and did not account for structural member failures.
Several tsunami intensity measures (IMs) including flow depth h, flow velocity u,
and momentum flux hu2 were investigated to predict the structural response under
tsunami loading. Inter-story drift ratio (IDR) were utilized as engineering demand
parameter (EDP) for monitoring structural response subjected to tsunami. This
study is one of the studies that proposed the use of kinematic moment of momentum flux, which is the square of the product of inundation depth and flow velocity
h2 u2 , as an IM (Yeh et al. 2014; Onai and Tanaka 2015). The methodology was
illustrated with the development of tsunami fragility function using an application
example steel moment frame. Results in their study indicate that the kinematic
moment of momentum flux h2 u2 reduced the scatter in response data and therefore
could be interpreted as an improved predictor of damage.
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Petrone et al. (2017) developed collapse fragility functions for an RC momentresisting frame that was designed as a tsunami evacuation building, using different
nonlinear static analyses, namely constant-height pushover (CHPO) and variableheight pushover (VHPO) and dynamic analyses based on simulated 2011 Tohoku
tsunami waves. PIDR and shear at the base of the building is utilized as EDP.
Tsunami loading on structure was estimated based on experimental-analytical research by Qi et al. (2014), which provides formulation for drag force acting on a
rectangular structure in a free surface channel flow. Results indicated that peak
tsunami force is a more efficient intensity measure than inundation depth and flow
velocity for tsunami fragility assessment, and that results obtained using VHPO
were comparable to the results obtained using nonlinear response history analyses
in terms of the EDP predictions and fragility estimation.

2.3 Multi-hazard earthquake-tsunami structural assessment
At building scale, there are only a few studies (Park et al. 2012; Carey et al. 2014;
Latcharote 2015; Carey et al. 2019) available to date that evaluated structural
performance under sequential earthquake shaking and tsunami inundation.
Park et al. (2012) developed collapse fragility functions for a two-story timber building subjected to sequential earthquake-tsunami loading in a two phase
simulation performed at two seismic intensity levels. In the first phase, nonlinear response history analyses (NRHA) were performed using an equivalent singledegree-of-freedom (SDOF) model of timber building. In the second phase, tsunami
response of the damaged SDOF model was evaluated through nonlinear static
pushover (NSP) analyses for different inundation levels. Results in Park et al.
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(2012) indicated that tsunami inundation depths required to collapse the assessed
light-frame timber building decreased with increase in the seismic intensity of the
preceding earthquakes.
Carey et al. (2014) presented a comprehensive multi-hazard framework to simulate the contemporaneous damage from long duration ground shaking, and tsunami
inundation for a typical coastal bridge. The framework considered soil-structure
interaction, fluid-structure interaction, and ground motion time duration effects
when estimating bridge damage. The implementation of this multi-hazard framework utilized new developments in the OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2010) finite
element software framework.
Latcharote (2015) performed sequential NRHA analyses to simulate the earthquaketsunami response of a six-story reinforced concrete (RC) wall-frame structure and
monitored damage of beam, column, and structural wall. The study found that
damage accumulates in structural members during sequential earthquake-tsunami
loading.
Recently, Carey et al. (2019) developed a bridge modeling approach, which includes soil-foundation-structure interaction effects, to quantify sequential earthquaketsunami induced damage. The study presented multi-hazard interaction diagrams
to relate earthquake and tsunami intensity measures (IMs) to bridge damage. Results indicated that the effect of damage due to earthquake loading on bridge
systems decreases the resistance to subsequent tsunami loading. Specifically the
mean interaction diagrams presented reveal that the lateral resistance of the bridge
system studied is reduced by approximately 50% or more for spectral accelerations
exceeding 0.3g for the range of inundation depth considered.
Similar to building scale assessment, very limited number of studies (FEMA
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2017; Goda and De Risi 2018; Park et al. 2019) have been performed to date to
assess the structural and non-structural performance of structures at community
scale under sequential earthquake shaking and tsunami inundation.
FEMA (2017) provides formulations for combining structural, non-structural,
and contents damage states of structures subjected to sequential earthquake-tsunami
event. This damage states combination approach is based on the basic axioms of
probability theory, Boolean logic rules, and the assumption of statistical independence between damage incurred from earthquake shaking and tsunami flow
hazards. Moreover, the following assumptions are made for combining damage
states of structures subjected to earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard:
(i) A specific level of damage state could be generated from the joint occurrence of lower level damage state. For example, the probability of combined
complete damage (DS = Complete) also includes the joint probability of
extensive damage state (DS = Extensive) due to the tsunami and extensive
damage due to the earthquake based on the assumption that both the extensive damage due to the tsunami and the earthquake would result in complete
damage to the structure.
(ii) The impacts of structural damage would propagate to non-structural damage. For example, the probability of combined complete damage (DS =
Complete) of non-structural systems also include the probability of combined complete damage (DS = Complete) of the structural system based
on the assumption that non-structural systems are completely damaged in
a building that has sustained complete damage (DS = Complete) to the
structural system;
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Based on the above assumptions, Eq. (2.1), Eq. (2.2), Eq. (2.3), and Eq. (2.4)
provide the formulations for complete (Cstr ), extensive (Estr ), moderate (Mstr ),
and slight (Sstr ) structural damage states, respectively.

PComb [DS = Cstr ] = PComb [DS = Cstr | EQ ∪ DS = Cstr |T S]
s.i

= P [DS = Cstr |EQ] + P [DS = Cstr |T S] − (P [DS = Cstr |EQ]

P [DS = Cstr |T S]) + (P [DS ≥ Estr |EQ] − P [DS = Cstr |EQ])
(P [DS ≥ Estr |T S] − P [DS = Cstr |T S])
(2.1)

PComb [DS ≥ Estr ] = PComb [DS ≥ Estr | EQ ∪ DS ≥ Estr |T S]
s.i

= P [DS ≥ Estr |EQ] + P [DS ≥ Estr |T S] − (P [DS ≥ Estr |EQ]

P [DS ≥ Estr |T S]) + (P [DS ≥ Mstr |EQ] − P [DS = Estr |EQ])
(P [DS ≥ Mstr |T S] − P [DS = Estr |T S])
(2.2)

PComb [DS ≥ Mstr ] = PComb [DS ≥ Mstr | EQ ∪ DS ≥ Mstr |T S]
s.i

= P [DS ≥ Mstr |EQ] + P [DS ≥ Mstr |T S] − (P [DS ≥ Mstr |EQ]

P [DS ≥ Mstr |T S])
(2.3)
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PComb [DS ≥ Sstr ] = PComb [DS ≥ Sstr | EQ ∪ DS ≥ Sstr |T S]
s.i

= P [DS ≥ Sstr |EQ] + P [DS ≥ Mstr |T S] − (P [DS ≥ Sstr |EQ]
P [DS ≥ Mstr |T S])
(2.4)

It is worth to noting that FEMA (2017) considers three damage states, namely
complete, extensive, and moderate for describing structural, non-structural, and
content damages of structures subjected to tsunami loading. Slight damage state
(DS = Slight) is not considered since it is difficult to distinguish tsunami induced
slight damage state to no damage at all. Hence, the moderate damage state is
substitute to Eq. (2.4).
The combination rules used for estimating the non-structural damage from
tsunami inundation and earthquake shaking are described in Eq. (2.5)–Eq. (2.16).
In accordance with common practice in earthquake engineering the non-structural
damage from the earthquake shaking is divided into acceleration-sensitive and
drift-sensitive systems for seismic damage and loss estimations (Aslani and Miranda 2005), while no such distinction is made for tsunami induced non-structural
system (NSS) damage. The combined probability of non-structural drift-sensitive
systems (NDS) for the complete damage state (CNDS), extensive damage state
(ENDS), moderate damage state (MNDS), and slight damage state (SNDS) are
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given by:
PComb [DS = CN DS ] = PComb [DS = CN DS | EQ ∪ DS = CN SS |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])



P [DS = CN DS |EQ] + P [DS = CN SS |T S] − P [DS = CN DS |EQ] P [DS = CN SS |T S]


× + (P [DS ≥ EN DS |EQ] − P [DS = CN DS |EQ]) × (P [DS ≥ EN SS |T S]



 −P [DS = C
|T S] )
N SS











(2.5)

PComb [DS ≥ EN DS ] = PComb [DS ≥ EN DS | EQ ∪ DS ≥ EN SS |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])



P [DS ≥ EN DS |EQ] + P [DS ≥ EN SS |T S] − P [DS ≥ EN DS |EQ] P [DS ≥ EN SS |T S]


× + (P [DS ≥ MN DS |EQ] − P [DS ≥ EN DS |EQ]) × (P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S]



 −P [DS ≥ E
|T S] )
N SS











(2.6)

PComb [DS ≥ MN DS ] = PComb [DS ≥ MN DS | EQ ∪ DS ≥ MN SS |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])

×



P [DS ≥ MN DS |EQ] + P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S] − P [DS ≥ MN DS |EQ] P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S]
(2.7)

PComb [DS ≥ SN DS ] = PComb [DS ≥ SN DS | EQ ∪ DS ≥ MN SS |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])

×



P [DS ≥ SN DS |EQ] + P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S] − P [DS ≥ SN DS |EQ] P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S]
(2.8)
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The combined probability of non-structural acceleration-sensitive systems (NAS)
for the complete damage state (CNAS), extensive damage state (ENAS), moderate
damage state (MNAS), and slight damage state (SNAS) are given by:

PComb [DS = CN AS ] = PComb [DS = CN AS | EQ ∪ DS = CN SS |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])



P [DS = CN AS |EQ] + P [DS = CN SS |T S] − P [DS = CN AS |EQ] P [DS = CN SS |T S]


× + (P [DS ≥ EN AS |EQ] − P [DS = CN AS |EQ]) × (P [DS ≥ EN SS |T S]



 −P [DS = C
|T S] )
N SS











(2.9)

PComb [DS ≥ EN AS ] = PComb [DS ≥ EN AS | EQ ∪ DS ≥ EN SS |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])



P [DS ≥ EN AS |EQ] + P [DS ≥ EN SS |T S] − P [DS ≥ EN AS |EQ] P [DS ≥ EN SS |T S]


× + (P [DS ≥ MN AS |EQ] − P [DS ≥ EN AS |EQ]) × (P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S]



 −P [DS ≥ E
|T S] )
N SS











(2.10)

PComb [DS ≥ MN AS ] = PComb [DS ≥ MN AS | EQ ∪ DS ≥ MN SS |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])

×



P [DS ≥ MN AS |EQ] + P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S] − P [DS ≥ MN AS |EQ] P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S]
(2.11)
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PComb [DS ≥ SN AS ] = PComb [DS ≥ SN AS | EQ ∪ DS ≥ MN SS |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])

×



P [DS ≥ SN AS |EQ] + P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S] − P [DS ≥ SN AS |EQ] P [DS ≥ MN SS |T S]
(2.12)



Building Content (CON) damage from earthquake shaking and tsunami inundation for different damage states are combined in a similar manner to that
of non-structural damage. For content damage combining, following combination
rules are provided:

PComb [DS = CCON ] = PComb [DS = CCON | EQ ∪ DS = CCON |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])



P [DS = CCON |EQ] + P [DS = CCON |T S] − P [DS = CCON |EQ] P [DS = CCON |T S]


× + (P [DS ≥ ECON |EQ] − P [DS = CCON |EQ]) × (P [DS ≥ ECON |T S]



 −P [DS = C
|T S] )
CON











(2.13)

PComb [DS ≥ ECON ] = PComb [DS ≥ ECON | EQ ∪ DS ≥ ECON |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])



P [DS ≥ ECON |EQ] + P [DS ≥ ECON |T S] − P [DS ≥ ECON |EQ] P [DS ≥ ECON |T S]


× + (P [DS ≥ MCON |EQ] − P [DS ≥ ECON |EQ]) × (P [DS ≥ MCON |T S]



 −P [DS ≥ E
|T S] )
CON

(2.14)
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PComb [DS ≥ MCON ] = PComb [DS ≥ MCON | EQ ∪ DS ≥ MCON |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])

×



P [DS ≥ MCON |EQ] + P [DS ≥ MCON |T S] − P [DS ≥ MCON |EQ] P [DS ≥ MCON |T S]
(2.15)

PComb [DS ≥ SCON ] = PComb [DS ≥ SCON | EQ ∪ DS ≥ MCON |T S]
s.i

= PComb [DS = CStr ] + (1 − PComb [DS = CStr ])

×



P [DS ≥ SCON |EQ] + P [DS ≥ MCON |T S] − P [DS ≥ SCON |EQ] P [DS ≥ MCON |T S]
(2.16)

Goda and De Risi (2018) developed a probabilistic multi-hazard loss estimation
methodology for coastal communities which are exposed to cascading shakingtsunami hazards. The method considers the common source effects for simulating
shaking and tsunami hazards and risks in a consistent manner. A case study
is presented in this study to illustrate an application of the developed method to
Miyagi Prefecture by focusing on possible large seismic events in the Tohoku region
of Japan. The application example presented in Goda and De Risi (2018) considers
the maximum of the shaking-related damage and the tsunami-related damage as
the combined earthquake-tsunami damage of a given structure on the premise that
empirical tsunami fragility functions used implicitly takes into account the shaking
effects.
More recently, Park et al. (2019) presented a probabilistic seismic and tsunami
damage analysis (PSTDA) due to both earthquake shaking and tsunami inundation from tsunamigenic earthquake events at a coastal community. Though the
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PSTDA framework presented in Park et al. (2019) evaluates the combined impacts
of earthquake and tsunami through a stochastic approach that accounts for the
accumulated damage due to seismic shaking and subsequent tsunami inundation,
the application of the framework used the formulations presented in FEMA (2017)
to combine earthquake-tsunami damages considering statistical independence of
the damage from earthquake and tsunami events.
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3 Probabilistic Seismic Demand Analysis of a Code
Designed URM Infilled RC frame Building accounting for
Infill Strut Model Class Uncertainty
3.1 Overview
Reliable and robust probabilistic assessment of structures requires explicit consideration of all relevant sources of uncertainty, both aleatory and epistemic. This
study proposes a methodology to incorporate model class uncertainty, related to
the selection of a model from an appropriate class of models developed to describe
physical structural systems, for probabilistic seismic demand analysis (PSDA) of
structures. The application of the proposed methodology is illustrated through
the incorporation of uncertainty related to infill strut model class selection on
drift based PSDA of a modern code designed reinforced concrete (RC) frame with
unreinforced masonry (URM) infill, using three state-of-the-art phenomenological
infill strut models. To this end, a novel modeling approach is proposed to estimate the response of the infilled RC frame accounting for infill-frame interactions.
The proposed modeling approach makes use of fiber-section force-based elements
for columns and beams, experimentally calibrated phenomenological strut models
that account for infill-frame interaction, and strength based limit-state nonlinear
zero-length shear springs at column ends that accounts for the effect of axial loading
on the shear strength of columns. Validation of the modeling approach is achieved
using single-bay single-story infilled frame experimental results. Nonlinear static
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pushover (NSP) analysis and tornado sensitivity analyses are performed to identify
the important model parameters affecting the seismic response of infilled frame,
which revealed that bias in peak strength estimate and bias in initial stiffness estimate of the infill strut model classes are the dominant contributors to lateral response uncertainty of the infilled frame. A hybrid stripe analyses (HSA) approach
is adopted to perform nonlinear response history analyses (NRHAs), where hazard
consistent ground motions are selected and scaled using conditional spectra as target response spectra for intensity levels for which ground motion record exists, and
for the rest higher intensity levels ground motions are scaled from selected hazard
consistent ground motions. To account for relevant sources of uncertainty, latin
hypercube sampling (LHS) method is utilized to quantify the minimum number
of realizations of model parameters necessary to achieve convergence of the coefficient of variation (COV) of the engineering response parameters assessed. Results
of the NRHAs indicate that incorporating model class uncertainty significantly
affects the estimation of uncertainties of the drift hazard demand.

3.2 Introduction
Reinforced concrete (RC) frame buildings with unreinforced masonry infill (URM)
walls is a prevalent form of structural system in many densely populated urban centers around the world, such as those in South Asia, Southern Europe, and Latin
America. Many of these urban centers are located in seismically active regions
and RC frame buildings with URM walls pose a significant risk to human lives
since they are vulnerable to severe damage and collapse as experienced in recent
earthquakes (e.g., 2005 Kashmir Earthquake, 2014 Nepal Earthquake, L’Aquila
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2009, and Lorca 2011 in Italy). The experience gained from post-earthquake reconnaissance (Brando et al. 2015) and numerous experimental (e.g., Smith 1962;
Smith 1966; Smith 1967; Smith and Carter 1969; Mainstone 1971; Mehrabi et al.
1996) and analytical investigations (e.g., Crisafulli 1997; El-Dakhakhni et al. 2003;
Stavridis 2009; Burton and Deierlein 2014) reveal that seismic response of URM
infilled RC frame, both at system and component level, possesses high degree
of uncertainty due to complex infill-frame interactions, inherent nonlinearity and
variability of the infill properties coupled with its rapid strength and stiffness degradation characteristics (Chrysostomou and Asteris 2012; Uva et al. 2012). Hence
to mitigate this risk in an efficient manner, a comprehensive and reliable probabilistic performance assessment of these buildings is a prerequisite accounting for
all relevant sources of uncertainties.
There have been numerous experimental and analytical studies conducted over
the past sixty years on the seismic behavior and performance assessment of structures with URM infills. These studies can be broadly classified into four categories: (1) experimental investigation and analytical modeling of infilled frames
(e.g., Holmes 1961; Mainstone 1962; Smith 1962; Smith 1966; Smith and Carter
1969; Liauw and Kwan 1983; Liauw and Kwan 1984; Saneinejad and Hobbs 1995;
Crisafulli and Carr 2007; Smyrou et al. 2011); (2) deterministic seismic assessment
(Dolšek and Fajfar 2008a); (3) probabilistic seismic assessment (e.g., Mosalam
et al. 1997; Dymiotis et al. 2001; Dolšek and Fajfar 2008b; Celarec and Dolšek
2013; Jeon et al. 2015b); and (4) parametric sensitivity studies (e.g., Celarec et al.
2012; Chrysostomou and Asteris 2012; Uva et al. 2012; Liberatore et al. 2017).
Experimental and analytical research conducted to investigate the in-plane behavior of infilled frame subjected to lateral loading during the early 1960s (e.g.,
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Holmes 1961; Mainstone 1962; Smith 1962; Smith 1966; Smith and Carter 1969 )
recognized the significant contribution of infill in increasing the lateral strength and
stiffness of the infill-frame systems. These investigations lead to different methods
for modeling of infill panel, which may be broadly classified into two categories,
namely micro-modeling and macro-modeling approach.
With the recent progress in computing power, there have been significant advances in nonlinear finite element based (Shing and Mehrabi 2002; Stavridis and
Shing 2010; Koutromanos et al. 2011) and applied element based (Tagel-Din 1998;
Sotir 2017) micro-modeling approach for modeling masonry infill, which are capable of capturing detailed behavior at local level, the cracking pattern in brick,
mortar joint and brick-mortar interface, the ultimate load and failure mechanisms.
However, use of these approaches for practical applications, such as seismic risk
assessments of buildings that require a multitude of simulations, are limited to date
due to the excessive number of material parameters involved in the complex constitute model formulations, fine discretization scheme required for accuracy, and the
lack of detailed guidelines for the development and calibration of structural models
(Stavridis and Shing 2010). On the contrary, macro-models that entail substituting
the strength and stiffness of infill panels by equivalent compression-only diagonal
struts based on phenomenological constitutive models offer a trade-off between
accuracy and simplicity by capturing the in-plane global behavior of infill-frame
interaction and failure mechanisms. This modeling approach was developed initially based on the experimental observation that compressive load path in the
infill panels subjected to horizontal loading typically develops along the diagonals
of the panel in the form of diagonal bracing (e.g., Holmes 1961; Smith 1962; Smith
1966; Smith and Carter 1969; Mainstone 1971).
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Holmes (1961) proposed a simplified procedure for computing ultimate racking
load and lateral deflection of a steel frame infilled with masonry or concrete and
proposed modeling infills with an equivalent pin-jointed diagonal strut having a
width equal to one-third of the diagonal length of the infill panel with the same
thickness and material properties of the infill. The simplified procedure was verified
against test results of thirteen small scale steel frame infilled with masonry or
concrete. Later on, Smith (1962) suggested that the strut width-to-diagonal length
of infill varies between 0.1–0.25 for different aspect ratios of infill panels, based on
experimental results of a large number of unframed mortar panels tested by loading
diagonally. Subsequent studies (Smith 1966; Smith 1967; Smith and Carter 1969)
recognized the influence of relative infill panel-to-frame stiffness on the formation of
an equivalent strut having different length of contact with the bounding frame and
incorporated a dimensionless quantity λ that represents the relative infill panelto-frame stiffness to define equivalent strut width.
Besides the experimental investigations numerous analytical studies were performed (e.g., Liauw and Kwan 1983; Liauw and Kwan 1984; Saneinejad and Hobbs
1995; Crisafulli and Carr 2007; Smyrou et al. 2011) to study the behavior of infilled
frame to lateral loading. These studies lead to the development of many variants
of macro-models for modeling infilled frames. Asteris et al. (2011) provides a comprehensive summary of the variants of macro-models proposed for modeling infilled
frames until 2011 and outlines the significant variation in the definition of the strut
width in different proposed macro-models.
Dolšek and Fajfar (2008a) performed a deterministic seismic assessment of a
four-story URM infilled RC frames for three variants of the infill-frame system,
namely bare frame, partially infilled frame with opening and fully infilled frame
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using the N2 method (Dolšek and Fajfar 2004), which is based on nonlinear static
pushover analyses and the inelastic response spectrum appropriately developed for
infilled frame by Dolšek and Fajfar (2005). The results of the study indicated that
masonry infill greatly increases the stiffness and strength of the case study structure
provided seismic demand does not exceed the deformation capacity of the infill
and column shear failure does not occur due to infill-frame interaction. Moreover,
it was observed that the infills can completely change the damage distribution
throughout the building, and a soft story mechanism may develop even for the
case where infills are uniformly distributed throughout the structure.
In a companion paper, Dolšek and Fajfar (2008b) performed a probabilistic
seismic assessment of the same URM infilled RC frame variants using incremental
N2 method. It was shown that probability of exceedance of different limit states for
uniformly distributed infilled frame is smaller compared to that of bare frame and
the beneficial contribution of infill observed in seismic response is more pronounced
in the probabilistic assessment than in the deterministic assessment. Celarec and
Dolšek (2013) developed a simplified iterative adaptive pushover procedure to approximately simulate the shear failure of columns using a nonlinear finite element
model (FEM) developed for the infilled RC frame. In the adopted FEM lumped
plasticity model is used for the beams and columns and an equivalent single strut is
used to model the infills. Using the proposed iterative adaptive pushover procedure
and post-processing of the analyses results column shear failures are approximately
simulated and fragility curves were developed for two example buildings. It was
shown that neglecting the column shear failures due to infill-frame interaction
significantly overestimate the strength and deformation capacity of the example
buildings which in turn results in an underestimation of the mean annual frequency
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of different damage limit state exceedance. Jeon et al. (2015b) developed seismic
fragility functions for a lightly reinforced concrete frame with masonry infills using
nonlinear response history analyses and bilinear cloud-based approach for seismic
demand analysis. The study incorporated uncertainty in ground motion and building materials in the development of the fragility functions and an explicit nonlinear
column shear response model is used in the nonlinear FEM developed to account
for the infill-column interactions. Results of the study indicated that the impact of
the masonry infill on the seismic response of the lightly reinforced RC case study
frame is a function of both the ground motion intensity and infill properties and the
beneficial effect of the masonry infill at different damage limit states diminishes at
more severe limit states due to infill-frame interaction that leads to column shear
failure of lightly reinforced RC frame.
Celarec et al. (2012) conducted a parametric sensitivity study of global seismic response to the uncertain material properties of the infills and RC frame. In
this study, four infilled RC frames representative of construction practice of different era were used as case studies and the N2 method was adopted to simulate
seismic response. Global seismic response was simulated by using nonlinear FEM
that adopts one component lumped plasticity model for beams and columns, and
compression-only diagonal struts for infills. The results of the study indicated
that uncertainty in infill properties, namely shear cracking strength, shear modulus, Young’s modulus, and the post-capping degrading stiffness has the greatest
impact on the seismic response parameters such as the initial stiffness, maximum
base shear, and displacement capacity of the analyzed frame at damage limitation (DL) and severe damage (SD) limit states, whereas structural response at the
near-collapse (NC) limit state is most sensitive to the ultimate rotation capacity
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of the column elements of the bounding frame or to the shear cracking strength of
the infills. Uva et al. (2012) performed seismic response sensitivity analyses of a
case study URM infilled RC frame representative of 1970’s construction practice in
Southern Italy using nonlinear static pushover analyses. Specifically the authors
studied the seismic response sensitivity for the following modeling assumptions that
define the equivalent strut models: (i) different definition of equivalent strut width;
(ii) the choice of different constitutive force-displacement laws of infill panels; and
(iii) the use of single vs multiple equivalent struts for simulating the behavior of
the infill panels. It was observed that an increase in lateral strength of the case
study frame is proportional to the equivalent strut width. Moreover, infill panels
simulated with narrower struts exhibit more ductile behavior compared to those
simulated with wider struts. The study also observed significant variability in
structural response in terms of peak strength, initial stiffness, displacement ductility and the failure mechanisms observed for the different use of constitutive forcedisplacement laws of infill. Finally, the study recommends adopting multiple-strut
models as the single-strut models were unable to simulate infill-frame interaction
that may lead to column shear failures, especially in those with inadequate transverse reinforcements. Chrysostomou and Asteris (2012) performed a parametric
study to compare various analytical macro-models for quantifying the variability
in the in-plane stiffness, strength and deformation capacity and probable failure
modes of infill-frame systems. The study performed statistical analyses of analytical to experimental strength ratio using the pseudo dynamic test results of
nine infilled-frame panels. Several macro-models were used to predict two different failure modes, namely corner crushing and diagonal tension failure mode. The
median, mean, 25th and 75th percentile of analytical to experimental strength ratio
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predicted by three macro-models were close to 1 out of the six macro-models used
to predict corner crushing failures representing fairly good predictions. For the
other three macro-models, 25th − 75th percentile range lie above 1, with one of the
macro-models predictions showed large discrepancy with experimental results for
which 80% analytical-to-experimental ratios fell between 1.9 and 4.75. The coefficient of variation (COV) of the analytical-to-experimental strength ratio for all
the macro-models was between 0.27-0.66 for crushing failure mode, whereas COV
of 0.33-0.35 were observed for similar measurements for diagonal tension failure
modes. The study also reported the statistics of the experimental cracking and
crushing drift ratios of the nine pseudo dynamic tests. The mean of 0.15 and COV
of 0.4 was observed for cracking drift ratio, whereas the mean of 1.01 and COV of
0.6 was observed for crushing drift ratio. Recently, Liberatore et al. (2017) conducted a comparative assessment of five infill strut models in predicting the lateral
strength and stiffness of experimentally tested infilled frames using a large database
of 166 infilled frame specimens, comprising infilled RC frames, confined masonries,
and infilled steel frames. It was observed that, on the average, considered strut
models were able to better predict the strength of infill panels compared to the
stiffness. Comparatively better predictions of strength were achieved for infilled
steel frames with mean analytical-to-experimental strength ratio of 0.49–1.15 and
COV of 0.61–0.63, whereas for infilled RC frame mean analytical-to-experimental
strength ratio of 0.65–1.39 and COV of 0.66–0.72 were observed. Moreover, it
was observed that none of the considered strut models was able to adequately
predict the stiffness of the infilled frames as significant dispersion were observed
between analytical prediction and experimental stiffness, with COV of analyticalto-experimental stiffness ratio varying between 1.7-2.0. The study attributed the
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large scatter in infill stiffness prediction to the significantly different strut width
predicted by the considered infill strut models. In short, this parametric sensitivity
studies highlight that seismic response parameters of an URM infilled RC frame
exhibit significant uncertainty due to the uncertainty in modeling parameters, especially in infill proprieties, as well as due to the selection of macro-models to
model infill panel.
Reliable probabilistic performance-based seismic assessment of structures requires explicit consideration of all relevant sources of uncertainties, both aleatory
and epistemic. Aleatory uncertainty such as record-to-record (RTR) variability
associated with the frequency content and other attributes of the selected ground
motions for performing nonlinear response history analyses (NRHA) has been studied extensively (e.g., Porter et al. 2002; Goulet et al. 2007; Bradley 2013). Significant research efforts have also focused recently on studying the impact of epistemic
uncertainty related to model parameter uncertainty on the seismic response of different structural systems (e.g. RC frame systems: Dolšek 2009; Liel et al. 2009;
Gokkaya et al. 2016; Steel frame systems : Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis 2010;
Wood frame systems: Yin and Li 2010). Apart from model parameter uncertainty,
there exist another source of epistemic uncertainty, namely model class uncertainty
(e.g. Muto and Beck 2008; Barbosa 2011), related to the selection of a model from
an appropriate class of models developed to describe physical structural systems
and physical phenomena.
A model class by definition is an entity that involves epistemic uncertainty related to prior confidence or expert judgment of the engineer/scientist involved in
the development of a computational model of a structural system. Recent blind
prediction contests to simulate the response of structural systems to different load-
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ing conditions (e.g., RC bridge column: Terzic et al. 2015; RC structural wall:
Kelly 2007; steel frame: Ma et al. 2012; and wooden frame: Folz and Filiatrault
2004) have outlined the significance of incorporating model class uncertainty besides model parameter uncertainties. Unfortunately, to the author’s knowledge,
there has been no study performed to date that systematically incorporates model
class uncertainty for probabilistic seismic assessment of structures. Moreover, to
date almost all the seismic performance assessment studies of RC infilled frame
buildings (e.g., Dolšek and Fajfar 2008a; Dolšek 2012; Celarec et al. 2012; Burton and Deierlein 2014; Jeon et al. 2015b) assessed the seismic performance of
non-ductile infill frame buildings, a widespread form of construction practice of
mid-1900s, with little or no attention paid to the assessment of code designed
URM infilled RC frame buildings.
To address the above mentioned shortcomings, the objective of this study is
to assess the effect of incorporating uncertainty related to infill strut model class
selection on the probabilistic seismic demand analysis (PSDA) of a code designed
URM infilled RC frame building using Monte Carlo based simulations. To this end,
(i) a consistent methodology is presented first to incorporate model class uncertainty for evaluating its impact on probabilistic drift hazard risk of buildings under
seismic action; (ii) a novel modeling approach is proposed to simulate the seismic
response of the infilled RC frames accounting for infill-frame interaction. The proposed formulation is illustrated through the PSDA of a recent code-designed URM
infilled RC frame building. Two-dimensional (2D) nonlinear FEMs of the example building are developed using OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2010) and the impact
of including model class uncertainty, as well as model parameter uncertainty, are
evaluated. Although the formulation proposed is exemplified using a 2D FEM
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representing the superstructure of a building, it can be extended to model the
building accounting for additional building-level model class uncertainties (e.g.,
3D effects and out-of-plane responses) as well as different elements and modeling approaches used in the FEM (e.g., lumped plasticity elements, fiber-section
distributed plasticity elements, and continuum FEMs).

3.3 Methodology
3.3.1 PSDA incorporating finite element model class uncertainty
Probabilistic seismic demand assessment (PSDA) of structures (Cornell and Krawinkler 2000) couples a seismic hazard curve that represents the mean annual frequency of exceeding ground motion intensity measures (IMs) at a site with the seismic structural demand, represented by an engineering demand parameter (EDP)
conditional on the IM, to produce a seismic demand hazard curve. The seismic
demand hazard curve provides the mean annual frequency of EDP exceeding a
threshold edp. Thus, the mean annual rate (MAR) of events {EDP > edp} is
given by :
Z
P [EDP > edp|IM = im] |dνIM (im)|

νEDP (edp) =

(3.1)

IM

where P [EDP > edp|IM = im] is obtained from nonlinear response history analysis (NRHA) of FEMs subjected to an ensemble of ground motion records, and
|dνIM (im)| is the differential of the seismic hazard curve at IM = im. In this
study, peak inter-story drift ratio (PIDR) is used as the EDP, and the 5% damped
linear response spectral acceleration at the fundamental period of vibration Sa (T1 , ξ =
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5%) of the FEM is used to define the ground motion IM.
Γ=γ1

Γ=γ2

Γ=γ3

EDP

P [ EDP > edp
| IM=im, Γ=γ1 ]

P [ EDP > edp |
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IM=im, Γ=γ3 ]
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IM
(b)
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Figure 3.1: Seismic performance assessment incorporating model class uncertainty: (a)
nonlinear finite element models (FEMs) with multiple infill strut model classes; (b) hybrid stripe analyses (HSA) at different seismic intensity levels; (c) damage state fragility
functions for multiple infill strut model classes and model class weighted average fragility
function; and (d) deaggregation of mean annual rate (MAR) of drift hazard exceedance
for multiple infill strut model classes and model class weighted average drift hazard.

Figure 3.1 provides a scheme and the key features of the PSDA procedure
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that incorporates model class uncertainty, using the application example as an
illustrative case. First, several nonlinear FEMs of the application example are
developed using γk infill strut models from an appropriate set of model classes
Γ = {γ1 , . . . , γk } of infill struts available in the literature. Uncertainties in the
model parameters that define the backbone curve of an infill strut model class γk
are also considered to develop a multitude of realizations of FEMs with a given infill strut model class. For each FEM realization, the hybrid stripe analyses (HSA)
approach is adopted to perform NRHA at multiple IM levels deemed adequate
to simulate the whole range of building responses, ranging from estimation of the
serviceability limit state to the collapse limit state. Extending the Multiple Stripe
Analysis (MSA) approach (Baker 2015), the HSA approach uses multiple suites of
historical ground motion (GM) records that are selected such that their response
spectra match the conditional response spectra (Lin et al. 2013) obtained using
PSHA tools such as the USGS seismic hazard tool (Petersen et al. 2015) up to
the highest intensity level for which historical GM records can be obtained with
reasonable scaling factors (typically 3 to 5). Beyond the highest intensity level,
synthetic GM records or a single suite of scaled GM records can be used. Herein,
the GM suite selected for the 1% in 200 years was scaled further to higher intensity values to capture structural collapses, per the Incremental Dynamic Analyses
(IDA) approach (Vamvatsikos and Cornell 2002).
With the selected GMs, NRHAs are performed and PIDR and other EDP
of interest are recorded. In this study, NRHAs are performed for each of the
model classes at 10 seismic intensity levels with 30 ground motion records per
intensity level. Figure 3.1(b) illustrates the stripe of PIDR response obtained from
such NRHAs involving multiple infill strut model classes, with probability density
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functions (PDFs) of the response overlaid on each stripe of results for each of the
model classes adopted in the estimation of the EDP.
Figure 3.1(c) illustrates the complementary conditional cumulative distribution
function P [EDP > edp|IM = im, Γ = γk ] corresponding to a model class γk as a
function of IMs. The model parameter uncertainty for each model classes can be
incorporated in P [EDP > edp|IM = im, Γ = γk ] and is given by:
Z
P [EDP > edp|IM = im, Γ = γk ] =

Z
...

θ1,k

P [EDP > edp|IM = im, Γ = γk ,
θn,k

Θ = {θ1,k , . . . , θn,k } ] fΘ|Γ [Θ = {θ1,k , . . . , θn,k }|
Γ = γk ] dθ1,k , . . . , dθn,k
(3.2)
where Θ = {θ1,k , . . . , θn,k } is a specific set of n, k model parameters used to define
the model class γk and fΘ|Γ [Θ = {θ1,k , . . . , θn,k }|Γ = γk ] is the conditional joint distribution of the model parameters given the model class γk is selected. It should be
noted that each model class Γ = γk is defined by Θ = {θ1,k , . . . , θn,k } model parameters and the total number of model parameters n, k may vary from model class to
model class. In this sub-figure, the P [EDP > edp|IM = im], which corresponds
to the model class mean results, can be estimated using the Total Probability
Theorem (TPT):

P [EDP > edp|IM = im] =

NX
class

P [EDP > edp|IM = im, Γ = γk ] P [Γ = γk ]

k=1

(3.3)
where P [Γ = γk ] represents the probability that a model class Γ = γk is selected
from Nclass candidate models with k = 1, 2, . . . , Nclass .
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Finally, the MAR of drift hazard exceedance νEDP (edp) accounting for model
class uncertainty is given by:

νEDP (edp) =

NX
class

Z
P [Γ = γk ]


P [EDP > edp|IM = im, Γ = γk ] |dνIM (im) |

IM

k=1

k

(3.4)
In general, there is no closed form solution to the integral term of Eq. (3.4), and
the discretized form of Eq. (3.4) is given by:

νEDP (edp) =

NX
class
k=1

P [Γ = γk ]

(N
IM
X

)
P [EDP > edp|IM = imi , Γ = γk ] |dνIM (imi ) |

i=1

k

(3.5)
Deaggregation of νEDP (edp) provides information regarding seismic IMs contributing most to νEDP (edp) estimates, as well as the relative contribution of each
of the model classes γk to νEDP (edp). The IM − Γ normalized deaggregation of
νEDP (edp) can be obtained using:
P [IM = imi , Γ = γk |EDP > edp] =

1
P [Γ = γk ] {νEDP (edp, imi , γk )}k
νEDP (edp)
(3.6)

where νEDP (edp, imi , γk ) = P [EDP > edp|IM = imi , Γ = γk ] |dνIM (imi ) | is the
contribution of (imi , γk ) bin to the total drift hazard νEDP (edp).
The contribution of each model class to the drift hazard νEDP (edp) can be
computed as:
N

IM
X
1
P [Γ = γk |EDP > edp] =
P [Γ = γk ]
{νEDP (edp, imi , γk )}k (3.7)
νEDP (edp)
i=1

Figure 3.1(d) shows example deaggregation curves for νEDP (edp) over a range
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of IMs for FEM with different infill strut model classes and model class weighted
average model.

3.4 Numerical modeling scheme for URM infilled RC frame
Numerical modeling scheme proposed in this study for modeling URM infilled RC
frame is based on the in-plane behavior and potential failure modes observed and
proposed in different experimental and analytical studies of masonry-infilled RC
frame. Asteris et al. 2011 summarized five potential failure mechanisms of URM
infilled RC frames reported/proposed in different experimental and analytical studies: (i) corner crushing (CC) mode, which represent crushing of infill in at least
one of the loaded corner that usually occurs in a strong bounding frame (ductile
frame) and weak infill (typically hollow concrete blocks) configurations; (ii) diagonal compression (DC) mode associated with crushing of infills in the central region
of infill panel for relatively slender infills; (iii) sliding shear (SS) mode, which is
observed along the horizontal direction of bed joints of weak or strong infills (solid
brick/concrete blocks etc.) bounded by strong frame; (iv) diagonal cracking (DK)
mode, which develops along the loaded diagonal of the infill panel due to diagonal
tension developed along the unloaded corners of the infill panel in a weak frame
(lightly reinforced nonductile frames) or frame with weak joints and strong frame
with strong infill configurations; (v) frame failure (FF) mode that includes flexural
failure, shear failure, and failure of beam-column joints. Based on the results of
14 half-scale single story RC frames, comprising various infill-frame combinations
(e.g., weak frame – weak infill, strong frame – weak infill, etc.), tested under inplane loads, Mehrabi et al. 1994 proposed simple analytical models for predicting
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lateral strength of infilled frame and obtained good agreement between experimentally observed and predicted failure mechanism as well as lateral strength. Such
analytical models can be used as the basis for predicting lateral strengths and failure mechanisms of a given infilled frame as well as for detailed FEM for performing
a seismic assessment.
In this study, an advanced 2D nonlinear finite element modeling scheme for
the RC frame with URM infill is developed in the Open System for Earthquake
Engineering Simulation framework, OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2010). Figure 3.2
illustrates the numerical modeling scheme adopted to capture the infill-frame interaction as well as plausible column shear failure.

3.4.1 Column-beam response model
For columns and beams, material nonlinearity and geometric nonlinearity such as
P − ∆ effects are considered. To simulate the flexural response under seismic
loading, both columns and beams were modeled using distributed plasticity forcebased elements (Scott and Fenves 2006) with nonlinear fiber sections assigned on
the element interior. The modified Gauss-Radau integration scheme was applied
over prescribed plastic hinge length for the fiber sections at the element ends, and
two-point Gauss-Legendre integration was used for the element interior, resulting
in six integration points per element. The plastic hinge length was defined using
the empirically validated relationship provided in (Paulay and Priestley 1992).
For the fiber-section models, the uniaxial stress-strain response of concrete was
simulated using the Concrete02 (Scott et al. 1982) and for reinforcing steel a
bilinear stress-strain relationship (Steel01 ) with kinematic hardening ratio of 0.01
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was used. The confinement effect was accounted for in the definition of the concrete
stress-strain response (Mander et al. 1988). In the column core, 10 fibers were
used, whereas two fibers are employed in cover regions, following suggestions in
Kostic and Filippou (2011). The effective width of the flanged beam sections were
determined in accordance with ACI 318-08 (ACI 2008). Beam-column joints were
modeled using partially rigid-end offsets, following ATC-72-1 (PEER/ATC 2010)
recommendations.
To capture the probable shear failure in columns due to increased shear demand resulting from infill-frame interactions, a phenomenological zero-length nonlinear shear spring (Jeon et al. 2015a) was modeled at both ends of columns. The
nonlinear shear spring model in Jeon et al. (2015a) was developed for columns
only, nonetheless it is adopted to capture infill-frame interaction herein as it is a
strength-based model. Experimental observations of infilled RC frame subjected
to pseudo dynamic cyclic loading in Mehrabi et al. 1994; Manzouri 1995; Shing
et al. 2009 revealed that peak lateral load developed at relatively low deformation
levels (approximately at 0.25% drift). Hence, a strength-based model can reasonably capture the shear failure of columns due to infill-frame interaction. The shear
spring model (Jeon et al. 2015a) was implemented in OpenSees as a part of the
present work using an existing limit-state material model and the shear limit curve
developed previously (Elwood 2004), but with minor adjustments. The adjustments are introduced in the implemented model such that axial load is measured
at the element connecting the beam-column joint nodes to the shear spring, and
the shear capacity Vn accounts for this varying axial load in the columns at each
analysis step. As shown in Figure 3.2(b), in the strength-based shear spring model
implemented, the shear limit curve is activated and shear strength degradation is
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initiated once the shear demand exceed the column shear capacity Vn (Sezen and
Moehle 2004).
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Figure 3.2: (a) Numerical modeling scheme of URM infilled RC frame; and (b) shear,
flexure, and total response envelopes.
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3.4.2 Infill strut model class
In the adopted modeling approach the infills panels are simulated using compressiononly equivalent strut models. Three state-of-the-art experimentally calibrated phenomenological infill strut model classes that have been frequently used in recent
collapse assessment studies of URM infilled RC frames, are used in this study to
incorporate uncertainty in seismic response resulting from infill strut model class
selection : (i) Stavridis (2009) (Stavridis 2009), (ii) Sattar and Leil (2010) (Sattar
and Liel 2010), and (iii) Burton and Deierlein (2014) (Burton and Deierlein 2014).
These infill strut models are hereafter referred to as: ST09, SL10, and BD14,
respectively, for brevity. Only diagonal struts are placed between the nodes representing beam-column joints in each direction for ST 09 and SL10 models, whereas
for the dual strut models by BD14, in addition to the diagonal struts, off-diagonal
struts are placed between the nodes that connect column element with the zerolength shear spring models in column ends (see Figure 3.2). To simulate the axial
response of the compression-only strut elements uniaxial Hysteretic material model
in OpenSees is utilized.
The equivalent strut width bm is computed based on recommendations by Mainstone (1971), for all the considered strut models:



bm = 0.175(λh)−0.4 dm
r
Em tm sin2θ
λ= 4
4Ec Ic hm

(3.8)
(3.9)

where, dm , λ and h are the diagonal length of the infill panel, a dimensionless
quantity representing relative infill panel-to-frame stiffness, and height of the story,
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respectively. In the definition of λ, Em , tm , and hm are the elastic modulus,
 
thickness, and height, respectively, of the infill panel. θ = tan−1 hlmm is the angle
between the diagonal and base of the infill panel with lm representing the length
of the infill panel, and Ec and Ic are the elastic modulus and moment of inertia,
respectively, of the column.
The following provides a brief overview of the infill strut models used in this
study.
1. Stavridis (2009): The simplified force versus drift model by ST09 is based
on a parametric study to account for the effects of different material and
geometric parameters on the in-plane behavior RC frame with solid infill
panels. The parameters considered include the aspect ratio of the infill panel,
reinforcing details of column (both longitudinal and transverse reinforcement,
transverse reinforcement spacing), and the vertical load applied on the frame.
The model proposed in ST09 was also validated against experimental studies
of a single-story single-bay nonductile RC frame infilled with solid infill panels
that exhibit combined SK and DK mode of failure in infill panel coupled
with column shear failure in the windward corner. Based on the observation
of this parametric study, the author concluded that the initial stiffness of
an infilled RC frame is only affected by the aspect ratio of the infill wall
whereas the strength is mostly influenced by the aspect ratio and the vertical
load. Moreover, the study suggests that if the geometry of the panel allows
it, two diagonal struts develop and act against the column as opposed to
the commonly perceived notion that a single strut develops along the panel
diagonal. The simplified force vs drift envelope of the model developed by
Stavridis (2009) is presented in Figure 3.3(a). The elastic stiffness of the
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envelope is given by:

Ke =

1
kf l

1
+ K1sh

(3.10)

3Ec Ice
h3b
Am Gm
=
hm

Kf l =

(3.11)

Ksh

(3.12)

where Kf l and Ksh represent the flexural and shear stiffness of an uncracked
cantilever wall, hb is the height of the composite wall measured from the top
of the foundation to the mid-height of the RC beam, Ec is the modulus of
elasticity of concrete, and Ice is the moment of inertia of the transformed
section with masonry wall section replaced with an equivalent concrete section, Am , Gm , and hm represent the cross section area, shear modulus, and
height of the infill wall, respectively. Gm is computed as 0.4Em following
ASCE 41-13 (ASCE 2013). The relationship between the peak strength Vcap
and yield strength Vy is expressed as:
Vy =

2Vcap
3

(3.13)

The peak strength is estimated as the summation of the lateral resistance of
the columns, the cohesive and frictional resistances of the mortar joints:

Vcap =



ψ (Vlc + Vrc ) + c0 Am + µPm

for single-bay


ψ (P Vic ) + c0 Am + µPm

for multi-bay

(3.14)
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where Vlc and Vrc are the shear force carried by the columns, c0 is the cohesion
strength of mortar joints, µ is the friction coefficient, Pm is the portion of
the externally applied gravity load which is carried by the infill, and ψ is
a reduction factor with 0 ≤ ψ < 1 . For seismic assessment in this study,
ψ = 1 is assumed. The residual strength is estimated as the summation of
the residual strength of the infill resulting from friction along the bed joints
due to the total externally applied vertical load and residual shear resistance
from columns transverse reinforcements based on the assumption that wider
shear cracks develop in the infills and columns at larger drifts:


2Vc,res + Vm,res
Vr =

P Vc,res + Vm,res

for single-bay
(3.15)
for multi-bay

where Vc,res and Vm,res are residual shear strength of column and masonry
wall respectively. The drift at peak strenth has been found to be function of
aspect ratio of the infill wall and is estimated as:

∆cap =

where ARm =

lm
hm



0.86 − 1 ARm
3

if ARm < 2.15


0.15

if ARm ≥ 2.15

(3.16)

is the aspect ratio of the infill wall. Based on the findings

of the parametric study, drift at residual strength is proposed as:
∆r = 1.4∆cap

(3.17)

2. Sattar and Liel (2010): The infill strut model proposed by SL10 is based
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on different existing proposals of predicting strength and stiffness of equivalent strut models available in the literature. The initial lateral stiffness of
the infill panel is computed as twice the axial stiffness of the equivalent strut
transformed to the horizontal direction:

Ke = 2

Em bm tm
dm



(cosθ)2

(3.18)

The relationship between the peak strength Vcap and yield strength Vy is
expressed as:
Vy = 0.55Vcap

(3.19)


q
Lm
2
1 + CI + 1 ; CI = 1.925
hm

(3.20)

where
Vcap

Lm tm ftp
= 0.818
CI



and ftp is the cracking strength of infill, and Lm , tm , hm are as defined
earlier. Eq. 3.20 represents DK mode of failure as peak strength is measured
based on cracking stress obtained from diagonal tension tests. The residual
strength Vr of the infill-panel is assumed to be 20% of the Vcap based on
different experimental observations.
Vr = 0.2Vcap

(3.21)

Moreover, drift ratio corresponding to peak strength is proposed also based
on experimental observations of infill panels subjected to in-plane loading.
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The drift ratio at peak strength is given by:
∆cap = 0.25%

(3.22)

Following the proposal of Dolšek and Fajfar (2008a) drift ratio at residual
strength is assumed as:
∆r = 5∆cap

(3.23)

The force-drift envelope curve of SL10 is presented in Figure 3.3(b).
3. Burton and Deierlein (2014): These authors proposed a dual compressiononly strut, which follows the tri-linear backbone curve presented in Figure 3.3(c). In this model, a diagonal strut is placed between the nodes
representing the beam-column joints, and an off-diagonal strut is used to
capture the column infill interaction. Based on the investigation by Chrysostomou (1991) regarding the force and stiffness distribution between diagonal
and off diagonal strut, Burton and Deierlein (2014) suggested that 25% of
the total strut strength is assigned to the off-diagonal strut and 75% to the
diagonal strut. The strut model parameters used in their study are obtained
through calibration to available experimental data. Calibration involved evaluating different analytical models for predicting the strength and stiffness of
an equivalent strut representing infill panels against experimental data from
fourteen test specimens. Based on this calibration process, they found that
the model by Mehrabi et al. (1994), which accounts for five failure mechanisms, provides the best estimate of lateral strength, whereas the model by
Saneinejad and Hobbs (1995) provides the best estimate of the lateral stiffness. For the current study, as suggested by Burton and Deierlein (2014),
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the analytical model by Mehrabi et al. (1994) is used to calculate the lateral
strength and the model by Saneinejad and Hobbs (1995) is used to calculate
the lateral stiffness of the dual compression only strut model. Saneinejad
and Hobbs (1995) computed lateral deflection at peak load ∆cap based on an
equivalent strut strain c corresponding to the infill strain at peak uniaxial
unconfined compression from prism tests:
∆cap = 5.8c hcosθ αc2 + αb2



(3.24)

where αc and αb are normalized contact length of columns and beams, respectively, with the infill. The initial lateral stiffness Ke is taken as twice
the secant stiffness computed based on the lateral deflection ∆cap computed
at peak load Vcap :
Ke = 2

Vcap
∆cap

(3.25)

where Vcap is measured using analytical models of Mehrabi et al. (1994).
Due to the large number of failure mechanisms considered in Mehrabi et al.
(1994), the predictive equations are not presented herein. Based on guidelines
provided in Burton and Deierlein (2014) for the use of model parameters,
yield strength Vy and residual strength Vr of infill-panel are computed as:
Vy =

Vcap
1.4

Vr = 0

(3.26)
(3.27)

Using the initial stiffness Ke and yield strength Vy , drift at yield strength ∆y
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is given by:

∆y =

Vy
Ke

(3.28)

Moreover, Burton and Deierlein (2014) suggested degrading stiffness Kc ≈
0.035Ke when beam-column failure mechanisms are explicitly considered in
seismic assessment studies, as is the case in this study. Using Kc ≈ 0.035Ke ,
drift ∆r corresponding to residual strength Vr is estimated as:

∆r =

Vcap − Vr
Kc


+ ∆cap

(3.29)

Figure 3.3: Backbone curves of the infill strut model classes used in this study: (a)
ST09, (b) SL10, and (c) BD14.
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3.4.3 Numerical model validation
The proposed nonlinear FEMs to simulate the URM infilled RC frame are validated
by comparing simulated response with the experimental results of four single-story,
single-bay infilled frame with solid infills tested by Mehrabi et al. (1994) under
pseudo-dynamic loading. To account for the whole range of behavior observed in
terms of failure mechanisms associated with different combinations of frame and
infill materials (e.g., weak frame–strong infills with solid bricks, strong frame–weak
infill with hollow blocks, etc.), four out of the fourteen test specimen are selected
for validation.
Table 3.1 lists the test specimen and details of the geometry and material
properties associated with different infill strut models used to simulate the cyclic
force-deformation response of the test specimens. Instead of calibrating the infill
strut models parameters to obtain good visual match between the experimental and
simulated force-deformation response, the objectives of the validation process in
this study are: (i) to use the geometry and material proprieties of the experimental
specimens to define the force-deformation backbones of infill strut models used in
this study; (ii) use those infill strut backbone curves in FEM to simulate the test
specimens force-deformation response and observe whether the adopted FEM is
able to simulate probable column shear failure due to infill-frame interaction when
dual strut models by Burton and Deierlein (2014) is used; and (iii) to evaluate
different infill strut models in terms of simulation error in predicting experimental
peak force, and cumulative energy dissipation.
Figure 3.4(a)–(d) show the comparison of the experimental and simulated cyclic
force-deformation response of specimen S4, S5, S6, and S7 of Mehrabi et al. (1994)
using the dual-strut approach of BD14. Simulated force-deformation response as-
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Table 3.1: Geometry and material properties used in validation of infill strut models.
Test specimen
S4
Frame–infill combination *
W–W
Parameter
Length of diagonal strut, dm (m)
2.91
Length of off-diagonal strut, dm (m)
2.71
Geometry
Strut width, bm (m) (Mainstone 1971)
0.294
Strut depth, tm (m) (Mehrabi et al. 1994)
0.033
Compressive prism strength, fme (MPa) (Mehrabi et al. 1994) 10.62
Elastic Modulus, Em (GPa) (Mehrabi et al. 1994)
4.59
Cracking strength, ftp = 0.08fme (MPa)
0.85
Infill
Bond shear strength, C0 (MPa) (Mehrabi et al. 1994)
0.345
Peak friction,coefficient, µ0 (Mehrabi et al. 1994)
0.9
Residual friction coefficient, µr (Stavridis 2009)
0.8
0
Compressive strength, f ce (MPa) (Mehrabi et al. 1994)
26.82
Concrete
Elastic Modulus, Ec (GPa) (Mehrabi et al. 1994)
24.51
*

S5
S6
W–S S–W

S7
S–S

2.91
2.71
0.246
0.092
13.86
8.95
1.11
0.345
0.9
0.8
20.89
21.63

2.93
2.74
0.265
0.092
13.58
9.08
1.09
0.345
0.9
0.8
33.44
27.37

2.93
2.74
0.313
0.033
10.14
4.2
0.81
0.345
0.9
0.8
25.86
24.07

W-W: Weak frame–Hollow infill; W–S: Weak frame–Solid infill; S–W: Strong frame–Hollow infill; S–S: Strong
frame–Solid infill.

sociated with the other two single strut models, ST09 and SL10, are not presented
here as those infill strut models do not allow simulating the infill-frame interaction
that may result in shear failure in columns due to increased shear demands. The
following cyclic response parameters associated with Hysteretic material model in
OpenSees are used for the infill struts: (i) pinching factor for deformation during
unloading ρx = 0.5; (ii) pinching factor for force during unloading ρy = 0.4; (iii)
damage factor due to ductility D1 = 0; (iv) damage factor due to energy, D2 = 0;
and (v) parameter for the degraded unloading stiffness based on ductility β = 0.
The assigned value of the parameters ρx and ρy are determined iteratively to capture the pinching characteristics of the cyclic force-deformation response of the
test specimen reasonably. The other cyclic response parameters D1, D2, and β
are set to zero as the cyclic response is very sensitive to these parameters and it is
not reasonable to calibrate these parameters with a small number of samples used
in this study.
Table 3.2 presents the comparison of simulated and experimental results for
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three different infill strut models. Figure 3.4 and Table 3.2 reveal that simulated
and experimental results are in better agreement for test specimens with the strong
solid infills compared to test specimens with the weak hollow infills (simulation
errors in cumulative energy dissipation are comparatively lower for frame with solid
infills than frame with weak infills). Better predictions are achieved for the peak
load compared to the initial stiffness for all the test specimen considered, which is
consistent with the observation in Liberatore et al. (2017). FEMs with dual-struts
underpredict the peak load for all test specimens except for S4 (weak frame–weak
hollow infill). It is interesting to note that among all the test specimens considered
herein, best agreement between simulated and experimental results is achieved for
S5 (weak frame–strong infill), which experienced column shear failure due to force
transfer in columns from infill-frame interaction coupled with inadequate transverse
reinforcements in columns. The analytical FEM in OpenSees for S5 was able to
capture the column shear failure and associated rapid strength degradation as
evident in Figure 3.4(b), which gives confidence in the modeling approach adopted
in this study to simulate infill-frame interactions.
ST09 and SL10 strut-models are calibrated for single failure mechanisms, whereas
limit state approach used by Mehrabi et al. (1994) used in BD14 to predict peak
strength, incorporates five failure mechanisms. It can be seen from Table 3.2 that
BD14 models were able to predict the failure mechanisms of S5 and S6 test specimen correctly. All the strut-models used in FEMs in this study underpredict the
peak load of the experiments. Regarding initial stiffness, while models by ST09
and BD14 underpredict the initial stiffness, the opposite trend is observed when
the SL10 infill strut model is utilized. Overall better prediction of initial stiffness is
achieved when dual-strut models by BD14 is utilized in simulation models, which
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Simulation
error(%)

Table 3.2: Comparison of observed and simulated responses with different infill strut
models.

a

Test specimen
S4
S5
Experiment SS+CC DK+ CS
Failure
SS
DK+ CS
mechanisma BD14
ST09
-14.16
-55.19
Peak load
SL10
-40.53
-1.03
BD14
1.16
-19.80
ST09
-47.90
1.74
Initial
SL10
50.60
108.04
stiffness
BD14
-38.43
-48.50
ST09
230.44
27.34
Energy
SL10
38.35
9.11
dissipation
BD14
203.19
37.62

S6
SS
SS
-10.92
-41.76
-20.98
-61.91
26.59
-56.35
200.78
44.50
131.37

S7
CC
SS
-55.70
-38.93
-30.87
-42.38
57.31
-49.29
-1.00
-2.51
67.85

SS: Sliding shear; DK: Diagonal cracking; CS: Column shear failure;
CC: Corner crushing.

is consistent with the findings of Burton and Deierlein (2014) regarding different
analytical models prediction of initial stiffness. All of the three infill strut models
show better prediction of experimental energy dissipation for RC frame with strong
solid infills compared RC frame with weak hollow infills. Overall, the validation
process outline the significant variability that can be expected while assessing the
URM infilled RC frame using different infill strut models.

3.4.4 Model parameter uncertainty characterization
Five parameters related to infill strut backbone curve are treated as basic random
variables: (i) peak (capping) strength bias λVcap =
bias λKe =

Ke,model
Ke,exp

Vr
.
Vcap

(ii) initial stiffness

, (iii) ratio of peak strength to the yield strength

ratio of peak drift to yield drift
strength

Vcap,model
,
Vcap,exp

∆cap
,
∆y

Vcap
,
Vy

(iv)

and (v) ratio of residual strength to peak

Uncertainty in parameters related to reinforced concrete members
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Figure 3.4: Simulated response of the experimentally tested infilled frame by Mehrabi
et al. (1994): (a) S4: weak frame – strong infill, (b) S5: weak frame – strong infill, (c)
S6: strong frame – weak infill, and (d) S7: strong frame – strong infill.
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such as compressive strength fc0 , yield strength of reinforcement fy , mass of the
structure are not considered herein, as other studies (Celarec et al. 2012; Mohammad et al. 2014) have shown that uncertainty in seismic response related to these
parameters are minimal compared to uncertainty resulting from infill characteristics. Moreover, considerable model uncertainty can be present in the selection of
the phenomenological nonlinear shear spring models and in the material models
used to represent the concrete fiber response. These are examples of sources of
uncertainty that are not explicitly considered, since the objective of this study is
mainly to illustrate the model class uncertainty and not to provide an exhaustive
treatment of all possible source of uncertainties affecting PSDA.
Table 3.3 lists model parameter statistics adopted in this study. The statistics of these random variables are determined based on the results and guidelines
presented in Burton and Deierlein (2014) except for the parameter

Vr
.
Vcap

BD14 eval-

uated different infill strut models in terms of predicting peak strength and initial
stiffness of 14 single-story, single-bay infill panel test specimen. The models evaluated are: ASCE/SEI 41-06 (ASCE 2007), Dolšek and Fajfar (2008a), Saneinejad
and Hobbs (1995) and Mehrabi et al. (1994). It should be noted here that infill
strut model by ST09 has close resemblance with that of ASCE/SEI 41-06 (ASCE
2007) and SL10 infill strut model is identical to strut model proposed in Dolšek
and Fajfar (2008a), except for the definition of Vr . In this study, the predicted to
experimental strength and stiffness ratio presented in Burton and Deierlein (2014)
for ASCE/SEI 41-06 (ASCE 2007), Dolšek and Fajfar (2008a) are utilized to evaluate the statistics of λVcap and λKe for ST09, SL10, respectively. Moreover, the
predicted to experimental strength ratio of Mehrabi et al. (1994) and predicted to
experimental stiffness ratio of Saneinejad and Hobbs (1995) are used to evaluate
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Table 3.3: Random variables characteristics.
Statistical parameter
Infill strut model Random variable Distribution µ
COV.*
1.49
0.51
λVcap
ST09
λKei
1.99
0.71
SL10

λVcap
λKe

BD14

λVcap
λKe


All

*

Lognormal



VcapExp
 VyExp 
∆capExp
 ∆yExp 
VrExp
VcapExp

2.98
8.35

0.48
0.65

1.14
1.3

0.43
0.67

1.4

0.09

4.5

0.2

0.45

0.2

Reference

Burton and Deierlein (2014)

FEMA (1999)

coefficient of variation

the statistics of λVcap and λKe of BD14. The statistics for random variables
and

∆cap
∆y

Vcap
Vy

for all the infill strut models used in this study are adopted from the

guidelines presented in Burton and Deierlein (2014), whereas statistics of

Vr
Vcap

is

assumed based on the experimental observation that residual strength Vr of RC
frame with infill panels varies approximately 30% to 60% of the peak strength Vcap
(FEMA 1999).
Besides the variability of the modeling parameters themselves, correlation between parameters can significantly affect the simulated response and structural
assessment as shown in a recent study (Gokkaya et al. 2016). In this study intrapanel (within panel) correlation between λVcap and λKe is estimated using the
results of Burton and Deierlein (2014), whereas other random variables
and

Vr
Vcap

Vcap ∆cap
, ∆y
Vy

are assumed to be uncorrelated due to lack of correlation studies regard-

ing these variables. On the other hand, inter-panel (between panels) correlation
of 0.7 is assumed for all the random variables. The intra-panel and inter-panel
correlation structure of different random variables for the three infill strut models
are presented in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.5(a)–(c) show an example of the variability in cumulative energy dissipation prediction for experimental specimen S7 (strong frame–strong solid infill),
using 200 realizations of the backbone curve for each of the infill–strut model class,
ST09, SL10, and BD14, respectively. Latin hypercube sampling (LHS) method is
utilized for random realizations of the modeling parameters, which has been shown
to be an efficient sampling method compared to the full-blown Monte Carlo method
for use in simulation studies that requires a multitude of simulations (Dolšek 2009;
Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis 2010). To preserve the initial correlation structure
between the random variables which may get distorted due to the introduction
of undesired correlation during the sampling process (Dolšek 2009), the following
three-step procedure is adopted for sampling the random variables: (i) firstly, a
large number of samples were drawn iteratively using LHS and at each instance
the correlation between random variables are compared with the initial correlation
structures; Based on this procedure 2000 realizations were found to be adequate
to preserve the initial correlation structures of the random variables; (ii) secondly,
increasing number of samples are randomly selected from the pool of 2000 random
realizations and utilized to define the infill strut backbones; and (iii) finally, using the random realizations of infill strut backbones as input to the FEMs, cyclic
force-deformation response of S7 is simulated and resulting difference in cumulative energy dissipation prediction for different number of input realizations are
estimated. Step (ii) and step (iii) are repeated until convergence is achieved for
the difference in cumulative energy dissipation prediction. Using this procedure,
200 realizations of LHS was found to be sufficient to achieve convergence for this
particular response parameter of energy dissipation prediction for a single-story,
single-bay RC frame infill panel test specimen.

ST09

Table 3.4: Intra-panel and inter-panel correlation structure of infill strut model parameters.

Panel i

λVcapi

λKei

λVcapi
 λKei 

1.00
0.90

0.90
1.00

VcapExp
i
VyExp

∆capExp
i
 ∆yExp 
VrExp
i
VcapExp

SL09



λVcapi
 λKei 

BD14

VcapExp
i
VyExp

∆capExp
i
 ∆yExp 
VrExp
i
VcapExp

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

λVcapj

λKej

0.70

0.00
0.70



Panel
j


∆capExp
j
j
∆yExp

VcapExp
VyExp

1.00
0.85

0.85
1.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

(sym.)
0.65
1.00
(sym.)

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

1.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00
1.00

VrExp
VcapExp

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.70

0.00

0.00

0.70

0.00

(sym.)



j

0.70
0.70

0.00
0.70

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.70

0.00

0.00

0.70

0.00

(sym.)

1.00
1.00
0.65



0.00
0.00

1.00

VcapExp
i
VyExp

∆capExp
i
 ∆yExp 
VrExp
i
VcapExp



Panel
i





∆capExp
VrExp
i
i
i
∆yExp
VcapExp

VcapExp
VyExp

(sym.)



λVcapi
 λKei 



0.70
0.70

0.00
0.70
(sym.)

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.70

0.00

0.00

0.70

0.00
0.70
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Table 3.5: Cumulative energy prediction uncertainty of S7 test specimen.

Infill strut model µlnEnergy
ST09
3.42
SL10
3.49
BD14
4.14

σlnEnergy
0.39
0.40
0.34

µlnEnergy,Experiment
3.92

The adopted procedure is found to be robust for generating inputs for FEM
simulation to account for model parameter uncertainty, compared to the widely
used optimization technique such as simulation annealing (Dolšek 2009) for which
time required for optimization of error function increases exponentially with the
increased number of random variables. As shown in Figure 3.5, energy dissipation
predicted by different infill strut model classes varies greatly. While most of the
realizations of ST09 and SL10 underpredicted the experimental energy dissipation,
most of the realizations of BD14 overpredicted the experimental energy dissipation.
To make a quantitative comparison among three infill strut model class, lognormal
distributions were fitted to the energy dissipation predictions for each of the infill
strut model classes and the results are presented in Table 3.5. Results in Table 3.5
confirm the visual observations and show the significance of incorporating model
class uncertainty for while simulating nonlinear response of this small scale highly
constrained structure.

3.5 Application example
3.5.1 Description of the application example
An existing school building is selected as an application example for evaluating the
effect of incorporating infill strut model class selection uncertainty on probabilistic
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Figure 3.5: Cumulative energy dissipation of S7 ( strong frame – strong infill) modeled
with: (a) ST09, (b) SL10, and (c) BD14.

seismic demand analysis following the methodology outlined in the previous section. The irregular 6-story building structure was designed following ACI 318-08
(ACI 2008) and ASCE/SEI 7-05 (ASCE 2005) standards for a medium seismicity site. The design spectral acceleration ordinates SDS and SD1 are 0.54g and
0.32g, respectively. The building houses class rooms, lecture galleries, and related
support spaces. The lateral force resisting system consists of RC moment frames
in both longitudinal and transverse directions as shown in Figure 3.6. The floors
consist of two-way slab systems with slab thickness of 180 mm. According to the
design specifications, slabs, beams, and columns have a nominal 28-day compressive strength of fc0 = 24 MPa. The reinforcing steel used is ASTM A-615 Grade
420 with nominal yield strength of fy = 414 MPa. One of the inner frames in the
transverse direction (labeled F in Figure 3.6 (a)) is analyzed in the present study.
Figure 3.6 (b) shows the elevation view of Frame F and the cross section details
of columns and beams are shown in Figure 3.6(c) and Figure 3.6 (d), respectively.
Columns C5, C4, and C2 have the reinforcement ratio of 1.5%, 1.3% and 1.7% ,
respectively. For columns C5 and C2, the reinforcement ratio is reduced by 0.4% in
the top story. φ10 mm diameter transverse shear reinforcement is used in all beams
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and columns. The shear reinforcements are placed at 100 mm spacing throughout
the columns length. In beams, the shear reinforcements are spaced at 100 mm
near the beam-column joints and is increased to a spacing of 200 mm at the middle portion. Solid clay bricks having 230 mm x 100 mm x 80 mm dimensions are
used in a single leaf wall to provide partition between classrooms. Similar to common practice in rest of the world, infills are considered as nonstructural elements
and not accounted for in structural design. As a result specification regarding the
infills were not available in structural drawings and certain assumptions regarding
infill properties had to be made based on local construction practice and available
literature.

3.5.2 Numerical model of the application example
Deterministic FEMs for the application example frame with ST09, SL10, and BD14
infill strut model class are developed with expected material properties using the
component response models proposed in Section 3.4 and incorporating additional
modeling issues such as gravity loading, seismic mass, and damping ratios that were
not considered in the sub-assemblage models for the validation. These models
are then used to build numerous probabilistic models to account for the model
parameter uncertainty presented in Section 3.4.4 for fragility function development
and subsequent seismic demand analysis.

3.5.2.1

Probabilistic finite element models

Two-dimensional center line nonlinear deterministic FEMs for the application example frame are developed using the mean expected material properties and the
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Figure 3.6: Application example: (a) second floor plan view, (b) elevation view (along
grid line F), (c) column cross-section detailing, and (d) beam cross-section detailing
(units in (c) and (d) are in mm).
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component response models proposed in Section 3.4. In addition, a rigid diaphragm
is assumed at each floor. Floor masses are lumped to beam-column joints and gravity loads are applied as uniformly distributed loading in beams. Soil structure interaction is not considered and columns are rigidly connected to the ground. Rayleigh
damping proportional to mass and current stiffness is assigned to the FEMs considering 2% equivalent critical damping at the fundamental period T1 and at the
period corresponding to achieving 95% seismic mass participation. Eigen value
analysis revealed that for the example frame with the infill strut model class, 95%
seismic mass participation were achieved if first three mode shapes are considered.
The third mode period are found to be, T3 = 0.13s, T3 = 0.12s, T3 = 0.13s for RC
frame model with ST09, SL10, BD14 infill strut, respectively. Following material
properties for masonry infills are used along with the fc0 = 24 MPa and fy = 414
MPa to develop deterministic mean FEMs for three infill strut class: (i) prism
0
= 11.03 MPa, (ii) elastic modulus Em = 750fm = 8.3
compressive strength fme
0
GPa (Paulay and Priestley 1992), (iii) cracking strength ftp = 0.03fme
(Jeon et al.
0
(Paulay and Priestley 1992), (v)
2015b), (iv) bond shear strength Co = 0.03fme

peak friction coefficient µ0 = 0.9 (Mehrabi et al. 1994), and (v) residual friction coefficient µr = 0.8 (Stavridis 2009). These deterministic FEMs are used to perform
Eigen value analyses and nonlinear static pushover analysis (NSP).

3.5.3 Site hazard and ground motion selection
A site in Salem, OR (44.66◦ N ,122.24◦ W ), with a National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (NEHRP) site class D, is chosen for GM selection. The seismic
hazard curves for Sa (T1 , ξ = 5%) for different infill-frame models (see Figure 3.7)
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are obtained from United States Geological Survey (USGS) hazard curve tools using the 2008 USGS seismic hazard map. From Eigen value analysis of the application example structure, the following first mode periods of vibration are identified:
(a) bare frame: T1 = 0.75s, (b) ST09: T1 = 0.63s, (c) SL10: T1 = 0.5s, and (d)
BD14: T1 = 0.56s. As seismic hazard curves were available for limited number of
periods of vibration, the hazard curve for T1 = 0.56s and T = 0.63s were obtained
from linear interpolation of hazard curves for T1 = 0.5s and T = 0.75s in log-log
space. A total of 30 GMs were selected for six intensity levels, corresponding to
exceedance probabilities of 30% in 50 years, 10% in 50 years, 2% in 50 years, 1% in
50 years, 1% in 100 years, and 1% in 200 years, using the hazard consistent ground
motion selection algorithm (Jayaram et al. 2011) with the conditional spectra used
as target response spectra. The 30 GMs per intensity level were selected based on
the recommendation of (NIST 2011) to estimate the distributions of EDPs. Preliminary NRHA of the mean FEMs with different infill strut model classes and
selected GMs revealed that the selected intensity levels were not adequate to induce significant damage to represent estimates of the collapse limit states for the
application example frame. Hence, the GM suite selected for the 1% in 200 years
was scaled further to four additional higher intensity levels to capture structural
collapses, per the IDA approach.

3.5.4 Nonlinear response history analyses (NRHA)
To perform NRHA, the TRBDF2 integrator (Bathe 2007) object with a maximum
time step of 0.002s was employed in OpenSees. The Krylov-Newton algorithm
(Scott and Fenves 2009) was used to solve the nonlinear system of equilibrium
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Figure 3.7: Sa (T1 ) hazard curve for bare frame and three different infill strut model
classes.

equations at each time step. To improve convergence rates, an iterative scheme
comprising of a reduction in time step, changing solution algorithm, or slightly
increasing the tolerance criteria, was implemented in the OpenSees analysis procedure.

3.5.5 Uncertainty propagation
Following the modeling parameter sampling procedure outlined in Section 3.4.4,
numerous realizations of infill strut backbone curves were generated for each of the
infill strut classes to study the convergence of various EDP s similar to that of Figure 3.5 including PIDR, peak floor absolute acceleration (PFA), and peak curvature
(PC) at critical sections of the structure. For this purpose, NRHA analyses were
performed on the application example frame using a single ground motion at 1%
in 200 years exceedance level. These studies revealed that 200 LHS realizations of
modeling parameters for each infill strut class were adequate to achieve convergence
in COV of PIDR response of the application example frame, while approximately
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600 LHS were required to achieve convergence in COV of PFA, whereas even 1000
LHS were found to be inadequate to achieve convergence for local response such
as PC. Hence, based on the convergence analyses of COV of PIDR response, 200
LHS realizations for each of the infill strut classes were generated in OpenSees
for fragility function development. Fragility functions were developed using the
NRHA results, which were performed following the HSA approach at 10 seismic
intensity levels. Thus, the total number 180,000 NRHA analyses were performed,
corresponding to 3 x 60,000 (3 infill strut models x 10 intensity levels x 30 GMs x
200 realizations of the FEMs).

3.6 Results
3.6.1 Pushover analysis
Nonlinear static pushover (NSP) analyses were performed on the example building
frame using FEMs with expected material properties to gain insight about the
contribution of infill strut model class to lateral response of URM infilled ductile
frame. Figure 3.8(a) shows the geometry, infill configuration, and the loading
pattern used in NSP analyses. A triangular loading pattern was selected for direct
comparison of all FEMs. Figure 3.8(b) shows the pushover curves for the four
variants of FEM: bare frame and frame with infills considering three different
strut model classes. It can be seen from Figure 3.8(b) that the presence of the
infills both strengthens and stiffens the RC frame system. Moreover, the lateral
responses of the frames are very sensitive to the infill strut model used. The lateral
strength increased by 2.54%, 9.04% and 39.2% for the FEM with ST09, SL10,
and BD14 infill strut class, respectively, when compared to bare frame only case.
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The corresponding increases in stiffness are 133%, 200% and 160%, respectively.
Though the increase in strength and stiffness due to the contribution of infill has
long been established, the pushover curve of Figure 3.8(b) shows the variability in
estimate of strength and stiffness contribution if different infill strut model classes
are incorporated for the performance assessment of existing building to lateral
loading. Larger increases in strength and stiffness would be expected if infill walls
were also located on the ground floor, as shown in Dolšek and Fajfar (2008a).

Figure 3.8: (a) Elevation view of frame F with the applied pushover loading distribution, and (b) pushover curves of bare frame and infilled frame modeled with different
infill strut model classes.

Figure 3.9(a)-(c) show the deformed shape and the curvature ductility achieved
at various locations of the FEMs at approximately at 4.5 % roof drift ratio. Though
the deformed shapes are identical for FEMs with different infill strut models, subtle
differences in lateral response can be observed in terms of curvature ductility µφ
attained at different locations of those FEMs. In general, plastic hinge formations
and curvature ductility attained for all the model classes are indicative of the strong
column – weak beam design philosophy adopted for this code-designed building.
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Figure 3.9(d)-(f) show the contribution of infill struts located at the third story
to the normalized story shear response. In this figure, one can see the strut forces
for each panel numbered in Figure 3.8, along with the total shear resisted by the
infill struts at the third story. The difference between the dash-dotted line of the
total strut shear and the story shear corresponds to the story shear resisted by
the RC frame, which is labeled in this figure as “frame shear”. It can be seen
that the story shear envelope for each of the infill strut models closely resembles
the respective backbone curves. Once the infill struts reach respective residual
strength levels, the story shear response is governed by the bare frame only for
all the FEMs. As shown in Figure 3.9(d), the ST09 contribution to story shear is
smaller than for the other two models and occurs over a much smaller inter-story
drift ratio range compared to the SL10 and the BD14 infill strut models. The ST09
model was calibrated for less ductile frames with strong infills, exhibiting combined
sliding shear (SS) and diagonal cracking (DK) mode (Asteris et al. 2011) of infill
panel failure coupled with shear failure of columns. Hence, its contribution to the
story shear is much lower compared to the lateral strength associated with the
expected corner crushing (CC) mode (Asteris et al. 2011) of failure that typically
occurs from fully developed diagonal struts in ductile frame with strong infills. On
the contrary, BD14 adopts the limit state approach of Mehrabi et al. (1994) to
estimate the infill strut strengths and hence can predict the CC mode of failure for
the example frame. This results in larger strength and more ductile contribution
of infill panel to the story shear response as shown in Figure 3.9(f), when BD14
infill strut model is adopted in FEM models.
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Figure 3.9: Pushover deformed shape of infiled frame FEM with: (a) ST09, (b) SL10,
and (c) BD14; Contribution to story shear at third story infill panel-2 from different
infill strut model classes: (d) ST09, (e) SL10, and (f) BD14.
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3.6.2 Tornado analysis
Tornado analyses are performed following the procedure in Lee and Mosalam
(2005) to understand the sensitivity of PIDR response of the FEMs with three
infill strut class due to the model parameter uncertainties related to infill characteristics. Moreover, it also helps to identify the model parameters significantly
affecting the PIDR response. Sensitivity analyses were performed using NRHA of
the FEMs at three seismic intensity levels, with 30% in 50, 10% in 50, and 2% in
50 years exceedance probabilities. Single ground motion is utilized at each intensity level. The use of three intensity levels provided additional insights regarding
sensitivity of PIDR response due to model parameter uncertainty at increased seismicity levels. The procedure to perform tornado analyses using NRHA analyses
comprised of three steps:
(i) At first, PIDR uncertainty due to the ground motion (GM) profile variability (also know as record-to-record variability) at given IM level is estimated by
performing NRHA of the FEM with modeling parameter set to their median estimates. 30 GMs corresponding to the intensity level under consideration is utilized
to perform NRHA and PIDR at each analysis is recorded. The GM that induces
the median PIDR response, is identified as the median GM for PIDR estimate and
used in subsequent steps.
(ii) In second step, using the median GM, NRHA is performed twice using the
FEM with one random variable set to 10th and 90th percentile, respectively, while
reaming random variables are kept at median estimates. Finally, PIDR difference
(swing) from these two analyses are computed, which shows the relative sensitivity
of the PIDR to the random variable which is varied.
(iii) The second step is repeated for all the random variables considered in this
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study and the variation in PIDR (swing) due to model parameters are arranged
in decreasing order corresponding to each parameter. This results in the tornado
diagram for PIDR response.
Figure 3.10 shows the tornado diagram for the PIDR for FEMs with three infill
strut class at varying seismic intensity levels. The vertical line in the middle of each
tornado diagram indicates PIDR corresponding to FEM with model parameters
set to their median estimates whereas the horizontal bars represent the swing of
PIDR for different model parameters considered in this study. According to this
figure, GM , λV cap , λK e are the three most significant model parameters affecting
the PIDR at all seismic intensity levels for the infill strut model classes used herein.
Overall, GM is the most significant random variable, followed by λV cap and λK e ,
respectively. Though the relative ranking of these three parameters vary across
infill strut model classes at lower seismic intensity levels, they follow the same
ranking for all infill strut model classes at the highest seismicity level (2% in 50
years. On the other hand,

Vr
Vcap

appear to be least significant random variable

for SL10 and BD14 infill strut model class at all seismicity levels. However,

Vr
Vcap

appears to be an important random variable affecting PIDR for FEM with ST09.
This apparent discrepancy in behavior of ST09 compared to other infill strut classes
may be explained as follows: degrading stiffness in ST09 is steeper compared to
SL10 and BD14; so changing

Vr
Vcap

from 10th to 90th percentile results in significant

variation in steeper degrading stiffness of FEM with ST09, which translates to
affecting the PIDR greatly unlike the FEMs with SL10 and BD14. The other two
random variables

Vcap
Vy

and

∆cap
Deltay

show reasonably consistent sensitivity for all the

three infill strut model class and can be regarded as of little significance affecting
PIDR. On the whole, results of the tornado analyses implies that an improved
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characterization of peak strength Vcap and initial stiffness Ke of macro-models will
greatly reduce the uncertainty in PIDR estimations and hence resulting fragility
functions.

Figure 3.10: Peak inter-story drift ratio (PIDR) sensitivity due to uncertainty in model
parameters of different infill strut model classes and ground motion record-to-record
(RTR) variability.

3.6.3 Effect of model-class uncertainty on inter-story drift profiles
Figure 3.11(a)–(c) show the median inter-story drift (IDR) profile along floor levels for three infill strut model class at 30% in 50, 10% in 50, and 2% in 50 years
exceedance level, respectively. Figure 3.11(a) illustrates that at 30% in 50 years
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hazard level, FEMs with all three infill strut model class predict almost identical median IDRs at 2nd and 3rd story, where the infill-panels are located. This
identical median PIDR are due to the all beam-column elements and infill struts
responding in their linear range at low seismicity levels. However, as the seismic intensity increases, and FEMs enter the nonlinear regime, the discrepancies in
IDR resulting from use of different infill strut model class increases, as evident in
Figure 3.11(b) and Figure 3.11(c). For example, at 2% in 50 years hazard level,
IDR varies between 0.3%–0.5% at 3rd story, with IDR values in decreasing order
developed for FEM with ST09, SL10, and BD14 infill strut model, respectively.
This discrepancies in IDR predicted can be explained with the help of contribution
of infill strut to story shear response shown in Figure 3.9(a)-(c). At this range of
IDR response: (a) ST09 infill strut already failed and settled to residual strength
level and hence contribute little to strength and stiffness of FEM; (b) SL10 infill strut enters degrading branch of the backbone curve after reaching the peak
strength level, which results in stiffer frame with lower IDR level compared to FEM
with ST09 infill strut model; (c) while the other two infill struts either failed or
degrading, BD14 is yet to reach its peak-strength level, which resulted in much
stiffer frame that experienced lower IDR at 3rd story. Peak IDR is observed at
4th story level, due to strength and stiffness irregularities in the frame introduced
by omission of column C4 and infills in upper stories. Moreover, largest PIDR is
observed when BD14 infill strut model is used, which is due to larger contribution
of the infill to strength and stiffness of the RC frame that augmented the existing
strength and stiffness irregularities in upper stories to a large degree compared to
other two infill strut classes.
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3.6.4 Effect of model-class uncertainty on peak inter-story drift ratio
Figure 3.12(a)–(c) show the probability density function (PDF) fitted to PIDR
response assuming PIDRs are lognormally distributed, for three infill strut model
class at 30% in 50, 10% in 50, and 2% in 50 years exceedance level, respectively.
At 30% in 50 years exceedance level, the PDFs for SL10 and BD14 are slightly
right skewed (see Figure 3.12(a)) compared to FEMs with ST09. At this IM level,
the median PIDR are 0.11%, 0.14%, and 0.15% for ST09, SL10 and BD14 infill
strut, respectively. At this lower intensity level and linear range of behavior, PIDR
response is governed by the contribution of infill to the increase in initial stiffness
of frame-infill assembly. As shown in Figure 3.8(b), initial stiffness increased by
1.33, 2.0, and 1.6 times for mean FEM with ST09, SL10 and BD14, respectively,
compared to bare frame. Due to the presence of strength and stiffness irregularities
at 4th story and above of the example frame, it is expected to observe larger PIDR
for FEMs with SL10 and BD14 infill strut models compared to FEM with ST09
infill strut due to greater increase in stiffness irregularities for those FEMs. As the
seismic intensity increases and infill starts failing at larger deformation levels, PIDR
response of the FEMs are governed by degrading branch of the infill strut backbone.
Due to comparatively steeper degrading stiffness proposed in ST09 and SL10, at
larger deformation levels, infill contribution to lateral response of the FEMs with
these infill strut models are minimal and PIDR response is governed by frame.
This results in almost identical PDFs for FEMs with ST09 and SL10 strut models
at higher IM levels with 10% in 50 years and 2% in 50 years exceedance probability.
On the other hand, BD14 infill strut model with greater peak strength and milder
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degrading stiffness kept contributing to the stiffness of the frame-infill assembly
at large deformation levels and hence consistently larger PIDRs are observed for
FEM with BD14 infill strut as seismic intensity increases. Overall, the PIDR PDFs
of Figure 3.12 indicate that fragility functions and associated drift hazard of the
example frame will be greatly affected based on the infill strut model used in FEM.

Figure 3.11: Inter-story drift ratio (IDR) envelope at three seismic intensity levels for
FEM with different infill strut model classes: (a) 30 % in 50 Years, (b) 10 % in 50 Years,
and (c) 2 % in 50 Years.

Figure 3.12: Probability density function (PDF) of PIDR for FEM with different infill
strut model classes at: (a) 30% in 50 years, (b) 10 % in 50 years (DBE), and (c) 2 % in
50 years (MCE) Sa (T1 ) exceedance level.
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3.6.5 Effect of model-class uncertainty on fragility functions
Fragility functions were fitted to the observed damage state exceedance data at
each seismic intensity stripe for the FEMs with different infill strut classes, using lognormal cumulative distribution function. The functional form the fragility
function is expressed as:

P [DS ≥ dsi |IM = im] = Φ

ln(im/µ̂)
β̂


(3.30)

where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, µ̂ is the median IM associated with the damage state dsi , and β̂ is the standard deviation of
lnIM. The µ̂ and β̂ are estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
method. The β̂ is computed as:
q
2
2
β̂ = β̂RT
R,M + β̂C

(3.31)

where β̂RT R,M and β̂C represent dispersion due to combined GM RTR variability
and model parameter uncertainty since both were considered explicitly in NRHAs
performed and damage state capacity uncertainty, respectively. In this study,
PIDR damage state threshold of 0.1%, 0.36%, 1.3%, and 2.6% are considered
for slight, moderate, extensive, and complete damage states, respectively. These
damage states thresholds are estimated using the story pushover response of the
mean FEM with BD14 infill strut model and observation of infill struts forcedeformation states at those thresholds. Though the damage state definitions used
herein are based on NSP analyses of mean FEM and hence can not simulate the
uncertainty in damage state in NRHA, the uncertainty in damage state thresholds
are accounted for consider β̂C = 0.3 (Wen et al. 2004) at all damage state for each
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of the infill strut model.
Figure 3.13(a)–(c) show the fragility functions for different damage states for
FEM with ST09, SL10, and BD14 infill strut model class, respectively. The corresponding fragility function parameters are presented in Table 3.6. In all these
figures, observed damage state probabilities are computed as the ratio of number
of damage state exceedance and the total number of NRHA simulations performed
at a given seismic intensity level. As expected from discussion in Section 3.6.4,
median values of Sa (T1 ) for fragility functions for BD14 are lower compared to
other two infill strut models at all damage states. On the other hand, median
values of Sa (T1 ) for SL10 are slightly higher compared to ST09 infill strut model
at all damage states.

Figure 3.13: Fragility functions for FEM with three different infill strut model classes
for slight, moderate, extensive, complete damage states: (a) ST09, (b) SL10, and (c)
BD14.

Figure 3.14(a)–(c) show the comparison of fragility functions fitted for different
infill strut model classes, and a model class weighted average fragility function for
moderate, extensive, and complete damage states, respectively. As can be seen
from these figures, fragility functions for FEM with different infill strut model
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are quite different and the difference among the fragility functions increases with
severity of damage. For example, the median estimates µ̂Sa (T1 ) are 2.02g, 2.6g,
1.56g at extensive damage state for ST09, SL10, and BD14 infill strut model,
respectively, whereas corresponding µ̂Sa (T1 ) are 4.56g, 5.93g, and 3.86g at complete
damage state.

Figure 3.14: Comparison of fragility functions for FEM with three different infill strut
model classes and model class weighted average fragility function for: (a) moderate, (b)
extensive, and (c) complete damage states.

Model class weighted average fragility functions were also developed accounting
for the uncertainty arising from different infill strut classes using Eq. (3.3). For
this purpose, the weighted sum of the damage state exceedance data of the three
model classes were computed for each damage state. Lognormal fragility functions
were then fitted to these damage state exceedance data to compute model class
average fragility functions. In this study, equal weights were considered for all the
infill strut model classes, though different weights may be assigned depending on
the user confidence on the models. The resulting fragility function lies between
the two extreme cases. The steeper fragility function shown corresponds to the
dual strut model of BD14 and comparatively flatter fragility functions correspond
to the single strut model of SL10 at all damage states. Interestingly, the model
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Table 3.6: Fragility function parameters for different infill strut model classes.
Infill strut model class
Damage states
Slight
Moderate
Extensive
Complete

ST09
µSa (T1 )
0.12
0.40
2.02
4.56

βlnSa (T1 )
0.47
0.60
0.74
0.86

SL10
µSa (T1 )
0.12
0.47
2.60
5.93

βlnSa (T1 )
0.52
0.63
0.80
0.82

BD14
µSa (T1 )
0.09
0.34
1.56
3.86

βlnSa (T1 )
0.48
0.52
0.57
0.75

Model class
weighted average
µSa (T1 ) βlnSa (T1 )
0.10
0.51
0.39
0.60
2.04
0.77
4.87
0.85

class weighted average fragility has closer resemblance with the fragility function
obtained using the ST09 model for this application example URM infilled RC
frame. Moreover, biases of the median estimates of fragility functions for the
three infill strut model classes with respect to the median estimates of model
class weighted average model fragility functions were also computed. It has been
observed from these computations that the median estimates of fragility functions
for the three strut model classes can be biased by as much as a factor of 1.3 for
various damage states when compared to the median estimates of fragility functions
for model class weighted average model.

3.6.6 Drift hazard comparison
Figure 3.15 shows the drift hazard curves of the application example frame with
three infill strut model classes and the model class weighted average model. As can
be seen from this figure, for a given level of drift MAR of drift hazard exceedance is
dominated by the BD14 infill strut model, whereas relative rank of SL10 and ST09
model classes in terms of MAR of drift hazard exceedance varies for the range of
PIDR considered. The percentage variations of PIDR of the model classes with
respect to the weighted average model class were computed at different MAR drift
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hazard exceedance levels. The PIDR demand hazard varies between 7%-10% at
the 30 % in 50 years exceedance level, whereas at the 2% in 50 years exceedance
level PIDR varies between 66%-70%. It is noteworthy here that MAR of drift
hazard exceedance response becomes flat at PIDR > 4%, when BD14 model is
incorporated in the FEM. More in-depth analysis into the results indicates that this
is due to the infill-frame interactions and resulting column shear failures captured
in BD14 model. On the contrary, ST09 and SL10 models do not capture the infillframe interactions and consequently comparatively larger drifts are estimated with
very low probability of drift hazard exceedance for these model classes.

Figure 3.15: Drift hazard curves for the application example frame for different infill
strut model classes.

Figure 3.16(a) shows the bar graph of MAR of damage state exceedance νDS for
the three infill strut model classes and the model class weighted average model for
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slight, moderate, extensive, and complete damage states. It can be seen that νDS
varies across infill strut model classes as well as with the damage states. At lower
damage states, comparatively large variation in νDS is observed for different infill
strut model classes. The difference diminishes as the severity of damage increases.
As expected, the largest MAR of slight damage state is observed for FEM with
BD14, followed by SL10, and S09, respectively. Moreover, νCDS < 0.5x10−3 is
observed for all infill strut model classes at complete damage state, for this modern
code-designed URM infilled RC frame.
Figure 3.16(b) shows the deaggregation of the complete damage state drift
hazard νCDS for the three infill strut model classes. The deaggregation of νCDS
shows that the peak complete damage state demand occurs at Sa (T1 ) value of
1.05g, 1.65g, 1.15g and 1.15g (peak values for each model in Figure 3.16(b)) for
ST09, SL10, BD14, and model class weighted average model, respectively. These
Sa (T1 ) values correspond to ground motion intensities ranging between 1% in 50
years to 1% in 200 years exceedance probabilities for different model classes. It
can be seen from the deaggregation curves that νCDS is dominated by the lower
and more frequent ground motion IMs below Sa (T1 ) = 3g.

3.7 Summary and conclusion
In this study, a comprehensive methodology is presented to incorporate model class
uncertainty in probabilistic seismic demand analyses of infrastructures, which includes and augments widely studied model parameter uncertainty and record-torecord variability in seismic assessment. The methodology is illustrated with the
assessment of drift hazard risk of a modern code design URM infilled RC frame
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16: (a) Bar graph showing MAR of PIDR hazard exceedance for slight,
moderate, extensive, and complete damage states for the FEM with three infill strut
model classes and the model class weighted average model, and (b) complete damage
state drift demand exceedance deaggregation for the three infill strut model classes and
the model class weighted average model.

building (a building class which received little attention regarding seismic performance assessment to date) using three state-of-the art phenomenological infill
strut model classes. A novel modeling approach is utilized to simulate the seismic
response of the URM infilled frame accounting for infill-frame interactions. LHS
method is employed for generating realizations of model parameters based on assumed probability distributions and correlation structures for the development of
stochastic FEMs with different infill strut model classes. Insights are provided re-
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garding the number of adequate LHS for achieving convergence in several seismic
response parameters. Several analysis methods including nonlinear static pushover
(NSP), Tornado sensitivity analysis, and NRHA with hazard consistent ground motions at multiple seismic intensity levels, are performed to understand key aspects
of seismic behavior and response uncertainty of URM infilled RC frame buildings
arising from different infill strut model classes. The key findings based on the
assessment of the application example are:
(1) The NSP revealed that lateral response of the URM infilled RC frame are
sensitive to infill strut model class, specially the the backbone characteristics and
the number of struts employed. Besides, peak strength and initial stiffness, infill
contribution to lateral drift response depends on the degrading stiffness of the
strut-model greatly.
(2) Ground motion profile variability, bias of peak strength estimate λV cap and
bias of initial stiff estimate λK e of the infill strut model classes are the dominant
model parameter uncertainty affecting seismic response of infilled frame. The
relative rank of these parameters varies for different infill strut models and also
with the seismic intensity levels.
(3) The response uncertainty with different infill strut class is augmented by the
presence of strength and stiffness irregularities due to irregular infill distributions.
(4) Inter-story drift profile and PIDR probability distribution e are function of
both infill strut model class and seismic intensity level. The discrepancies in PIDR
PDFs for FEM with different infill strut increases with seismic intensity levels.
(5) Fragility functions developed for FEMs with different infill strut-class are
quiet different and the discrepancies among fragility functions varies with the damage state considered. For example, the median estimates can be biased by as much
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as a factor of 1.3 for the various damage states when compared with the weighted
average model class fragility function.
(6) Model class uncertainty impacts the drift hazard demand estimates associated with different model classes. Drift hazard estimates and deaggregation of the
drift hazard of the application example frame revealed that comparatively large
variation in νDS is observed for the infill strut model classes at lower damage states,
which diminishes as the severity of damage state increases. This may induce significant uncertainty in annualized loss estimates as the lower and more frequent
damage states can contribute more to the annualized loss (Aslani and Miranda
2005).
The formulation presented in this study for incorporating model class uncertainty in PSDA is general. Even though the incorporation of model class uncertainty is a widely accepted and common practice in PSHA, similar practice is not
common in PSDA. Results herein indicate that significant bias and additional uncertainty of the fragility curves, as well as drift hazard demands, may arise due
to the use of a single model. Hence, model class uncertainty should be carefully
taken into account and this study suggests that the degree of confidence of the
PBEE analyst on different structural models should be explicitly considered when
performing probabilistic seismic demand assessments.
The work can be extended to assess the potential impact of structural model
class uncertainty on the loss assessment (Romano et al. 2018), which was not
performed here, since it was outside the scope of the present work. Moreover,
additional uncertainty in PSDA results that may arise due to the choice of different number of GM samples (Iervolino 2017) as opposed to the fixed number
of GMs (30 GMs per intensity level) used in this study could be explored in fu-
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ture. To reduce the computational burden associated with the HSA approach
used in this study, future studies may explore the viability of other computationally efficient approximate methods as surrogates for performing NRHA, such
as cloud-based multiple-linear regression (Baker and Cornell 2006), First Order
Second Moment (FOSM), Response Surface method (Liel et al. 2009), or other approximate reliability-based methods. Moreover, in line with the common trend in
analytical model development, updated versions of the ST09 and SL10 infill strut
models have been developed by the respective researchers recently (Stavridis et al.
2017; Sattar and Liel 2016), which could be included in future analyses without
loss of generality of the formulation and findings presented in this study.
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4 Development of Physics-based Tsunami Fragility
Functions considering Structural Member Failures
4.1 Overview
A probabilistic framework is presented for the development of physics and simulationbased parameterized tsunami fragility functions for structures accounting for structural member failures. The proposed framework is general and accounts for material and geometric sources of uncertainty and makes use of nonlinear finite element
structural models and the first-order second-moment (FOSM) reliability method.
The application of the framework is illustrated with the development of parameterized fragility functions for an example reinforced concrete moment frame building
designed to recent United States codes. Results indicate that explicit consideration
of structural member failures is of paramount importance since the fragility functions based on global failure criteria that do not account for member failures tend
to overpredict damage state capacities. Among the several sources of uncertainty
considered, breakaway openings in the building are the dominant contributor to
the uncertainty in the structural capacity. In addition, the estimation efficiency
of several scalar and vector-valued intensity measures as predictors of structural
damage is evaluated using the logistic regression method. The intensity measures
considered consist of inundation depth, flow velocity, specific momentum flux, kinematic moment of specific momentum flux and their interactions. The estimation
efficiency of vector-valued intensity measures is found to be higher than that of
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scalar intensity measures. Among the scalar intensity measures analyzed, those
that combine information of inundation depth and flow velocity are identified to
be the most efficient predictors of structural damage, and therefore are considered
to be the preferred measures to characterize the intensity of tsunami hazards for
practical applications.

4.2 Introduction
Earthquake generated tsunamis such as the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, the 2009
South Pacific Tsunami in Samoa, the 2010 Tsunami in Chile, and the 2011 Great
East Japan Tsunami produced very rare and extreme devastation in coastal communities. The 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami alone was responsible for 226,000
deaths in 12 countries in South-East Asia (30% of all deaths caused by geophysical disasters during 1994-2013, UNISDR and CRED 2015). The 2011 Great East
Japan Tsunami also caused widespread damage, significant loss of human lives, and
an estimated total loss worth US$309 billion (Nanto et al. 2011). These examples
of devastation in coastal communities highlight the need for developing: (1) appropriate adaptation and mitigation measures, (2) better-informed response plans, (3)
appropriate insurance and reinsurance schemes, and (4) improved building codes
for tsunami-resilient buildings and infrastructures. An improved understanding of
the vulnerability of the built environment to tsunami loading is a prerequisite to
achieve the above mentioned goals and eventually the community resilience.
With the increased availability of post-tsunami damage data, several recent
research efforts have focused on the development of tsunami vulnerability assessment models for civil engineering infrastructure, such as buildings and bridges.
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Most vulnerability models (e.g., Reese et al. 2007; Valencia et al. 2011) make
use of fragility functions. Fragility functions describe the conditional probability
that a particular damage state (e.g., slight, moderate, extensive, or complete) will
be reached or exceeded as a function of a given hazard intensity measure (IM ).
The commonly used IM s for tsunami fragility functions development to date are
inundation depth h, flow velocity u, or specific momentum flux hu2 (here forth designated simply as momentum flux) (Peiris 2006; Koshimura et al. 2009a; Attary
et al. 2017a; Attary et al. 2017b).
Different methods for deriving tsunami fragility functions for specific building types are reported in the literature. These methods can be broadly classified
into four categories: (a) empirical methods based on statistical analysis of observed damage data (Peiris 2006; Dias et al. 2009; Suppasri et al. 2015); (b) hybrid
techniques that combine damage data from remote sensing and hazard mapping
using numerical simulation methods for tsunami wave conditions (e.g., Koshimura
et al. 2009a, Koshimura et al. 2009b, Suppasri et al. 2011); (c) heuristic fragility
functions based on expert opinion (e.g., FEMA 2017); and (d) analytical fragility
functions based on structural modeling and response simulations (Macabuag et al.
2014; Nanayakkara and Dias 2016; Attary et al. 2017b). In addition to fragility
functions for specific building types, community level fragility functions have also
been developed. Park et al. (2013) developed fragility functions for coastal communities by combining the building type specific fragility functions with various
attributes such as locations of the buildings within the community, number of people living in the buildings, the overall area of the buildings, and the importance of
the buildings in the community.
A limited number of empirical tsunami fragility functions based on field data
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have been developed following the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, the 2009 South
Pacific Tsunami, and the 2011 Great East Japan Tsunami. Peiris (2006) and Dias
et al. (2009) published tsunami building fragility functions based on large data
sets of post tsunami damage collected by the Srilankan Department of Census
and Statistics (DCS 2007) following the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami. Reese et al.
(2011) developed various fragility functions for timber, masonry, and Reinforced
Concrete (RC) buildings based on data collected in Samoa after the 2009 South
Pacific Tsunami. Six classifications were considered for building damage (none,
light, minor, moderate, severe, and collapse) and the maximum flood depth was
estimated by interpolation based on flood depth transects from field observations.
Following the 2011 Great East Japan Tsunami, Suppasri et al. (2012), Charvet
et al. (2014), Leelawat et al. (2014), and Suppasri et al. (2015) used data sets
collected by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, Japan
(MLIT 2011) to propose new empirically based fragility functions. For example,
Charvet et al. (2014) developed fragility functions taking into account variable
flow characteristics due to differences in geographical settings (plain, narrow coast
backed up by high topography, and river areas). The study utilized Generalized
Linear Model (GLM) regression to address the shortcomings of Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) based fragility functions. The building damage was found to be
a function of structural material type as well as geographical location. Moreover,
when estimating structural damage, in addition to inundation depths, flow velocities, scours, and debris were identified to be highly influential, especially for
RC and steel structures. Suppasri et al. (2015) developed fragility functions that
considered coastal topography, building occupancy class, structural material, construction year, and number of stories. Results in Suppasri et al. (2015) indicate
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that the prediction of damage can be substantially improved if other information
such as flow velocities, hydrodynamic force, and debris concentration is used in addition to inundation depth. Based on a comparative review of empirical fragility
functions, Tarbotton et al. (2015) identified several factors associated with the inconsistencies in existing empirical fragility functions, mainly associated with the
fact that empirical fragility functions are based on reconnaissance data of a limited number of events that have occurred in areas of the world with substantially
different design and construction practice. Thus, certain degrees of judgment and
caution must be exercised if these functions are to be used for tsunami vulnerability
and loss estimation in other regions of the world.
Hybrid tsunami fragility functions (Koshimura et al. 2009b; Suppasri et al.
2011) combine damage data from remote surveys (e.g., pre- and post-event satellite imagery) with hindcasting of tsunami hazard intensity data (inundation depth,
flow velocity, or hydrodynamic forces) using hydrodynamic inundation models.
Nonetheless, hindcasting typically requires the use of large scale numerical models that can be computationally expensive, requiring high-resolution and detailed
bathymetric/topographic data to simulate the flow conditions with sufficient accuracy (Park and Cox 2016).
Heuristic tsunami fragility functions for buildings and lifelines developed in the
Tsunami Technical Manual (FEMA 2017) considered tsunami effects on the built
environment as an aggregation of two distinct phenomena: tsunami inundation
(flood) hazard, and tsunami lateral force (flow) hazard. Damage to nonstructural
systems and contents are assumed to be governed by tsunami flood hazard as a
function of maximum inundation depth at the building location. Damage to structural systems is assumed to be governed by tsunami flow hazard characterized in
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terms of maximum hydrodynamic force impacting the structure. The methodology
in FEMA (2017) is based on the HAZUS-MH earthquake model (FEMA 2011a) and
HAZUS-MH flood model (FEMA 2011b). The methodology accounts for global
failures and does not account for failure of individual structural members. In
FEMA 2017 methodology, global failure is defined as a tsunami force exceedance
of threshold structural capacities such as yield force capacity, or ultimate force
capacity of model building type of interest subjected to earthquake. In addition,
FEMA (2017) assumes that the buildings are closed and impervious to flow (i.e.,
there is no consideration of any breakaway walls or areas open to flow). Park et al.
(2017b) provides a comparison of probabilistic tsunami damage assessment for the
City of Seaside, OR, USA, using fragility functions based on inundation depth
(Suppasri et al. 2013) and fragility functions based on momentum-flux (FEMA
2017). Results in Park et al. (2017b) indicate that the momentum-flux based
fragility functions provide more realistic distribution of damage estimations.
Only a limited number of studies reported analytical methods for the development of tsunami fragility functions (Macabuag et al. 2014; Nanayakkara and
Dias 2016; Attary et al. 2017b; Petrone et al. 2017). In these analytical methods,
the demand-response relationship of a given building is obtained from numerical
simulations of finite element models of the subject structures rather than from
empirical observations (e.g., Park et al. 2013). Macabuag et al. (2014) performed
force-controlled pushover analysis of a four story RC bare frame that was designed
to be representative of construction practice in southern European countries in
the 1950’s and 1960’s, using load distributions following FEMA P-646 (FEMA
2012) and MLIT (2011). The study considered global failures of the structure
(exceedance of threshold damage state values for certain Engineering Demand
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Parameter (EDP ) such as inter-story drift ratio), but did not account for failure of individual structural members or breakaway infill-panels. The key finding
in Macabuag et al. (2014) is that the tsunami pushover curves that represent
the structural resistance are sensitive to the assumed tsunami load distribution.
Nanayakkara and Dias (2016) used Monte Carlo simulation to develop analytical
tsunami fragility functions for the complete damage state using inundation depth
as the tsunami IM for masonry and RC structures typical of Srilankan construction types. These analytical fragility functions match reasonably the empirical
collapse fragility functions estimated for the region. However, some simplifying
assumptions were made to develop geometric models, loading conditions, and failure criteria to perform a large number of simulations expeditiously. Attary et al.
(2017b) also proposed a methodology for developing tsunami fragility functions
using Monte Carlo simulation. The study accounted for aleatoric uncertainties
and epistemic uncertainties in the determination of tsunami forces. Like other
analytical studies, Attary et al. (2017b) considered global failure of the structure
as the damage indicator and did not account for structural member failures. This
study is one of the studies that proposed the use of kinematic moment of momentum flux, which is the square of the product of inundation depth and flow velocity
(h2 u2 ), as an IM (Yeh et al. 2014; Onai and Tanaka 2015). Results in their study
indicate that the kinematic moment of momentum flux h2 u2 reduced the scatter in
response data and therefore could be interpreted as an improved predictor of damage. Petrone et al. (2017) developed collapse fragility curves for an RC structure
using different nonlinear static analyses, namely constant-height pushover (CHPO)
and variable-height pushover (VHPO) and dynamic analyses based on simulated
2011 Tohoku tsunami waves. Results indicated that peak tsunami force is a more
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efficient intensity measure than inundation depth and flow velocity for tsunami
fragility assessment, and that results obtained using VHPO were comparable to
the results obtained using nonlinear response history analyses in terms of the EDP
predictions and fragility estimation.
Building upon previous research, this paper proposes a probabilistic framework for developing simulation-based tsunami fragility functions for structures using nonlinear finite element structural models and the first-order second-moment
(FOSM) reliability method. The proposed framework is general and accounts
for material and geometric sources of uncertainty in the development of tsunami
fragility functions. Previous studies on tsunami fragility assessment typically considered global failures of structures and did not account for structural member
failures. In this study, structural member failures (e.g., column shear failures) are
explicitly simulated in the nonlinear finite element structural models. While the
fragility assessment framework presented can be seen as general and independent
of whether global failure or structural member failures define the limit state capacity, this study highlights the importance of simulating member failures in the
development of tsunami fragility functions. The proposed framework is illustrated
through the development of fragility functions for a RC moment frame of an existing building that is located in an area of moderate seismicity and was designed
following ASCE 7-05 (ASCE 2005) and ACI 318-08 (ACI 2008) building codes. To
investigate the estimation efficiency of tsunami IM s as predictors of damage, several scalar and vector-valued IM s are considered and evaluated using the logistic
regression method for the RC moment frame example analyzed herein.
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4.3 Methodology
The proposed framework is based on the comparison of demand imposed on the
structure from tsunami loading and the corresponding capacity of the structure
to resist those demands at different levels of damage. Based on analysis of single
degree of freedom systems, it can be shown that contrary to the deformationcontrolled failure mechanisms exhibited in a seismically designed structure subjected to earthquake loading, the failure of structures under tsunami loading is
typically force-controlled (Scott and Mason 2017). The capacity of the structure
to resist tsunami loading is assessed through displacement-controlled nonlinear
static pushover (NSP) analyses of nonlinear finite element models (FEMs) of the
subject structure. However, when estimating IM capacity values, the fragility
functions developed herein make use of the maximum value of the capacity curve
achieved at or below a particular deformation limit. Each NSP analysis provides
a capacity curve that is characterized by two variables: an IM representing the
hazard, and an EDP that monitors the structural response. Besides considering
inundation depth h, flow velocity u, momentum flux hu2 , and kinematic moment
of momentum flux h2 u2 as scalar IMs, several vector-valued IMs comprised of h,
u, hu2 , h2 u2 and the interactions of h and u are also considered as tsunami IMs.
Regarding the building response, peak inter-story drift ratio (PIDR) is considered as an EDP to evaluate structural capacities associated with different damage
states. PIDR has been extensively used as a structural damage indicator in earthquake engineering, and in the aforementioned simulation-based tsunami fragility
functions available in the literature. However, since under tsunami loading the
failure can be force-controlled, structural member failures are also considered in
the methodology described in this section.
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4.3.1 Tsunami loading
Based on flow conditions, FEMA P-646 (FEMA 2012) classifies tsunami forces for
engineering applications as (1) hydrostatic forces under the quiescent flood states;
(2) buoyant forces resulting from vertical hydrostatic forces due to the volume of
water displaced by a fully or partially submerged structure. To induce upward
pressure, excess pore-water pressure in the soil must develop during the tsunami
inundation. Hence, the effect of buoyant forces is most significant for shorter,
lighter structures with shallow foundations; (3) hydrodynamic forces induced by
steady flows; (4) highly transient impulsive forces at the impact of the leading
edge of the arriving water mass; (5) debris impact forces caused by waterborne
debris; and (6) debris damming force due to the accumulation of debris across the
structure, which increases the hydrodynamic forces by increasing the surface area
exposed to the tsunami flow.
Due to the highly transient nature of impulsive forces and the present difficulty
in obtaining reliable estimates of forces such as debris impact and debris damming
force, as well as buoyant forces (see Fukuyama et al. 2011; Ko et al. 2014; Yeh et al.
2014), the tsunami fragility functions developed herein are based on the estimation of hydrodynamic force from steady state tsunami flow around the structure.
Moreover, the tsunami fragility functions do not consider foundation failures associated with soil instability and scour. Nevertheless, future studies may consider
these other forces and stability considerations which can be incorporated in the
physics-based fragility function framework.
Several experimental studies quantified the pressure distribution and force acting on structures subjected to tsunami flow (e.g., Hamzah et al. 2001; Palermo
et al. 2012; Chinnarasri et al. 2013; Shafiei et al. 2016 ). Hamzah et al. (2001)
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studied hydrodynamic pressure distribution of tsunami bore on a vertical barrier
based on experimental and numerical modeling results. Results indicated that the
pressure distribution is approximately uniform for the hydrodynamic regime of
flow. Palermo et al. (2012) and Chinnarasri et al. (2013) reported results of experimental studies on the quantification of tsunami bore forces on structures. Results
in Palermo et al. (2012) indicated that the pressure distribution follows the linear
hydro-static pressure distribution for both the bore impact and quasi-steady state
hydrodynamic condition, while results in Chinnarasri et al. (2013) indicated that
the pressure distribution at the instance of bore impact follows a uniform distribution up to a critical depth above which pressure reduces linearly. It can be inferred
from these studies that further research is required in this field to provide a better understanding of the pressure distributions. In the subsequent sections of this
study, the hydrodynamic force formulation presented in ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016),
which is based on uniform pressure distribution, is used for quantifying tsunami
forces on structures subjected to quasi-steady state tsunami flow.
Following the ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016) approach, the overall drag force, Fdx ,
applied to a building is given by:
1
Fdx = ρs Cd Ccx B(hu2 )
2

(4.1)

where ρs = fluid density, Cd = drag coefficient for the building, B = overall building
width perpendicular to the flow direction, h = tsunami inundation depth above
grade plane, u = tsunami flow velocity at the building location that is assumed to
be uniformly distributed along the depth. The closure coefficient Ccx represents
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b = btribCcx

btrib
h
hsx

Fdb α btrib
Fdc α b

B
(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Hydrodynamic loading on structure from steady state tsunami flow: (a)
geometry and notations describing the hydrodynamic load described in Eq. (4.1), and
(b) illustration of hydrodynamic load distribution on a lateral load resisting frame.

an estimate of opening in structure to flow direction and is given by:
Ccx

P
(Acol + Awall ) + γAbeam
=
Bhsx

(4.2)

where Acol and Awall = projected areas perpendicular to the flow direction of all
individual column and wall elements, respectively, Abeam = combined projected
area of the slab edge facing the flow; γ = 1.5, and hsx = story height for story x
as shown in Figure 4.1(a).
The hydrodynamic load acting on individual structural members, such as a
column in a lateral load resisting frame, is estimated by the force resultant on the
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projected inundation depth he as:
1
Fd = ρs Cd b(he u2 )
2

(4.3)

where b = element width perpendicular to flow, which is computed as tributary
width btrib (center to center distance between two lateral load resisting frames) multiplied by the closure coefficient Ccx , and he = inundation depth of an individual
element (see Figure 4.1(b)).

4.3.2 Uncertainty modeling
Variability in the demand parameters (e.g., drag coefficient Cd , closure coefficient
Ccx , etc.) that describe the hydrodynamic loading and the uncertainties in structural model idealizations need to be taken into account in the development of
fragility functions. Though probabilistic approaches have been proposed and extensively used for incorporating uncertainties in fragility functions in earthquake
engineering (e.g., Cornell et al. 2002; Porter et al. 2002; Baker and Cornell 2008;
Bradley 2010; Jalayer et al. 2015), similar studies in tsunami engineering are limited. De Risi et al. (2016) presents the first attempt to incorporate the uncertainty
of tsunami hazard intensity measure h in tsunami fragility assessment with field
survey data using a Bayesian framework. (Attary et al. 2017b) considered uncertainty in demand parameters and loading conditions.
One of the major challenges in incorporating uncertainty in fragility function
development is the balance of computational demand and accuracy. Methods of
sensitivity analysis provide insight regarding the relative importance of the uncertain parameters (Porter et al. 2002) on structural response. Among available
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methods, Monte Carlo based simulation is the most comprehensive and scalable
method. However, to improve computational costs, different importance sampling
methods such as Latin hypercube sampling, response surface, or artificial neural
networks can also be used (Dolšek 2009; Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis 2010). The
first-order second-moment (FOSM) method is an approximate method that provides a middle ground in terms of accuracy and computational cost between Monte
Carlo and nonlinear response surface methods. The FOSM method has been used
successfully to estimate response uncertainty in earthquake engineering (e.g., Lee
and Mosalam 2005; Baker and Cornell 2008), but its application in the field of
tsunami engineering has not yet been illustrated to the authors’ knowledge.
In this study, tornado diagram analysis (Porter et al. 2002) is used to discern
the relative importance of the demand and capacity parameters. Based on the identified parameters, the FOSM method is used to propagate the uncertainty from
demand parameters (ρs , Cd , Ccx ) in tsunami loading as well as in structural capacity modeling (yield strength of steel fy , and compressive strength of concrete fc0 )
to structural response estimation. Uncertainty in h and u are assumed to be taken
into account in tsunami hazard analysis (Park and Cox 2016). For a given vector of
random basic properties of the building structure X = {X1 , X2 , . . . , Xrmax } where
rmax is the total number of basic properties, FOSM provides the mean µIM and
standard deviation βIM of the structural capacities in terms of intensity measures,
IM = g(X). Uncertainty in structural capacity βIM is proportional to uncertainty
in basic random variables βX and is approximated with the gradient of g (X)
evaluated about the mean value, ∇X g|X=µX . The gradient terms (also known
as sensitivity terms) are evaluated numerically using the central finite difference
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approach and are given by:
[∇X g]ij =

gi (µXj + ∆Xj ) − gi (µXj − ∆Xj )
∂gi
=
∂Xj
2∆Xj

(4.4)

where i = 1, ...., n; j = 1, ...., rmax and it is assumed that ∆Xj = ap βXj , where βXj
is the standard deviation of the j th random variable, and ap is a scalar perturbation
coefficient. Other details of the FOSM method are described in Appendix A for
conciseness and completeness.

4.3.3 Tsunami fragility function framework
In the proposed framework (see Figure 4.2), a fragility function for a specific damage state is expressed as P [IMcap < im|EDP = dsk ], where IMcap is a random variable that represents the capacity of the structure defined in terms of the IM of
the tsunami hazard needed to resist a given EDP level of dsk . This method has
been used previously to develop fragility functions in earthquake engineering (e.g.,
Bazzurro and Cornell 1994; Baker and Cornell 2006).
The framework makes use of the capacity curves developed in the Capacity Module (see Figure 4.3) and from where the the appropriate capacity of the structure
IMcap corresponding to the demand im imposed by a specific tsunami inundation
depth h

and velocity u are obtained. It is worth noting here that the model

uncertainties corresponding to building material properties and geometric configurations are considered in the capacity module curve development. The framework
consists of the following steps:
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4.3.3.1 Step 1: Generate demand values
(1) A suite of tsunami inundation depths hi is randomly generated, assuming
that hi ∈ h ∼ U nif [0, hmax ], and hmax is assumed to be the maximum of the
maximum plausible inundation depth at the building location or the total
building height.
(2) For each hi , a suite of velocity ui,j is then randomly generated such that ui,j ∈
u ∼ U nif [0, Ui,max ]. The velocity ui,max is constrained to a dimensionless
√
quantity (Ui,max = Fr g.hi ) Froude number Fr . A reference value of Fr = 2.0
is used herein, based on historical tsunami data (Matsutomi and Okamoto
2010).
(3) For each (hi , ui,j ) pair, the tsunami demand intensity imi,j is computed as
hi u2i,j .

4.3.3.2 Step 2: Determine capacity values
In fragility function development, one of the characteristics that needs to be estimated is the capacity of the structure. In this framework, the capacity curves are
precomputed in the Capacity Module using NSP analyses of the nonlinear FEM.
Each capacity curve is computed for a given inundation depth hi and corresponds
to a range of flow velocities. For a damage state level dsk , and for the given inundation depth hi , the value of the peak structural capacity IMcap,i,dsk corresponds to a
unique value of the flow velocity. The methods needed for developing the Capacity
Module are described in more detail below in this “Methodology” section.
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Fragility Framework
Step 1: Generate Demand Values
(1) Generate i = {1,2,....,i max } inundation

(2 )

depths: hi ∈ h ~ Unif 0,hmax 
Generate j = {1,2,...., j max } velocity

Step 2: Determine Capacity

{(

IMcap,i ,dsk = hi u 2

Compute demand values:

{(

imi , j = hi ui2, j

)}

}

1 if imi , j > IMcap,i ,dsk
Yi , j ,dsk = 
0 otherwise

ui , j ∈ u ~ Unif 0,ui,max 
where ui,max = Fr ghi ,and Fr = 2.0.

cap,dsk

Step 3: Compute Exceedances

values for each hi :

(3 )

)

Step 4: Develop Fragility Functions
exp ( g [ X])
P IMcap ≤ im dsk , X =
1 + exp ( g [ X])

Figure 4.2: Analytical tsunami fragility function development framework.

4.3.3.3 Step 3: Compute exceedances
(1) Check whether demand exceeds
 the damage state capacity and compute the
 1 if im > IM
i,j
cap,i,dsk
failure indicator: Yi,j,dsk =
 0 Otherwise
(2) Repeat steps 1–3 until all hi and ui,j combinations are exhausted.

4.3.3.4 Step 4: Fragility function fitting
Tsunami demand imi,j , capacity of the structure IMcap,i,dsk , and damage state
exceedance-nonexceedance data Yi,j,dsk is then used to develop analytical tsunami
fragility functions for different tsunami scalar IMs (e.g., h, u, or hu2 ) or vectorvalued IMs such as {h, u}. Probability distribution functions may be fit to the
numerically developed exceedance counts for Step 3 of the methodology. Typical
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forms of the fragility functions available in the literature follow a normal or lognormal probability distribution functions. In this study, the lognormal probability
distribution function and the logistic generalized linear model (GLM) are used for
fitting fragility function. A detailed mathematical formulation for the adopted
statistical methods are provided in Appendix A.
In a fragility function fit with lognormal probability distribution functions, the
distribution parameters µ̂ and β̂ (see Eq. (A.6) in Appendix A) corresponding
to a structural model with mean basic random variables are computed using the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method, providing unbiased estimates of
the parameters. Uncertainties in capacity βIMcap resulting from the basic random
variables X can be taken into account by combining β̂ with β̂IMcap,r obtained from
Step 2. Using FOSM analysis, β̂IMcap,r is obtained from Eq. (A.4) presented in
Appendix A. Under the assumption that the basic random variables used in this
study are considered to be mutually statistically independent, the estimate of total
uncertainty β̂T is given by (Benjamin and Cornell 1970):
v
u
rX
max
u
2
2
t
β̂IM
β̂T = β̂ +
cap,r

(4.5)

r=1

The regression structure of the logistic GLM (see Eq. (A.10)–Eq. (A.13) in
Appendix A) can be used to fit parameterized fragility functions. The probability
of exceedance of a damage state dsk conditional on the vector of random variables
X of interest is:
P [IMcap ≤ im|dsk , X] =

exp (g[X])
1+exp (g[X])

(4.6)

where the logit function g[X] represents the natural logarithm of odds in favor of
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the event {IMcap ≤ im}. Eq. (4.6) can be extended to incorporate vector-valued
IM.
In the case of bi-variate vector-valued IM with intensity measures IMcap1 and
IMcap2 , the joint probability conditional on a damage state dsk and a set of basic
random variables X. The CDF of this conditional probability is computed as:
P [IMcap1 ≤ im1 ∩ IMcap2 ≤ im2 |dsk , X] =

exp (g[X])
1+exp (g[X])

(4.7)

It may be also of interest to compute the conditional probability of {IMcap2 ≤ im2 }
for a given level of IMcap1 and it is given by:
P [IMcap2 ≤ im2 |im1 , dsk , X] =

exp (IMcap1 , g[X])
1+exp (IMcap1 , g[X])

(4.8)

To measure the goodness-of-fit of the logistic regression, the deviance statistic
can be computed and it is given by:


 
m 
X
nj − yj
yj
D=2
+ (nj − yj )ln
yj ln
µ
ˆ
nj − µˆj
j
j=1

(4.9)

where j corresponds to the j th observation, yj , µ̂j are vectors of observed and fitted
values, respectively, and m is the total number of points used in the fitting of the
surface. For a perfect fit, the deviance statistic is zero.
To assess relative goodness-of-fit of fragility function models with different number of parameters, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974) can be used:

AIC = D + 2q

(4.10)
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where q is the number of parameters in the model. The model with the highest
rank for the goodness-of-fit corresponds to the model with the lowest AIC.

4.3.4 Capacity module development
The basic procedures involved in the assessment of the structural capacity include
the following steps (see Figure 4.3):
(1) Generate N statistical samples of the subject structure, accounting for the
uncertainty arising from basic random variables that define the structural
model and loading conditions. This can be performed with random realizations of basic random variables using Monte Carlo type simulation, combined
with importance sampling methodologies for efficiency.a In FOSM analysis,
basic random variables are assessed at predefined perturbation levels and the
total number of structural model samples generated is N = 2rmax × nap + 1,
where rmax is the number of basic random variables and nap is the number
of perturbation levels considered.
(2) Generate a suite of tsunami inundation depths hl , with a constraint to plausible maximum tsunami inundation depth hmax at the building location. Historically, maximum inundation depths ranging from 12m in Ishinomaki city
to 15m in Rikuzentakata, Iwate Prefecture, were observed during 2011 Great
East Japan Tsunami (Suppasri et al. 2015; Yeh et al. 2013). However, based
on bathymetric and topographic conditions, hmax could be higher.
(3) For each hl , perform NSP analyses for sample frames subjected to a given
tsunami inundation depth hl and develop capacity curves as a function of
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Capacity Module
FEM Simulation

Capacity Model

For each {Xr ,h}: ∀r = {1,2,....,rmax } ,h ~ Unif [0,hmax ]

βIM2 cap,r ≈
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Nonlinear Static Pushover Analysis
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r
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r

)

EDP = PIDR

Figure 4.3: Capacity Module development for structures subjected to tsunami loading,
using FOSM reliability method.

IM = {hl u2 } versus EDP = {PIDR}. For a specific level of EDP corresponding to a damage state of interest dsk (e.g., slight, moderate, extensive, or
complete), compute the estimates, µIM|hl ,dsk and βIM|hl ,dsk using the FOSM
method (see Figure 4.3). Repeat the procedure for different levels of inundation depth and structural model samples and compute corresponding
estimates of the mean and standard deviation of capacity corresponding to
damage state dsk .

4.4 Application example
4.4.1 Description of the application example
An existing school building is selected as an application example for developing
tsunami fragility functions following the framework outlined in the previous sec-
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tion. The irregular six-story building structure was designed following ACI 318-08
(ACI 2008) and ASCE/SEI 7-05 (ASCE 2005) standards. The building houses
class rooms, lecture galleries, and related support spaces.
The lateral force resisting system consists of RC moment frames in both longitudinal and transverse directions as shown in Figure 4.4. The floors consist of
two-way slab systems with slab thickness of 180 mm. According to the design specifications, slabs, beams, and columns have a nominal 28-day compressive strength
of fc0 = 24 MPa. The reinforcing steel used is ASTM A-615 Grade 420 with nominal yield strength of fy = 414 MPa. One of the inner frames in the transverse
direction (labeled F in Figure 4.4 (a)) is analyzed in the present study. Figure 4.4
(b) shows the elevation view of Frame F and the cross section details of columns
and beams are shown in Figure 4.4(c) and Figure 4.4 (d), respectively. Columns
C5, C4, and C2 have the reinforcement ratio of 1.5%, 1.3% and 1.7% , respectively. For columns C5 and C2, the reinforcement ratio is reduced by 0.4% in the
top story. Φ10 mm diameter transverse shear reinforcement is used in all beams
and columns. The shear reinforcement is placed at 100 mm spacing throughout
the columns length. In beams, the shear reinforcement is spaced at 100 mm near
the beam-column joints and is increased to a spacing of 200 mm at the middle
portion.

4.4.2 Finite element modeling
To develop the capacity curves, the Capacity Module methodology is used. Considering the loading conditions and probable failure mechanisms of RC frame under
equivalent hydrodynamic lateral loading, an advanced two-dimensional nonlinear
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Figure 4.4: Application example: (a) second floor level plan view, (b) elevation view
(grid-line F), (c) column cross-section detailing, and (d) beam cross-section detailing
(units in (c) and (d) are in mm).

finite element modeling scheme for the RC frame is developed in the Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation framework, OpenSees (McKenna et al.
2010). Figure 4.5 illustrates the numerical modeling scheme adopted.
For columns and beams, material nonlinearity and geometric nonlinearity such
as P − ∆ effects are considered. To simulate the flexural response under tsunami
loading, both columns and beams are modeled using distributed plasticity forcebased elements (Scott and Fenves 2006) with nonlinear fiber sections assigned on
the element interior. The modified Gauss-Radau integration scheme applied over
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prescribed plastic hinge length for the fiber sections at the element ends, and
two-point Gauss-Legendre integration is used for the element interior, resulting in
six integration points per element. The plastic hinge length was defined using the
empirically validated relationship provided in Paulay and Priestley (1992). For the
fiber-section models, the uniaxial stress-strain response of concrete was simulated
using Scott et al. (1982) (Concrete02 ) and for reinforcing steel a bilinear stressstrain relationship (Steel01 ) with kinematic hardening ratio of 0.01 is used. The
confinement effect is accounted for in the definition of the concrete stress-strain
response (Mander et al. 1988). In the column core, 10 fibers are used, whereas 2
fibers are employed in cover regions, following suggestions in Kostic and Filippou
(2011). The effective width of the flanged beam section is determined in accordance
with ACI 318-08 (ACI 2008). Beam-column joints were modeled using partially
rigid-end offsets, following ATC-72-1 (PEER/ATC 2010) recommendations.
To capture the possible shear failure in columns under concentration of the
shear demands due to hydrodynamic loading, an empirically based nonlinear zerolength shear spring is modeled at both ends of the columns, near beam-column
joints. The shear load versus deformation response of the nonlinear zero-length
shear spring is based on the work of Jeon et al. (2015a), implemented in OpenSees
using the existing limit-state material model and shear limit curve developed in
Elwood (2004). As shown in Figure 4.5, the model is a strength-based model,
where the shear limit curve is activated and shear strength degradation is initiated
once the shear demands exceed the column shear capacity Vn determined following
Sezen and Moehle (2004). It should be noted that in the implemented model, the
axial load is measured at the element connecting the beam-column joint to the
shear spring and the shear capacity Vn is evaluated accounting for varying axial
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loading in columns at each time step. Uniform gravity loads in beams are applied
using a linear time series λ(t) with ten load increments which is then held constant
for subsequent NSP analysis. The NSP analyses are conducted by controlling the
lateral degree of freedom (DOF) in the horizontal direction of the top node of
column C5. The Newton-Raphson (NR) algorithm is used with a displacement
increment dUf = 0.01 of the controlled DOF to solve the nonlinear equations.
The L2 − norm displacement increment convergence test is set with a tolerance
of 10−4 . If convergence is not achieved in a particular NR iteration, the modified
Newton-Raphson method with a smaller displacement increment of dUf /100 is
used.

4.4.3 Uncertainty characterization
The basic random variables used in this study, their assumed probability distribution functions, and their defining parameters are listed in Table 4.1. The current
study assumes that the uncertainty of the Young’s modulus and shear modulus
of the concrete (Ec and Gc ) depend on the compressive strength of concrete fc0 .
Among the set of basic random variables considered, ρs and Cd are used to compute
IMcap using Eq. (4.3) and the FEM outputs generated considering uncertainty in
Ccx , fc0 , and fy . For tornado sensitivity analysis, the three basic random variables
fc0 , fy , and Ccx are sampled at median estimates and two extreme values (10th and
90th percentiles). In FOSM analysis, these random variables are sampled at the
mean values and at four perturbation levels ap = {10−3 , 10−2 , 10−1 , 100 }. In all,
32 variants of the frame model are developed. Then, NSP analyses are performed
for 30 realizations of tsunami inundation depths for each of the frame model gen-
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Figure 4.5: (a) Numerical modeling scheme for RC frame, and (b) shear, flexure, and
total load-deformation response for column model.

erated. Ten equally spaced inundation depths are considered per story and the
maximum inundation depth considered is hmax = 11.1 m (36 feet), equivalent to
reaching the 3rd floor level.
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Table 4.1: Random variable characteristics.
Random variable
fc0 (MPa)
fy (MPa)
Ccx
Cd
ρs (kg/m3 )
*

Distribution
Normal
Lognormal
Uniform
Uniform
Uniform

Statistical parameter
µ = 30.3, COV *= 18%
µ = 496.4, COV *= 11%
[0.35-1]
[1.25-3]
[1000-1200]

Reference
Bartlett and MacGregor (1996)
Mirza and MacGregor (1979)
–
Fujima et al. (2009)
–

coefficient of variation

4.5 Results
4.5.1 Parametric sensitivity studies
4.5.1.1

Effect of openings on capacity

The influence of openings on the tsunami response of the frame is investigated
by comparing the simulation results considering the limiting cases of no opening
(Ccx = 1.0) and full opening (Ccx = 0.35). To isolate the effect of structural
member failures on the frame response, in the first set of analyses the shear hinges
are assumed to be infinitely strong. Figure 4.6 illustrates the two cases considered
0
in this comparative analysis. The expected concrete strength is fce
= 30.3 MPa,

and the expected reinforcing steel yield strength is fye = 496.4 MPa, which are the
values employed for the mean models.
In each simulation, base shear and inter-story drift ratios are recorded. The
base shear capacity from each simulation is transformed to momentum flux using
Eq. (4.3). In Figure 4.7, the lateral strength capacity in terms of momentum flux
hu2 is plotted versus the respective peak inter-story drift ratio PIDR for varying
levels of tsunami inundations applied to the ground story for the two cases. In
both Figure 4.7(a) and (b), six capacity curves are presented, for clarity, out of the
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the RC frame model: (a) elevation of frame F with load
distribution for the case with no openings (Ccx = 1.0), (b) elevation of the frame F
with load distribution for case with opening (Ccx < 1.0), (c) numerical modeling scheme
employed for the FEM without considering column shear failures, and (d) numerical
modeling scheme employed for the FEM accounting for column shear failures.

ten capacity curves generated using the results of NSP analyses with loads applied
at increasing inundation depths at the 1st story level.
Results indicate that the momentum flux that can be resisted by the RC frame
is about 10 times higher for the case in which Ccx = 0.35 than the case in which
Ccx = 1.0, for similar levels of tsunami inundation. This comparatively higher
momentum flux capacity for the frame with Ccx = 0.35 can be attributed to the
lesser tributary width of the structure facing tsunami flow compared to the no
opening case (Ccx = 1.0) even though the frame resistance is identical. It is also
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7: Effect of openings on lateral load resisting capacity of the example frame
for two cases: (a) with no openings (Ccx = 1.0), and (b) with full opening (Ccx = 0.35).

worth noting that as the inundation depth increases, the capacity decreases for
both the cases, which is an observation consistent with what was observed in
results in Attary et al. (2017b).

4.5.1.2

Effect of structural member failures

In Figure 4.8, capacity curves are presented for full opening and no opening frame
models taking into account column shear failures. Comparison of the results in
Figure 4.8 with the counterparts in Figure 4.7 indicate that accounting for shear
failure of columns limits the lateral force and deformation capacity of the frame.
It is also worth noting that there is a smaller dispersion in the capacity curves
in the case when element failures are considered. In Figure 4.8(b), it can be seen
that the FE model does not capture element shear failure once the tsunami inundation reaches the 1st floor level (hw /hGF = 1.0). This is expected as the imposed
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Figure 4.8: Effect of structural member failure on lateral load resisting capacity of
the example frame for two cases with: (a) no openings (Ccx = 1.0) and shear hinges
modeled, (b) full opening (Ccx = 0.35) and shear hinges modeled.

tsunami loading is partly distributed to other elements of the frame through the
floor diaphragm (see Figure 4.6(b)).
In summary, results of Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 indicate that both the effect
of the openings and structural member failures are important factors that need
to be considered for realistic performance evaluation of structures under tsunami
loading. In the following sections, the effect of the openings and other uncertain
parameters are considered in the development of the tsunami fragility functions
for the example frame accounting for structural member failures.

4.5.1.3 Tornado sensitivity analysis
Figure 4.9 shows the tornado diagram for the structural capacity described in terms
of momentum flux for varying perturbations of the basic random variables. The
vertical line in the middle of the tornado diagram indicates the momentum flux
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corresponding to the frame model with all basic random variables set to their median values whereas the horizontal bars represent the swing of momentum flux for
different basic random variables considered in this study. According to this figure,
Ccx is the most significant random variable affecting momentum flux followed by
the drag coefficient Cd . Moreover, it is evident that uncertainty in the IM is more
sensitive to uncertainty in the tsunami demand parameters (Ccx , Cd ) than in the
capacity related material properties (fc0 , fy ). This implies that a improved understanding of the characteristic tsunami flow information will significantly reduce the
uncertainty in the fragility functions. It is also worth noting that lower ends of the
demand parameters are associated with larger momentum flux values, whereas the
opposite trend is observed for capacity related parameters. The tornado diagram
also suggests that the momentum flux distribution is right skewed, particularly for
the momentum flux swing corresponding to the demand parameters (Ccx , Cd ).
Ccx
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Figure 4.9: Tornado diagram for example frame with shear hinges modeled.
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4.5.1.4

FOSM sensitivity analysis

With the assumed probability distributions and related statistical parameters of
the basic random variables listed in Table 4.1, sensitivity of the IMcap to each random variable is estimated for different damage states using FOSM analysis. For
this assessment, damage state thresholds for PIDR from the HAZUS-MH earthquake module (FEMA 2011a) for medium-height, high-code, reinforced concrete
moment frame buildings are used, which are 0.33%, 0.67%, 2.00%, and 5.33% for
slight, moderate, extensive, and complete damage states, respectively.
For this particular application example with simulated shear response, the
structure did not reach drift levels corresponding to complete damage. This can be
attributed to (1) column shear failures observed at relatively low PIDRs for lower
inundation levels, and (2) the drop in peak capacity at higher levels of drift due to
consideration of material and geometric nonlinearity (P − ∆ effects). Thus, if the
drift levels corresponding to some damage states are reached after there is a drop in
resistance in the capacity curve (force-controlled failure), it is assumed that those
damage states are reached at the peak momentum flux observed. Figure 4.10(a)
and Figure 4.10(b) show the variation in momentum flux capacity at slight and
complete damage states, respectively, for four levels of ap ={10−3 , 10−2 , 10−1 , 100 }
for the random variables Xi = {fc0 , fy , Ccx , Cd , ρs }. In Figure 4.10, it can be seen
that coefficients of variation (C.O.Vs) of momentum flux at slight and complete
damages states are similar for various perturbation sizes. Similar trends are also
observed for moderate and extensive damage states. Even though the convergence
of structural response of the application example frame for all the damage states
considered is observed, showing that the finite difference approximation of gradients is similar for different levels of ap , these results only provide an indication
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.10: Coefficients of variation (sensitivity) of structural capacity of the example
frame in terms of momentum flux due to different levels of perturbation of basic random
variables at: (a) slight damage state, and (b) complete damage state.

that the FOSM analysis is an adequate method for the development of tsunami
fragility functions for this specific example frame. Nonetheless, its accuracy can
only be assessed if a pure Monte Carlo simulation prediction were be performed.

4.5.2 Lognormal fragility functions
Using the methodology outlined in Figure 4.2, fragility functions for the example
frame are developed here for different IMs using the simulation results of NSP
analyses. Figure 4.11(a) shows the fragility functions for two values of Ccx = 1.0
and Ccx = 0.35 corresponding to the no opening and full opening scenario, respectively, for the complete damage state. The fitted lognormal fragility functions do
not show good agreement with the observed data for the extreme case of a fully
open frame. Until the inundation level reaches the 1st floor level, all the imposed
tsunami loading is carried mainly by the seaward column, while the load is effec-
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tively distributed to other elements by the floor diaphragm once the water level
reaches the 1st floor level. This results in two significantly distinct clusters of momentum flux levels, one corresponding to the loading applied to the ground story
and the second when the loading is applied also to other stories. It is clear that
in this case, a single probability distribution function with MLE estimates is not
adequate to describe the observed response data for the full opening case shown in
Figure 4.11(a). Potential alternatives would be to develop story specific fragility
functions or to use one of the advanced statistical methods described in Macabuag
et al. (2016), such as the semiparametric methods, namely the Generalized Additive Model (GAM) or non-parametric methods. Nevertheless, even though the
limitations are present, both solutions are beyond the scope of this paper, and
the single lognormal fragility function is shown for comparison purposes. A second
fitted curve is also presented in Figure 4.11(a), which is developed considering that
the ground story data points are considered outliers.
Figure 4.11(b) shows the developed fragility functions with FEMA (FEMA
2017) fragility function for similar medium height, high-code, reinforced concrete
moment frame building. For comparative purposes the structural damage state
uncertainty βC and modeling uncertainty βM are combined with the mean model
height-to-height uncertainty βHT H . The βC of all damage states is assumed to be
0.3 as per Wen et al. (2004) and βM is assumed to be 0.2 per Celik and Ellingwood
(2010). It can be inferred from Figure 4.11(b) that the computed fragility function
slightly overpredicts the median capacity (802 m3 /s2 compared to 650 m3 /s2 ) but
it is interesting that the results are reasonably close. It is worth highlighting that
one curve is obtained using the simulation-based methodology presented herein
and the second one is based on expert judgment analysis in FEMA (FEMA 2017).
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Figure 4.11: Complete damage state fragility functions for (a) no openings (Ccx = 1.0)
and full opening (Ccx = 0.35) cases of the example frame without considering structural
member failures, and (b) comparison of the developed fragility functions with fragility
function developed in FEMA (FEMA 2017) for the example frame.

Even though the fragility functions show good agreement over the whole range
of momentum flux levels, naturally this result cannot serve as a validation check
per se, but it does show that the fragility function developed here for a specific
building case is close to the ones assumed in FEMA (FEMA 2017).
Figure 4.12 shows the effect of considering different sources of uncertainty in the
FEM on the computed fragility functions. It can be observed from Figure 4.12(a)
that fragility functions based solely on global failure criteria overpredict the structural capacity to resist tsunami loading at all damage states. For example, at extensive and complete damage states, the median capacity is about 1.3 times higher
(1180 m3 /s2 compared to 890 m3 /s2 ) than that observed when structural member failures are considered. Moreover, incorporating structural member failures
in FEM analysis significantly lowers dispersion in the responses. This is expected
as the column shear failure model employed in the FEM is strength based. The
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(a)
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Figure 4.12: Fragility functions for the example frame accounting for (a) structural
member failures, and (b) opening uncertainty.

dispersion value β for slight damage state is comparatively higher than the more
severe damage states as the structure experiences a fewer number of shear failures
at less severe damage state levels. Figure 4.12(b) show the impact of opening
uncertainty on the computed fragility functions. It is observed that accounting
for uncertainties in the openings Ccx significantly increases the estimated β values for all the damage states considered. The impact of material uncertainties on
fragility functions were also investigated which indicate that material uncertainty
has negligible effect on the computed fragility functions. Both of these findings
are consistent with the observations from the tornado sensitivity analysis shown
in Figure 4.9 where it is observed that momentum flux is more sensitive to the
variation in demand parameters than the capacity related material properties.
Figure 4.13 shows the comparison of estimates of dispersion parameter β computed accounting for different sources of uncertainty. It can be observed from this
figure that the combined effect of the opening and HT H is the dominant source
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Figure 4.13: Contribution of different sources of uncertainty on fragility function parameter β (standard deviation of ln IMcap ) for the example frame.

of uncertainty at all damage states. Accounting for both demand and capacity related uncertainties increases the dispersions significantly, with an increase of 60%
(slight damage state) to 200% (complete damage state) in βT /βHT H depending on
the damage state.

4.5.3 Parameterized logistic fragility functions
Vector-valued IMs have been shown to predict structural response, with increased
efficiency and sufficiency when estimating fragility function parameters in earthquake engineering applications (e.g, Baker and Cornell 2006; Barbosa 2011). Similarly, it is envisaged that prediction of structural damage using fragility functions
can be greatly improved considering several characteristics of tsunami IMs for
response and damage prediction. The additional parameters provide more infor-
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mation about the tsunami damage potential and thus correspond to more robust
estimators of structural response. Using the logistic regression model, several scalar
and vector-valued IMs are examined here to identify potential IMs that can be used
as predictors in fragility function development, beyond the conventional tsunami
intensity measure h.
Figure 4.14 shows the AIC of the fitted models with different IMs using the simulation results of NSP analyses with median opening factor (Ccx = 0.675). In all
the fitted models, 20,000 observations of structural response are considered resulting from 100 levels of tsunami inundation depths and 200 levels of flow velocities
considered at each level of tsunami inundation depth. A regression model with
lower AIC indicates greater capability of the model to fit the observed response
data. One of the concerns that may arise when using vector-valued IM is that the
scalar IMs comprising the vector-valued IM should not be collinear, i.e., the IM
parameters should not be highly correlated with each other. To address this concern, the correlation coefficient between the variables comprising the vector-valued
IMs are also shown in Figure 4.14.
It can be seen from Figure 4.14 that all the fitted models that use scalar IMs
as predictors result in larger values of AIC than the vector-valued IMs. It is
also worth noting that the conventional tsunami intensity measure h produces
the largest AIC among all the scalar IMs considered, even though, naturally this
is the easiest value to measure in-situ following a tsunami event. As expected,
vector-valued IMs result in significantly lower AIC. Among the vector-valued IMs,
the AIC estimates for {h, hu} and {h, h2 u2 } are identical and lower than the one
obtained for {h, hu2 }.
Parameterized fragility functions are developed next using vector-valued IMs
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Figure 4.14: AIC of several logistic regression models fitted with different scalar and
vector-valued IMs as predictors for the complete damage state fragility function based
on the FEM with mean opening (Ccx = 0.675).

and Eq. (4.7) using the most important IMs identified in Figure 4.14. Although
the vector-valued IM = {h, h2 u2 } shows a smaller AIC between the fitted and
the simulated data compared to IM = {h, hu2 }, this decrease in AIC arises with a
slight increase in the correlation coefficient, which could be indicative co-linearity of
the predictors. Therefore, IM = {h, hu2 } is preferred herein over IM = {h, h2 u2 }
for the development of parameterized fragility functions of the application example.
Figure 4.15(a) shows parameterized fragility functions for the complete damage
state of the application example frame with mean opening (Ccx = 0.675) for IM =
{h, hu2 }. It can be seen that for a given probability of exceedance, the momentum
flux hu2 is inversely related to the inundation depth h. Figure 4.15(b) shows the
mean value of the parameterized fragility functions for three levels of the opening
parameter Ccx . It can be observed that, as expected, the variation in the opening
parameter alters the fragility characteristics.
Figure 4.16(a) shows the fragility functions developed for the example frame
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Figure 4.15: Parameterized fragility function for the example frame: (a) as a function of
inundation depth h and momentum flux hu2 for the complete damage state based on the
FEM with mean opening (Ccx = 0.675), and (b) at 50% probability of exceedance level,
as a function of h and momentum flux hu2 and three levels of opening with Ccx = 0.415
(solid line), Ccx = 0.675 (dashed line) and Ccx = 0.935 (dotted line) for the complete
damage state. All the fragility functions are based on Fr = 2.

for the complete damage state with h, u, and {h, u} interaction as IM parameters.
It can be seen from both Figure 4.16(a) and Figure 4.16(b) that accounting for the
linear interaction term of h and u captured the nonlinear relationship between the
observed response and the IM parameters.
√
The tsunami flow velocity (u = Fr gh) is constrained to the dimensionless
quantity Froude number for a given inundation depth. There is considerable degree of uncertainty in the Froude number used (Matsutomi and Okamoto 2010).
Figure 4.17 shows the parameterized fragility functions of the example frame for
FEM with mean opening (Ccx = 0.675) at 50% probability of exceedance level for
three different Froude number levels, Fr = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 with h, u, and {h, u}
interaction as IM parameters. It is clear from this figure that for this given level
of opening and probability of exceedance, Fr = 1.5 and Fr = 2.0 results in similar
(h, u) pairs irrespective of damage states, whereas for Fr = 1.0, (h, u) pair varies

Cumulative probability
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Figure 4.16: Parameterized fragility functions of the application example: (a) as a
function of inundation depth h, flow velocity u, and inundation depth-flow velocity interaction hu, for the complete damage state based on the FEM with mean opening
(Ccx = 0.675), and (b) at 50% probability of exceedance level, as a function of inundation depth h, flow velocity u, and inundation depth-flow velocity interaction hu with
Ccx = 0.415 (solid line), Ccx = 0.675 (dashed line) and Ccx = 0.935 (dotted line) for
slight damage state. All the fragility functions are based on Fr = 2.

with the damage states considered. Similar trends were observed for other levels
of openings and for IM = {h, u, hu2 }. The results indicate that a Froude number
above 1.5 produces limited variation on the fragility functions developed.

4.6 Conclusion
A probabilistic framework for developing simulation-based tsunami fragility functions for structures using advanced nonlinear finite element models, and first-order
second-moment (FOSM) reliability method is proposed in this study. The proposed framework is general and accounts for uncertainties in material properties
and geometric configurations of building system that can affect the demands on
the lateral force resisting system. The framework incorporates structural member
failures to quantify its effect on tsunami fragility functions. To date, this had not
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(a)
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Figure 4.17: Parameterized fragility functions of the application example for FEM with
mean opening (Ccx = 0.675) at 50% probability of exceedance level: (a) slight damage
and (b) complete damage state as a function of inundation depth h, flow velocity u, and
inundation depth-flow velocity interaction hu. Curves plotted are Fr = 1.0 (solid line),
Fr = 1.5 (dashed line), and Fr = 2.0 (dotted line).

been considered in analytically developed tsunami fragility functions.
The proposed framework was illustrated through the development of fragility
functions for a reinforced concrete moment frame representative of a school building
building designed to current seismic codes for a region of moderate seismicity.
Results indicate that:
(1) Taking into account structural member failures is of paramount importance for reliable assessment of fragility functions under tsunami loading. Fragility
functions based solely on global failure criteria tend to over predict the structural
capacity to resist tsunami loading at all damage states.
(2) Among several sources of uncertainty considered in this study, breakaway
openings was identified as the dominant contributor to the uncertainty in IM based
structural capacities.
(3) The efficiency of vector-valued IMs consisting of scalar IMs such as inundation depth, flow velocity, specific momentum flux, kinematic moment of specific
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momentum flux and their interactions were investigated against the conventional
scalar IMs using the logistic regression method. It was observed that the estimation efficiency of vector-valued intensity measures is higher than that of scalar IMs
and the prediction of structural damage using vector-valued IMs can be further
improved by considering the interaction among the IMs.
(4) From the set of scalar IMs analyzed, the scalar IMs that combine information of inundation depth and flow velocity were identified to be efficient predictors
of structural damage, and therefore preferred measures to characterize the intensity
of tsunami hazards.
(5) Tsunami flow velocities tend to affect the computed fragility functions considerably. Uncertainty in fragility functions may be significantly reduced with
robust and reliable estimation of tsunami flow velocities at specific sites, however,
reducing the generality of the fragility functions developed.
It is suggested that future studies should consider tsunami wave traces simulated using stochastically generated earthquake source models (e.g., Goda et al.
2016; Park et al. 2017a) to better quantify the tsunami demand and subsequent
development of more reliable tsunami fragility functions using nonlinear response
history analyses.
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5 Probabilistic Multi-hazard Earthquake-Tsunami
Structural Risk Assessment Framework
5.1 Overview
A probabilistic framework is developed to assess the structural risk of structures
in coastal regions prone to cascading earthquake-tsunami hazards. Several design variants (earthquake-only design, and earthquake-tsunami design) of a four
and an eight-story reinforced concrete (RC) special moment resisting frame building (SMRF) designed to earthquake and tsunami provisions per ASCE/SEI 716 (ASCE 2016) and ACI 318-14 (ACI 2014) are used as application examples.
Advanced three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear finite element models (FEMs) of the
buildings are developed in OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2010) to simulate cascading
earthquake-tsunami response of structures through sequential nonlinear response
history analyses (NRHA) and nonlinear static pushover (NSP) analyses at multiple seismic and tsunami intensity levels. The multitude of structural response
results obtained is then used to illustrate the geospatial variation of structural
risk of the application example buildings at three potential building sites within
a coastal community prone to high earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard with the aid
of site-specific earthquake and tsunami hazard analysis (PSTHA) and the scalar
and vector-valued fragility functions developed. Results indicate that the effect
of accumulated damage due to earthquake loading is more pronounced in reducing the stiffness of the structure compared to the reduction in structural capacity.
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Moreover, tsunami structural capacity required to achieve a given probability of
damage exceedance decreases with increasing seismic intensity, especially at lower
damage states. Besides it is found that structural risk of buildings is a function of
the hazard type, number of stories, level of design (e.g., earthquake-only design,
earthquake-tsunami design), and the location within the community.

5.2 Introduction
Catastrophic events such as the Japan Tohoku Earthquake and Tsunami (2011)
raised global awareness for the need to understand the response of communities
and the built environment to multi-hazard extreme events. Extreme events that
produced significant damage and loss of life over the last two decades include the
following earthquake and tsunamis: Indian Ocean (2004), Samoa (2009), Chile
(2010), and Japan (2011). With respect to these extreme events, the majority of
the devastation was sustained along the coastline, highlighting the importance of
the damage produced by earthquake ground shaking and the following tsunami
inundation.
Several empirical fragility functions (Peiris 2006; Charvet et al. 2014; Suppasri
et al. 2015) have been developed to assess the performance of different building
classes based on the post-tsunami survey of damaged structures. These functions are presented solely as tsunami fragility functions in the literature, with the
assumptions that earthquake-induced damage is minimal compared to tsunamiinduced damage. Though the validity of this assumption is questionable, the practice continues since it is not easy to distinguish between earthquake and tsunami
damage sustained by a structure during the post-tsunami survey of structures that
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may have also sustained damage due to ground shaking prior to the impact of the
tsunami inundation. Significant advances have also been made recently in analytical tsunami fragility function development (Attary et al. 2017b; Petrone et al.
2017; Alam et al. 2017), specifically for far-field tsunamis, where the response and
damage of pristine structures subjected to tsunami loading is estimated through
numerical simulations.
A large number of studies studied the impact of multi-hazard events on the
performance of different structural systems (e.g. seismic mainshock-aftershock (Li
and Ellingwood 2007; Ribeiro et al. 2014), hurricane and earthquake hazard (Li
and Ellingwood 2009; Kameshwar and Padgett 2014), wind and earthquake hazard (Unobe and Sorensen 2015), scour and earthquake hazard (Alipour et al. 2012;
Ganesh Prasad and Banerjee 2013), hurricane wind, flood, windborne debris, rainfall hazard (Barbato et al. 2013; Unnikrishnan and Barbato 2017)). However,
at present, only a few studies (Park et al. 2012; Latcharote 2015; Carey et al.
2019) evaluated structural performance under sequential earthquake shaking and
tsunami inundation. Park et al. (2012) developed collapse fragility functions for a
two-story timber building subjected to sequential earthquake-tsunami loading in a
two-phase simulation performed at two seismic intensity levels. In the first phase,
nonlinear response history analyses (NRHA) were performed using an equivalent
single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model of a timber building. In the second phase,
tsunami response of the damaged SDOF model was evaluated through nonlinear
static pushover (NSP) analyses for different inundation levels. Results in Park
et al. (2012) indicated that tsunami inundation depths required to collapse the
assessed light-frame timber building decreased with increase in the seismic intensity of the preceding earthquakes. Latcharote (2015) performed sequential NRHA
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analyses to simulate the earthquake-tsunami response of a six-story reinforced
concrete (RC) wall-frame structure and monitored damage of beam, column, and
structural wall. The study found that damage accumulates in structural members during sequential earthquake-tsunami loading. Recently, Carey et al. (2019)
developed a bridge modeling approach, which includes soil-foundation-structure
interaction effects, to quantify sequential earthquake-tsunami induced damage.
The study presented multi-hazard interaction diagrams to relate earthquake and
tsunami intensity measures (IMs) to bridge damage. Results indicated that the
effect of damage due to earthquake loading on bridge systems decreases the resistance to subsequent tsunami loading. Specifically, the mean interaction diagrams
presented reveal that the lateral resistance of the bridge system studied is reduced
by approximately 50% or more for spectral accelerations exceeding 0.3g for the
range of inundation depth considered.
Based on the literature review, it is evident that, at present, there is a lack
of studies that systematically evaluate the effect of accumulated damage due to
earthquake ground shaking and its impact on the vulnerability of structures under
subsequent tsunami inundation, especially in a probabilistic manner. To address
this gap, this study presents a probabilistic framework to assess the structural risk
of structures in coastal regions that are subjected to cascading earthquake-tsunami
hazards in the event of near-field tsunamis. A four and an eight-story reinforced
concrete (RC) special moment resisting frame building (SMRF) designed to earthquake and tsunami provisions per ASCE/SEI 7-16 (ASCE 2016) and ACI 318-14
(ACI 2014) are used as application examples to illustrate the proposed multihazard structural collapse risk assessment framework. To this end, advanced three
dimensional (3D) nonlinear finite element models (FEMs) of the application ex-
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ample buildings are developed in OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2010), which are
then used to perform sequential NRHA and NSP analyses at multiple seismic and
tsunami intensity levels, respectively, to simulate sequential earthquake-tsunami
response. The multitude of structural response results obtained is then used with
a site-specific earthquake and tsunami hazards analysis (PSTHA) at three potential building sites within a coastal community to assess the structural risk of the
application example buildings. The structural risk assessment results under multihazard earthquake-tsunami provide insight on how the structural risk for these
modern code designed buildings vary as a function of the number of stories, level
of design, and hazard type for a given location, and geospatially as a function of
the location within the community.

5.3

Probabilistic multi-hazard structural risk assessment framework

The multi-hazard probabilistic earthquake-tsunami structural risk assessment developed involves performing the following steps: (i) probabilistic seismic and tsunami
hazard analysis (PSTHA), (ii) structural analysis, (iii) fragility assessment, and
(iv) risk assessment. Each of these steps are described in detail in the following
subsections:

5.3.1 Probabilistic seismic and tsunami hazard analysis (PSTHA)
The first step in this framework is to assess the seismic and tsunami hazard at
the site of interest to obtain the mean annual rate (MAR) of earthquake and
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tsunami hazard intensity measures (IMs) IM = {IMEQ , IMT SU }, νIM for structural risk assessment. Intensity measures of interest will depend on the type of
structure and the response being investigated (e.g., earthquake response:Shome
et al. (1998), Luco and Cornell (2007), Tothong and Luco (2007), Barbosa (2011);
tsunami response: Alam et al. (2017), De Risi et al. (2017)). In this study, spectral
acceleration at the fundamental period of vibration Sa (T1 ) and specific momentum
flux (hu2 ), which includes information on tsunami inundation depth h and flow velocity u, are used as seismic and tsunami IM, respectively. Spectral acceleration
at the fundamental period of vibration Sa (T1 ) has been shown to be an sufficient
and efficient (Shome et al. 1998) scalar seismic IM for predicting peak structural
drift demand of low to medium-rise buildings subjected to ordinary (i.e., non-near
source) ground motions. Moreover, Alam et al. (2017) have identified hu2 to be
an efficient tsunami scalar IM for predicting structural damage.
Strictly speaking, joint MAR of earthquake and tsunami IMs ν{IMEQ ,IMT SU }
will be required for assessing joint structural risk due to earthquake-tsunami multihazard. The information related to ν{IMEQ ,IMT SU } can be obtained through sitespecific probabilistic seismic and tsunami hazard analysis (PSTHA) (De Risi and
Goda 2016; Park et al. 2017a) based on the consistent estimation of seismic and
tsunami IMs of interest resulting from tsunamigenic earthquake sources. In the
absence of such detailed study, structural risk can also be assessed for individual
hazards only independently. For this purpose, MAR of earthquake hazard νIMEQ
at the site can be obtained from publicly available sources such as USGS unified
hazard tools (USGS 2018), whereas νIMT SU can be obtained from site-specific probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis (PTHA) (Geist and Parsons 2006; Burbidge et al.
2008; González et al. 2009; Park et al. 2018).
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5.3.2 Structural analysis framework
The second step in the framework involves performing structural analyses for assessing the response, represented by an engineering demand parameter (EDP), of
the FEM of the structure to sequential earthquake-tsunami loading at several seismic and tsunami intensity levels. In this study, peak inter-story drift ratio (PIDR)
is used as the EDP to evaluate structural drift capacities associated with different
damage states and the base shear Vbase is used to compute lateral strength capacity. PIDR has been extensively used as a structural damage predictor in both
earthquake engineering (Liel et al. 2009; Eads et al. 2013; Jeon et al. 2015b; Baker
2015) and recently in tsunami engineering (Attary et al. 2017b; Petrone et al.
2017; Alam et al. 2017). An advanced three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear FEM of
the structure is developed in OpenSees to perform sequential earthquake-tsunami
analyses. Since the uncertainties associated with both the hazards (ground motion
(GM) record-to-record (RTR) variability and tsunami inundation depth-to-depth
(HTH) variability) for a given intensity is of several fold magnitude higher than
that associated with model parameter uncertainties, RTR, and HTH variability
are explicitly considered in this framework by treating those hazard intensities as
random variables, whereas model parameters and geometry are considered deterministic and set to their expected values.
The sequential earthquake-tsunami analyses are performed in three stages:
(1) In the first stage, hereafter referred to as Earthquake phase, NRHA of the
advanced 3D FEMs under earthquake GM is performed. To perform NRHA,
the TRBDF2 integrator (Bathe 2007) object with a maximum analysis time
step of 0.002 seconds is used in OpenSees. The Krylov-Newton algorithm
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is used to solve the nonlinear system of equilibrium equations at each time
step. The multiple-stripe analysis (MSA) (Baker and Cornell 2006) approach
is adopted to perform NRHA. In this study, six seismic intensity levels are
considered for performing NRHA using MSA approach in which 30 GMs are
used per seismic intensity level.
(2) In the second stage, the FEMs are prepared for tsunami loading with its
final state from the Earthquake phase as the initial condition. To eliminate
any structural vibration in the FEMs, a transient analysis is performed for
10 seconds with a fictitiously high equivalent viscous damping ratio of 30%.
This analysis phase is hereafter referred to as Free vibration phase.
(3) In the third stage, hereafter referred as Tsunami phase, multiple NSP analyses are performed with tsunami hydrodynamic loading applied as a uniformly
distributed load in the onshore direction on the columns of the structure irrespective of the leaning position of the damaged structure at the end of the
Free vibration phase. The intensity of the distributed load is increased incrementally to represent increasing flow velocity u for a given h in the NSP.
The displacement-controlled integrator (Clarke and Hancock 1990) is used
to increase the loading during the NSP analyses in OpenSees. In this study,
six NSP analyses are performed following the Free vibration phase for six
tsunami h levels up to floor Level 4, with minimum inundation being considered at mid-height of the first story. Although other tsunami forces such as
hydrostatic forces, buoyancy forces, and debris impact and damming forces
can induce great damage in structures (Yeh et al. 2014), those forces are not
considered herein. The overall tsunami hydrodynamic force Fdx applied to
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the structure is given by (ASCE 2016):
1
Fdx = ρs Cd Ccx B(hu2 ),
2

(5.1)

where ρs = fluid density, Cd = drag coefficient for the building, B = reference
building width perpendicular to the flow direction, h = tsunami inundation
depth above the grade level, u = tsunami flow velocity at building site, and
Ccx = closure coefficient, which is equal to 1.0 if no openings are present in
the structure perpendicular to the flow direction. Based on the ASCE 7-16
recommendation Ccx = 0.7 is used in this study.
The hydrodynamic force acting on individual structural members, such as a
column in a lateral load resisting frame, is estimated using the force resultant
on the projected inundation depth he :
1
Fd = ρs Cd b(he u2 )
2

(5.2)

where b = element width perpendicular to flow, which is computed as tributary width btrib (center to center distance between two lateral load resisting
frames) multiplied by the closure coefficient Ccx ; and he = inundation depth
of an individual element. Figure 5.1 shows the hydrodynamic load application on an example four-story building.
Throughout the analysis stages, PIDR and base shear response Vbase of the
structure are monitored. Base shear Vbase is converted to equivalent hu2 , which is
used as the IMT SU . Finally, using the PIDR and hu2 , six tsunami capacity curves
are developed, which corresponds to the six tsunami h considered for a given GM.
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Step 1 to Step 3 are repeated for all possible combinations of GM and h levels.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1: Tsunami hydrodynamic load application on an example four-story building:
0
(a) plan view and (b) elevation of an internal frame (Sec B − B ).

5.3.3 Fragility assessment
The structural analysis results obtained from the previous step are used to develop
vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility functions in this section. The vectorvalued earthquake-tsunami fragility assessment framework developed herein is an
extension of the framework developed in Alam et al. (2017) for tsunamis only
fragility functions.
The vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility functions are computed in the
following steps:
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(1) In step 1, for a given seismic intensity level IMEQ , multiple realizations of
tsunami demand in terms of hu2 are generated. To this end, at first, a suite of
inundation depth hi is randomly generated such that hi ∈ h ∼ U nif [0, hmax ],
where hmax is the maximum plausible inundation depth at the building site.
Then, for each hi , a suite of velocity values ui,j is randomly generated such
that ui,j ∈ u ∼ U nif [0, Ui,max ]. The maximum velocity ui,max is constrained
√
to a dimensionless quantity (Ui,max = Fr g.hi ) Froude number Fr , which is
set equal to 2.0 in this study based on historical tsunami data (Matsutomi
and Okamoto 2010). Finally, for each (hi , ui,j ) pair, the tsunami demand
intensity imi,j is computed as hi u2i,j .
(2) In step 2, for a damage state level DS = dsk , and for the given inundation
depth hi , the value of the peak structural capacity IMT SUcap ,i,dsk is interpolated from the multiple tsunami capacity curves corresponding to different
h, which are obtained during the Tsunami phase of the analysis framework
for that given IMEQ .
(3) In step 3, the demand computed in step 1 is compared against the structural
capacity computed in step 2, to compute the failure indicator

 1 if im > IM
i,j
T SUcap ,i,dsk
Yi,j,dsk =
 0 Otherwise
Steps 1–3 are repeated until all hi and ui,j combinations are exhausted for
each sequential NRHA-NSP analysis of that given seismic intensity level
IMEQ .
(4) Finally, several parameterized combined earthquake-tsunami vector-valued
fragility functions are developed with the failure indicator data Yi,j,dsk com-
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puted for all the {IMEQ , IMT SU } levels using logistic generalized linear
model (GLM).
The CDF of of event {IMEQcap ≤ imEQ ∪ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU } conditional
on a damage state dsk and a set of basic random variables X is computed
as:
P [IMEQcap ≤ imEQ ∪ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X] =

exp (g[X])
1+exp (g[X])

(5.3)

Eq. (5.3) provides the probability of the event where a given damage state
dsk is exceeded either due to earthquake or due to tsunami.
The failure indicator data Yi,j,dsk can also be used to compute CDF of event
{IMEQcap > imEQ ∩ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU } conditional on a damage state dsk
and a set of basic random variables X as:
P [IMEQcap > imEQ ∩ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X] =

exp (g[X])
1+exp (g[X])

(5.4)

Eq. (5.4) provides the joint probability of the event where a given damage
state dsk is not exceeded due to earthquake but eventually exceeded due to
subsequent tsunami effect. In this study, RTR of ground motions and HTH
variability of tsunami inundation constitute the X vector.

5.3.4 Risk assessment
The final step in the multi-hazard earthquake-tsunami risk assessment framework
is to combine fragility functions with hazard information to estimate the structural
risk. Structural risk can be estimated for (i) earthquake only hazard, (ii) tsunami
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only hazard, and (iii) earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard.
For earthquake only hazard IMEQ , structural risk can be computed as:
Z
P [IMEQcap ≤ imEQ |dsk , X] dνIMEQ

ν{DSEQ } (dsk ) =

(5.5)

imEQ

where P [IMEQcap ≤ imEQ |dsk , X] represents the earthquake only fragility function,
and the differential term dνIMEQ can be obtained from site-specific probabilistic
seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) or using publicly available seismic hazard information available from different sources such as USGS (USGS 2018).
For tsunami only hazard IMT SU , structural risk can be computed as:
Z
P [IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X] |dνIMT SU |

ν{DST SU } (dsk ) =

(5.6)

imT SU

where P [IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X] represents the tsunami only fragility function,
and the differential term |dνIMT SU | can be obtained from site-specific probabilistic
tsunami hazard analysis (PTHA) (Geist and Parsons 2006; Burbidge et al. 2008;
González et al. 2009; Park et al. 2018).
The vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility surface developed in the previous section can also be coupled with the joint ν{IMEQ ,IMT SU } to estimate the
structural risk associated with a given damage state DS = dsk .
The MAR of event {IMEQcap ≤ imEQ ∪ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU } conditional on a
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given damage state threshold dsk is given by:

νDS{IMEQ

≤imT SU }
≤imEQ ∪IMT SU
cap

cap

Z

(dsk )

Z
P [IMEQcap ≤ imEQ ∪ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X]

=
imEQ

imT SU

∂ 2 ν{IMEQ ,IMT SU } (imEQ , imT SU )
dimEQ dimT SU (5.7)
∂imEQ ∂imT SU
where P [IMEQcap ≤ imEQ ∪ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X] is obtained from Eq. (5.3).
The MAR of event {IMEQcap > imEQ ∩ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU } conditional on a
given damage state threshold dsk is given by:

νDS{IMEQ

>imEQ ∩IMT SU
≤imT SU }
cap

cap

Z

(dsk )

Z
P [IMEQcap > imEQ ∩ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X]

=
imEQ

imT SU

∂ 2 ν{IMEQ ,IMT SU } (imEQ , imT SU )
dimEQ dimT SU (5.8)
∂imEQ ∂imT SU
where P [IMEQcap > imEQ ∩ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X] is obtained from Eq. (5.4).
The major challenge associated with the application of the Eq. (5.7) and
Eq. (5.8) is the estimation of joint MAR surface ν{IMEQ ,IMT SU } . Eq. (5.7) can
be further expressed as:

νDS{IMEQ

≤imEQ ∪IMT SU

cap

Z

cap

≤imT SU }

(dsk )

Z
P [IMEQcap ≤ imEQ ∪ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X]

=
imEQ

imT SU

M RD{IMEQ ,IMT SU } (imEQ , imT SU ) dimEQ dimT SU (5.9)
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In a similar manner, Eq. (5.8) can be expressed as:

νDS{IMEQ

≤imT SU }
>imEQ ∩IMT SU
cap

cap

Z

(dsk )

Z
P [IMEQcap > imEQ ∩ IMT SUcap ≤ imT SU |dsk , X]

=
imEQ

imT SU

M RD{IMEQ ,IMT SU } (imEQ , imT SU ) dimEQ dimT SU (5.10)
where in Eq. (5.9) and Eq. (5.10), M RD{IMEQ ,IMT SU } is the joint mean rate
density (MRD) of vector-valued IM = {IMEQ , IMT SU }. The concept of M RD of
vector-valued IMs was introduced by Bazzurro (1998), which has been further presented with respect to earthquake-tsunami multi-hazards IM = {IMEQ , IMT SU }
in Park et al. (2019).

5.4 Application examples
5.4.1 Description of application examples
Two RC office buildings, a four-story and an eight-story, are designed following
ACI 318-14 (ACI 2014) and considering seismic and tsunami provisions as per
ASCE/SEI 7-16 (ASCE 2016). For each of these buildings three design variants
are considered: (i) Design - I : buildings are designed considering earthquake only
provisions; (ii) Design - II : buildings are designed considering both earthquake
and tsunami provisions in which a single column size is used; and (iii) Design III : buildings are designed considering both earthquake and tsunami provisions in
which multiple column sizes are used. These buildings are utilized as application
examples to illustrate the multi-hazard earthquake-tsunami structural risk assess-
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ment methodology developed. These buildings are designed for a site close to the
shoreline (45.99◦ N, 123.93◦ W) of the Pacific coast at the City of Seaside, Oregon, USA. The building site is located in a high seismic zone as well as within the
tsunami inundation zone in the event of a 2500 year maximum considered tsunami
(MCT) (Park et al. 2017a). The design spectral acceleration ordinates SDS and
SD1 are 0.87g and 0.77g at the site, respectively, as per the Conterminous U.S.
2014 (v4.1.1) edition of the seismic hazard maps. ASCE 7-16 compatible tsunami
design IMs (h of 10.8 m, u of 7.2 m/s, and hu2 of 159.4 m3 /s2 corresponding to
MCT) are obtained from site-specific tsunami hazard analysis performed in Park
et al. (2017a). The first story of the buildings houses retail shops and is 5.49 m
high, whereas the rest of the stories are 4.27 m high. The typical bays are 9.15 m
in North-South (N-S) direction and 6.1 m in East-West (E-W) direction. The lateral load resisting system consists of SMRFs in both the N-S and E-W directions.
Mat or spread footings are envisioned as the foundation system of the buildings,
which are founded on a site class D soil (NEHRP). Typical floor plans and building
elevations of an exterior frame in E-W direction of the four-story and eight-story
buildings are illustrated in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3, respectively.
Table 5.1 summarizes the seismic and tsunami loading, both at the structural
level and the individual member level used in the building designs. The details of
one of the design variants, Design-II of the four-story and eight-story buildings are
presented in Appendix B that includes design criteria and assumptions used, site
hazard characterization, a summary of the analysis and design, detail drawings
of representative structural members. All the analysis and design computations
of the different design variants can be found in the digital appendix in Alam and
Barbosa (2019).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.2: Four-story building analyzed: (a) typical floor plan and (b) elevation of an
exterior frame in E-W direction (section A − A0 ).

As can be observed in Table 5.1 Design-I and Design-III have identical seismic
masses and seismic base shear, since same size beams and columns are used in
these design variants. However, additional reinforcements are used in columns
and beams for Design-III to satisfy the tsunami demand in addition to seismic
demand requirements. Note that seismic weight is computed based on Section
12.7.2 of (ASCE 2016). Superimposed dead load from the partition and exterior
cladding are considered in addition to the 100% of the dead load of the structure
for seismic weight computation. However, no floor live load is considered in seismic
weight computation. A single column design is employed in Design-II to satisfy
both the earthquake and tsunami demands, which resulted in heavier (4.1% and
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4.9% higher seismic masses for four-story and eight-story buildings, respectively)
and stiffer structure compared to the other two design variants.
he following key observations, which are applicable to Design-II and Design-III
for both the buildings, are made during the design process:
(i) The seismic base shear in N-S and E-W directions, respectively, exceed the
tsunami base shear for tsunami flow in N-S direction and tsunami base shear
for tsunami flow in E-W direction for both the four-story and eight-story
buildings.
(ii) Even though the overall building base shears due to tsunami loading are lower
than the base shears due to seismic loading, tsunami loading on individual
structural members controls the column design of both the buildings. The
corner and perimeter columns in both the N-S and E-W directions experience
peak flexural demand due to individual member level tsunami hydrodynamic
load effects or debris impact effects as per the requirements of Section 6.10.2.2
and Section 6.11, respectively, of ASCE (2016).
(iii) Flexural demands on beams at floor Level 2 are governed by tsunami load
combinations with buoyancy load effects, whereas flexural demands on beams
located at other floor levels are governed by seismic load combinations.
Concrete with a nominal strength of fc0 = 34.5 MPa is used for beams and
slabs, whereas fc0 = 41.4 MPa is used for columns. Grade 60 (420) ASTM A615
(ASTM 2014) reinforcing steel bars (nominal yield strength of fy = 414 MPa) is
used for all the structural members. The slab thickness for both the buildings is
204 mm. Table 5.2 summarizes the beam and column sizes and the longitudinal
and transverse reinforcement ratios for the four-story and eight-story buildings.
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Table 5.1: Design structural loading summary for the four-story and eight-story buildings.
Seismic
Seismic base Tsunami overall Buoyancy force at
shear
base shear
Level-2 beams
Direction weight W
(kN)
VT (kN)
VT (kN)
Fv (kPa)

Design
variant

Design-I
Four-story

Design-II
Design-III
Design-I

Eight-story

Design-II
Design-III

N-S
E-W
N-S
E-W
N-S
E-W
N-S
E-W
N-S
E-W
N-S
E-W

58500
60897
58500
113692
119288
113692

6360
6360
6623
6623
6360
6360
6731
7700
7718
8972
6731
7700

–
–
3439
5160
3439
5160
–
–
3439
5160
3439
5160

–
–
59
59
59
59
–
–
59
59
59
59

Tsunami base shear on
structural members
VT C (kN)
Corner Perimeter Interior
column
column
column
–
–
–
–
–
–
550
1100
138
825
1650
138
550
1100
138
825
1650
138
–
–
–
–
–
–
550
1100
138
825
1650
138
550
1100
138
825
1650
138

Table 5.2: Beam and column reinforcement summary for the four-story and eight-story
buildings.
Design
variant

Column
Location

Four-story

Design - I

Perimeter
Interior

Design - II

All

Design - III

Perimeter
Interior

Design - I

Perimeter
Interior

Eight-story

Design - II

Design - III

All
Perimeter
Interior

Beam

Dimensions ρlong.
(mm)
(%)
762 x 762
1.85
711 x 711
1.68

ρtrv.
(%)
0.90
0.92

762 x 762

3.10

0.90

762
711
762
660
711
610

762
711
762
660
711
610

3.10
2.20
2.46
2.49
1.68
2.33

0.90
0.92
0.90
0.88
0.92
0.96

864 x 864
711 x 711

2.37
2.85

762
660
711
610

3.1
3.3
2.85
2.33

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

762
660
711
610

Dimensions
(mm)
610 x 864
610 x 762
610 x 864
610 x 762
610 x 864
610 x 762

ρlong.
ρtrv.
(%)
(%)
0.40–0.66 0.42
0.46–0.76 0.48
0.40–1.33 0.42
0.40–0.76 0.48
0.40–1.33 0.42
0.40–0.76 0.48

610 x 864
610 x 762
560 x 711

0.40-0.83
0.46–0.95
0.53–0.90

0.42
0.48
0.50

0.79
0.92

660 x 864
660 x 762
560 x 711

0.37–1.22
0.42–1.02
0.50–0.90

0.42
0.48
0.50

0.90
0.88
0.92
0.96

610 x 864
610 x 762
560 x 711

0.37–1.22
0.42–1.02
0.50–0.90

0.42
0.48
0.50
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: Eight-story building analyzed: (a) typical floor plan and (b) elevation of
an exterior frame in E-W direction (section A − A0 ).

5.4.2 Numerical models
An advanced 3D FEM scheme is developed in OpenSees, which is illustrated in Figure 5.4. For columns and beams, material nonlinearity and geometric nonlinearity
(P − ∆) are considered. Columns are modeled using an enhanced version of the
distributed plasticity force-based fiber-section element (Alam and Barbosa 2018).
The plastic hinge length was defined using the empirically validated relationship
provided in Paulay and Priestley (1992). The uniaxial stress-strain response of
concrete fibers are simulated using Scott et al. (1982) (Concrete02 ) in OpenSees
and the reinforcing steel is modeled using the bilinear stress-strain relationship
(Steel02 ) in OpenSees with kinematic hardening ratio of 0.01. The confinement
effects of cross-section responses are accounted for in the definition of the concrete
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stress-strain response by the Karthik and Mander (2010) confining model.
To capture potential shear failures of columns that may occur due to increased
shear demand in columns arising from tsunami hydrodynamic loading, phenomenological nonlinear zero-length shear springs (Jeon et al. 2015a) are modeled at both
ends of columns, near beam-column joints as implemented in OpenSees (Alam
and Barbosa 2018). Note that, at present, the shear spring models implemented
in OpenSees are uncoupled for shear response in orthogonal directions for 3D application.
Beams are modeled using force-based finite-length plastic hinge (FLPH) beamcolumn element (Scott and Fenves 2006) together with a phenomenological hinge
model with deterioration rules developed by Haselton et al. (2016). This empirical model is used to define the moment-rotation relationship of the plastic hinge
region. The Haselton et al. (2016) model’s monotonic and hysteretic degradation
rules allow capturing both post-peak in-cycle degradation combined with cyclic deterioration. A plastic hinge length Lp = L/6 (Scott and Ryan 2013) is utilized for
beams, which does not correspond to physical plastic hinge length, but allows for
the perfect transformation of moment-rotation relationship to moment-curvature.
The effective width of the flanged beam section is determined in accordance with
ACI 318-14 (ACI 2014). Beam-column joints are modeled using partially rigid-end
offsets, following ATC-72-1 (PEER/ATC 2010) recommendations.
Floor masses are lumped at beam-column joints, where lumped masses are
computed based on the distributed mass and tributary floor areas. Gravity loads
are assigned as uniformly distributed loading in beams. Floors are modeled as
rigid diaphragms. Rayleigh damping proportional to mass and current stiffness
is assigned to the FEM considering 2% equivalent viscous damping at the funda-
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mental period T1 and at the period corresponding to achieving 90% seismic mass
participation (mode 4 for the four-story and mode 6 for the eight-story building).
Core concrete

beff

Distributed plasticity
force-based finite length
plastic hinge element

Rigid-end zones

Reinforcing
steel

Cover concrete

Zero-length
shear spring

Column

Beam
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Figure 5.4: (a) Finite element modeling scheme used for modeling 3D SMRF RC frames
and (b) shear, flexure, and total response envelopes.

5.4.3 Ground motion selection
Ground motion selection procedure used in this study is described briefly in this
section. Ground motions are selected for Design-II only for both the four-story
and eight-story buildings. Chandramohan et al. (2016a) and Barbosa et al. (2017)
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have shown that there is an increased collapse risk of ductile RC moment frame
structures, which are located at sites prone to long duration ground motions. As
the application examples site’s seismic hazard is dominated by interface earthquakes from the Cascadia Subduction Zone (CSZ), ground motions are selected
such that they satisfy response spectrum target as well as duration distribution
target conditional on the response spectrum target (Chandramohan et al. 2016a).
Thus, a two-step procedure is utilized for ground motion selection. In the first step,
a large number of conditional spectra (CS) compatible GMs are selected for six
intensity levels, corresponding to the SaGM (T1∗ , ξ = 5%) exceedance probabilities
of 10% in 50 years, 5% in 50 years, 2% in 50 years, 1% in 50 years, 0.67% in 50
years, and 0.5% in 50 years, using the ground motion selection algorithm by Baker
and Lee (2018). Here, SaGM (T1∗ , ξ = 5%) corresponds to the geometric mean (GM)
spectral acceleration of the two orthogonal component ground motions given by:
SaGM (T1∗ ) =

p
SaN S (T1∗ ) × SaEW (T1∗ )

(5.11)

where SaN S (T1∗ ) and SaEW (T1∗ ) represent the spectral acceleration corresponding
to the geometric mean first translational modes period of vibration of the building
in the two orthogonal directions, namely N-S and E-W directions. The geometric
mean period of T1∗ = 0.8 s and T1∗ = 1.63 s are estimated for the four-story and the
eight-story buildings, respectively, from Eigen analysis of the numerical models.
Seismic hazard curves and deaggregation results of SaGM (T1∗ ) are obtained from
USGS unified hazard tools (USGS 2018) using the Conterminous U.S. 2014 (v4.1.1)
edition of the seismic hazard map for NEHRP site class D. It should be noted that
the Conterminous U.S. 2014 (v4.1.1) edition of the seismic hazard map provides
deagreegation results for spectral acceleration corresponding to T = 0.2s, T = 1s,
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and T = 2s only at present. Moreover, at present degarregation corresponding
to interface earthquake sources only is provided for the site considered. These
interface earthquakes originating from CSZ account for about 90% of the total
contributing sources to spectral acceleration hazard at the site at all the seismic
intensity levels considered in this study.
In the second step, from the large pool of selected CS compatible GMs, 30
ground motions are selected at each intensity level such that they also satisfy
the duration distribution target conditional on the SaGM (T1∗ ). The KolmogorovSmirnov (K-S) goodness of fit test (Kutner et al. 2005) is utilized to check the
adequacy of empirical duration CDF of selected GMs to that of duration target
distribution. GM duration is quantified by the significant duration Ds , which has
been shown to be a good predictor of collapse capacity (Chandramohan et al.
2016b). The significant duration Ds of a given ground motion is defined as the
Rt
time interval over which a specific percentage of the integral 0 end a2 (t)dt is accumulated, where a(t) is the ground motion acceleration at time t, and tend represents
the length of the accelerogram. In this study, 5-75% significant duration Ds5−75 is
used as an IM to represent GM duration. Source-specific Ds5−75 target distributions are computed following the formulations presented in Chandramohan et al.
(2016a) and using the deaggregation results of SaGM (T1∗ ). The mean µlnDs5−75 and
the standard deviation σlnDs 5−75 of the Ds5−75 are computed using the Abrahamson and Silva (1996) ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) for significant
duration; The ρ (T1∗ ) that represents the correlation of εi between lnSaGM (T1∗ ) and
Ds5−75 is obtained using the model for the coefficient ρ (T1∗ ) (Bradley 2011).
Figure 5.5(a) and Figure 5.5(b) show the CS compatible selected ground motions response spectrum and the conditional Ds5−75 distribution target of the se-
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lected GMs, respectively, for the four-story building at 2% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ )
exceedance level. Short duration GMs at the lower end of the Ds5−75 scale in
Figure 5.5(b) are obtained from PEER NGA-WEST2 database, whereas intermediate and long duration GMs are obtained from PEER NGA-WEST2 database,
Belejo et al. (2017), and Long (2013). Figure 5.6(a) and Figure 5.6(b) show the
response response spectrum and the conditional Ds5−75 distribution target of the
selected GMs, respectively, for the eight-story building at 2% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ )
exceedance level.
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Figure 5.5: Ground motion selected for the four-story building at 2% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.35 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional cumulative distribution function target.

5.5 Results
5.5.1 Eigen analysis
The modal periods of the four and eight-story buildings are listed in Table 5.3.
These modal periods take into account the effect of gravity loads of the building
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Figure 5.6: Ground motion selected for the eight-story building at 2% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.93 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra
target and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.

and are based on elastic expected material properties. For both the four-story
and eight-story design, Design-I and Design-III result in almost identical modal
periods due to similar seismic masses associated with these design variants. The
minimal decrease (about 1.25% decrease) in some of the modal periods for the
Design-III compared to Design-I can be attributed to the increased reinforcement
ratios used in columns for Design-III. Modal periods associated with Design-II are
different than the other two design variants due to larger seismic masses and stiffer
single columns used in Design-II. Effective seismic modal mass participation is also
computed for the application of the Rayleigh damping in the FEMs for NRHA. It
is observed that 90% cumulative effective seismic mass participation are achieved
in the first four modes and first six modes, respectively, for the four-story and
eight-story buildings for all the design variants.
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Table 5.3: Modal periods of the four-story and the eight-story buildings.

Four-story

Eight-story

Design
variant
Design-I
Design-II
Design-III
Design-I
Design-II
Design-III

N-S
E-W
Torsional
T1 (s) T4 (s) T2 (s) T5 (s) T3 (s) T6 (s)
0.80
0.24
0.71
0.21
0.64
0.19
0.86
0.25
0.76
0.22
0.68
0.20
0.79
0.23
0.70
0.21
0.63
0.18
1.82
0.60
1.52
0.52
1.39
0.47
1.73
0.57
1.54
0.50
1.38
0.46
1.81
0.60
1.52
0.52
1.39
0.47

5.5.2 Pushover analysis
Nonlinear static pushover (NSP) analyses were performed with expected material
properties in N-S and E-W direction for both the four-story and eight-story buildings. A triangular load pattern with a displacement-controlled integrator (Clarke
and Hancock 1990) was used in all the NSP analyses.
Figure 5.7 (a) and Figure 5.7 (b) show the pushover curves obtained for the fourstory and eight-story buildings, respectively, for Design-II. In these figures, V and
W represent total seismic base shear and effective seismic weight of the building,
respectively. For both the buildings, normalized base shear V /W is higher in N-S
direction compared to E-W direction. On the other hand, the initial stiffness in
N-S direction is lower compared to E-W direction for both the buildings. The
horizontal lines in Figure 5.7 represent the seismic response coefficient Cs used in
the design. Seismic response coefficient Cs represent the fraction of effective seismic
weight W for which the building is designed in the lateral direction. As per the
Design-II, CS,N −S = 0.11 and CS,E−W = 0.11 for the four-story building, whereas
CS,N −S = 0.07 and CS,E−W = 0.08 for the eight-story building. An overstrength
factor Ω0 = 3 is used in the design for SMRF as per the ASCE 7-16 (ASCE
2016) requirement. As can be seen from Figure 5.7 (a) the four-story building
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achieved higher Ω0 in N-S direction than recommended Ω0 = 3. On the other
hand, the eight-story achieved approximately Ω0 of 3 in N-S direction. The fourstory building was found to be more ductile compared to the eight-story building
if the roof drift ratio achieved by the two buildings are compared in Figure 5.7.
Table 5.4 summarizes the Ω0 achieved for the three design variants. It can be
observed that earthquake only design provision used in Design-I results in lower
Ω0 compared to both earthquake and tsunami provisions used in Design-II and
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Design-III for both the four-story and eight-story buildings.
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Figure 5.7: Pushover curves for the Design-II (a) four-story building and (b) eightstory building.

Table 5.4: Overstrength factor Ω0 for different design variants of four-story and eightstory buildings.
Direction
Overstrength
factor Ω0

N-S
E-W

Four-story
Design-I Design-II Design-III
2.90
4.27
4.36
2.36
2.91
3.00

Eight-story
Design-I Design-II Design-III
2.45
3.20
3.63
2.02
2.65
2.50

In subsequent sections, multi-hazard earthquake-tsunami sequential analysis
results are presented. In-depth results are presented for Design-II only for each of
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the analysis phases. Moreover, the sensitivity of structural collapse risk to different
design variants is also presented for tsunami only structural collapse risk.

5.5.3 Earthquake-tsunami sequential analysis
In this section, results are presented for the earthquake-tsunami sequential analyses
performed for Design-II application examples following the procedure outlined in
Section 5.3.2. As mentioned previously, a multiple stripe approach (MSA) with
six seismic intensity levels and 30 GM per intensity level is used to perform NRHA
in the Earthquake phase for both the four-story and eight-story buildings. After
each Earthquake phase, a transient analysis is performed for 10 seconds with a
fictitiously high 30% damping ratio to mimic the Free vibration phase before the
arrival of the tsunami. Finally, six NSP analyses corresponding to six tsunami h
are performed in the Tsunami phase. These sequence of analyses results in 2160
NRHA-NSP analyses (2 buildings x 6 seismic intensity levels x 30 GMs x 6 tsunami
intensity levels).

5.5.3.1 Response history of first story drift at different analyses
phases
Two example response-histories of the first story drift of four-story building obtained using the sequential analyses phases are shown in Figure 5.8. The responsehistory presented in Figure 5.8 (a) corresponds to a GM with SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) =
1.95 g and tsunami h = 1.73 m corresponding to mid-height of the first story. The
response-history in Figure 5.8 (b) corresponds to a GM with SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 2.3
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g and tsunami h = 1.73 m. As can be seen in Figure 5.8 (a), the firs story of the
building is leaning in the onshore direction at the end of the Free vibration phase.
This onshore direction leaning of the first story expedited the first-story moving
further in the onshore direction during the subsequent Tsunami phase. As a result,
a larger drift ratio of 6 % is achieved in the onshore direction at the end of the
Tsunami phase. On the other hand, Figure 5.8 (b) shows a case where the first
story is leaning in offshore direction at the end of Free vibration phase. Subsequent
tsunami loading has to overcome this offshore direction leaning, and as a result, a
first story drift ratio of 3.6% is achieved in the onshore direction at the end of the
Tsunami phase.
Another two example response-histories of the first story drift of the four-story
building are presented in Figure 5.9. The response-history presented in Figure 5.9
(a) corresponds to a GM with SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.95 g and tsunami h = 1.73 m,
whereas the response-history in Figure 5.8 (b) corresponds to another GM with
similar SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 2.3 g and tsunami h = 1.73 m. In Figure 5.9 (a),
a given threshold of 4 % first story drift ratio is reached during the earthquake
phase. Though larger drift is reached at Tsunami phase, the case in Figure 5.9 (a)
represents an earthquake dominated response since the GM is capable for the first
story drift to reach the given threshold drift. In Figure 5.9 (b), GM is not sufficient
to force the first story to reach 4% drift ratio, which is subsequently reached during
the Tsunami phase as the damage accumulates over the two phases. As a result,
the case in Figure 5.9 (b) is termed as tsunami dominated response. However, it
should be noted that the case in Figure 5.9 (b) could be an earthquake dominated
response if a lower drift threshold, as for example 2% is considered.
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Figure 5.8: Response history of first story drift ratio of the four-story building at
different analysis phases: (a) a case where positive residual drift is observed, and (b) a
case where negative residual drift is observed at the end of the Free vibration phase.

5.5.4 Earthquake phase only results
5.5.4.1 Peak response profiles
ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016) Chapter 16 “Nonlinear Response History Analysis” Section 16.4.1.2 permits mean peak transient story drift ratios as large as twice the
design values permitted in ASCE 7-16 Table 12.12-1. On the contrary, PEER TBI
(PEER 2017) Section 6.7.2 set a more conservative mean peak transient story drift
ratio limit of 3%. As a result, if mean PIDRs of all the stories are within TBI pre-
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Figure 5.9: Response history of first story drift ratio of the four-story building at
different analysis phases: (a) a case where first story drift ratio exceeds a given drift
ratio threshold (e.g., 0.04 here) during the Earthquake phase; and (b) a case where first
story drift ratio exceeds a given threshold (e.g., 0.04 here) during the Tsunami phase.

scribed limit, they will also be within the ASCE 7-16 limit. As noted in Haselton
et al. (2017) the acceptance criteria of global PIDR response listed in ASCE 7-16
(ASCE 2016) Chapter 16 and in other guidelines (e.g., ASCE/SEI 41-13 (ASCE
2013)) are solely based on the mean responses, and at present there is no consensus within the research and practice how to interpret the meaning of one or more
unacceptable responses in a suite of responses.
Figure 5.10 show ensembles of EDPs, PIDR, and peak floor acceleration (PFA)
along the height of the four-story building in N-S direction for GM with 2% in 50
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years SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.35 g exceedance level. In these figures, EDP response of
each of the 30 GMs is shown (gray line), median (black solid line), 2.5 percentile, as
well as 97.5 percentile responses (red dotted line) are also presented. In addition,
mean PIDR and PEER Tall Building Initiative (TBI) (PEER 2017) limits are also
plotted for PIDR response in Figure 5.10 (a).
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Figure 5.10: Ensembles of response profiles in N-S direction of the four-story building:
(a) peak inter story drift ratio (PIDR) and (b) peak floor acceleration (PFA) at 2% in
50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.35 g exceedance level.

It can be seen from Figure 5.10 that maximum median PIDR occurs at first
story, which may be due to the relatively larger flexibility of the first story due
to its larger story height compared to the rest of the stories. As can be seen in
Figure 5.10 (a) mean PIDR response of all the stories are within the TBI limit.
Mean PIDR response of all the stories also satisfies the ASCE 7-16 limit of twice
the design PIDR, which is 2 x 2.5 % = 5% for this category of building. Though
mean PIDR limits of the two guidelines are satisfied, two out of the 30 PIDR i.e,
6% of the PIDRs exceeds the TBI limit. PFA response presented in Figure 5.10
(b) reveals that maximum median PFA occurs at Floor level 5.
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Figure 5.11 presents similar ensembles of EDPs in the E-W direction for the
four-story building for GM with 2% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.35 g exceedance level. As can be observed in Figure 5.11(a) maximum median PIDR
occurs at the second story in E-W direction contrary to the maximum median
PIDR occurring at the first story in N-S direction. This may be due to the presence of a larger beam size of 610 mm x 762 mm in Level 2 compared to the other
floor levels. Though these beams are also present in N-S direction, shorter beam
lengths in E-W direction may resulted in a much stiffer response in the E-W direction than the N-S direction. Moreover, mean PIDR responses of all the stories are
within the TBI limit. Three out of 30 PIDRs, i.e. 10% of the PIDRs exceed the
TBI limit. Similar to N-S direction, the maximum median PFA occurs at Floor
level 5 (see Figure 5.11 (b)).
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Figure 5.11: Ensembles of response profiles in E-W direction of the four-story building:
(a) peak inter story drift ratio (PIDR) and (b) peak floor acceleration (PFA) at 2% in
50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.35 g exceedance level.

Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 show ensembles of PIDR and PFA responses of
the eight-story building in N-S and E-W direction, respectively, for GM with 2%
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in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.93 g exceedance level. As can be seen from
these figures, mean PIDR at all stories are within the TBI limit for the eightstory building for both the N-S and E-W direction similar to what is observed for
four-story building (see Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11). However, larger variability
in PIDR responses is observed for the eight-story building compared to the fourstory. Moreover, a large number of PIDRs exceed the TBI limit in both the N-S
and E-W direction for the eight-story building compared to the four-story building.
Maximum median PFA occurs at Floor Level 9 in both the N-S and E-W direction
for the eight-story building, which is consistent with the observation of the four-
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Figure 5.12: Ensembles of response profiles in N-S direction of the eight-story building:
(a) peak inter story drift ratio (PIDR) and (b) peak floor acceleration (PFA) at 2% in
50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.93 g exceedance level.
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5.5.4.2 Collapse fragility functions
Multiple stripe analysis (MSA) based NRHAs performed in the earthquake-tsunami
sequential analyses does not allow identification of the collapse (Baker and Cornell 2006) as the EDPs observed in such analyses do not increase linearly with
increase in seismic IM. This is due to the fact that a unique suite of GM is used at
each IM level in MSA. To identify the collapse drift and collapse IM, Incremental
Dynamic Analyses (IDA) (Vamvatsikos and Fragiadakis 2010) were performed for
both the four-story and the eight-story buildings in E-W direction. Figure 5.14 (a)
and Figure 5.14 (b), respectively, show the IDA curves obtained for the four-story
and the eight-story buildings in the E-W direction. From these analyses, collapse
drift ratio of 7.9% and 6.9% are obtained for the four-story and the eight-story
buildings, respectively. These values are consistent with the collapse drift ratios
of 7.6%-8.5% and 5.4%-7.7%, respectively, for the four-story and the eight-story
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Figure 5.13: Ensembles of response profiles in E-W direction of the eight-story building:
(a) peak inter story drift ratio (PIDR) and (b) peak floor acceleration (PFA) at 2% in
50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.93 g exceedance level.
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Figure 5.14: Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) curves for the (a) four-story and (b)
eight-story buildings for E-W direction drift response.

Figure 5.15 (a) and Figure 5.15 (b) show the collapse fragility functions developed for the four-story and the eight-story buildings, respectively, using the IDA
results. Vertical dashed lines in these figures represent 2 % in 50 years exceedance
level seismic IM corresponding to maximum considered earthquake (MCE). At the
MCE level SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.35 g, P [collapse] = 0 is observed in Figure 5.15
(a) for the four-story building. Similarly, at MCE SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.93 g,
P [collapse] = 2.5% is observed in Figure 5.15 (b) for the eight-story building.
Both the four-story and the eight-story buildings satisfy the modern code implied
collapse probability of 10% at MCE seismic IM. However, these collapse probabilities of the four-story and the eight story buildings are lower compared to the
collapse probabilities of 0.7%-3.6% and 2.5%-6.3%, respectively, for the four-story
and the eight-story ductile RC frames reported in Haselton et al. (2010). The
lower probabilities of collapse observed for the Design-II of the four-story and the
eight-story buildings are consistent with the expectation since these buildings are
designed to much stricter provisions to sustain earthquake and tsunami, whereas
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those reported in Haselton et al. (2010) are designed considering seismic provisions
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Figure 5.15: Collapse fragility functions for earthquake only hazard for the (a) fourstory and (b) eight-story buildings for E-W direction drift response.

5.5.5 Tsunami phase results
5.5.5.1 Effect of seismic intensity on structural stiffness and capacity
Figure 5.16(a) and Figure 5.16(b) show the effect of GM induced accumulated
damage on the stiffness and capacity of the four-story building for the subsequent tsunami response, at the seismic intensity corresponding to 10% in 50 years
SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 0.4 g exceedance probability and 2% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ =
0.8s) = 1.35 g exceedance probability, respectively. In these figures, six distinct capacity curves (red dashed lines) represent tsunami-only response corresponding to
six inundation levels considered and solid gray lines represent earthquake-tsunami
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response, with the highest hu2 corresponding to lowest inundation level at h = 1.73
m at mid-height of the first story. As can be seen in these figures column shear
failures occur at this low level of inundation for this tsunami designed building,
as the imposed hydrodynamic demands are resisted by the first story columns
only, which is consistent with the observation reported in Alam et al. (2017). At
lower seismic intensity level (10% in 50 years exceedance level), minimal yet visible
accumulated damage effect due to earthquake can be observed, which results in
reduced initial stiffness and reduction in capacity of the structure compared to the
undamaged structure’s tsunami-only response. The accumulated damage effect
is more pronounced at higher seismic intensity level (2% in 50 years exceedance
level), which results in largely degraded initial stiffness along with the reduction
in structural capacity to a lesser extent.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.16: Effect of seismic intensity level on the lateral response of the four-story
building in E-W direction: (a) at 10% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 0.4 g exceedance
and (b) at 2% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.35 g exceedance.

Figure 5.17 shows the variability in hu2 capacity at two PIDR levels with
increasing seismic IM for tsunami h = 1.73 m for the four-story building. At
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lower PIDR level of 2% (see Figure 5.17 (a)) variability in hu2 increases as the
seismic IM increases. The increase in the variability in hu2 is not strictly linear
with an increase in seismic IM, since MSA based NRHA is used in this study. On
the contrary, very little to no variability in hu2 can be observed with increase in
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seismic IM at collapse drift level of 7.9% PIDR as shown in Figure 5.17(b).
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Figure 5.17: Variability of momentum flux hu2 capacity response at h = 1.73 m with
increase in seismic intensity level for the four-story building: (a) at 2 % PIDR and (b)
at 7.9% collapse drift.

Figure 5.18(a) and Figure 5.18(b) show the tsunami capacity curves at seismic
intensity corresponding to 10% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.23 g exceedance
and 2% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 0.93 g exceedance, respectively, for the
eight-story building. Note that no column shear failures occur for the eight-story
building; this can be attributed to the higher base shear capacity of the eight-story
building compared to the four-story design. As can be seen in Figure 5.18(a), at a
higher seismic IM level of 2% in 50 years, tsunami capacity curves are much varied
compared to the capacity curves of the four-story building at similar seismic IM
level (see Figure 5.16(b)). Most importantly, for some of the earthquake cases very
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large residual drift (2-4% PIDR) can be observed in the onshore direction at the
end of Free vibration phase, which leaves the building with little lateral capacity
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Figure 5.18: Effect of seismic intensity level on the lateral response of the eight-story
building in E-W direction: (a) at 10% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.23 g exceedance
and (b) at 2% in 50 years SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.93 g exceedance.

Figure 5.19(a) and Figure 5.19(b) show the variability in hu2 capacity with
increasing seismic IM at 2% PIDR level and at collapse drift of 6.9%, respectively,
for the eight-story building corresponding to tsunami h = 1.73 m. At lower PIDR
level of 2% variability in hu2 increases as the seismic IM increases. Moreover, the
variability in hu2 is higher for the eight-story compared to the four-story at this
lower PIDR level (see Figure 5.19 (a) and Figure 5.17 (a)). Though, very little to
no variability in hu2 is observed at collapse drift level for the four-story design (see
Figure 5.17 (b)), visible scatter in hu2 can be observed for the eight-story building
(see Figure 5.19 (b)). This may suggest that tsunami response of the eight-story
building is more ductile compared to the four-story building.
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Figure 5.19: Variability of momentum flux hu2 response at h = 1.73 m with increase
in seismic intensity level for the eight-story building: (a) at 2 % PIDR and (b) at 6.9%
collapse drift.

5.5.5.2 Tsunami only collapse fragility functions
Figure 5.20 shows the lognormal tsunami only collapse fragility functions developed for the four-story and the eight-story buildings considering six tsunami only
capacity curves (red dashed lines in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.18). As can be observed in Figure 5.20, tsunami collapse capacity for these code designed buildings
are quite high. The median collapse capacities are 1244 m3 /s2 and 1508 m3 /s2 ,
respectively, for the four-story and the eight-story buildings. It should be noted
that structural damage state uncertainty βC , modeling uncertainty βM are combined with height-to-height HT H variability of the FEM with expected material
properties using square-root sum of-the squares (SRSS) method, considering these
three sources of uncertainty as mutually statistically independent lognormal random variables. Herein, βC is assumed to be 0.3 as per Wen et al. (2004) and βM
is assumed to be 0.2 per Celik and Ellingwood (2010).
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Figure 5.20: Tsunami only collapse fragility functions for the application example
buildings in E-W direction: (a) four-story and (b) eight-story.

5.5.5.3 Vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility surfaces
Figure 5.21(a) and Figure 5.21(b) show the vector-valued earthquake-tsunami
fragility surfaces of the four-story building for damage state corresponding to
PIDR = 2% exceedance level, developed using Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4), respectively. Figure 5.21(c) and Figure 5.21(d) show similar vector-valued fragility surfaces corresponding to collapse limit state (PIDR = 7.9% exceedance). As shown
in Figure 5.21(a) and Figure 5.21(c) probability of exceedance of a given damage
state is a function of both the IMEQ and IMT SU . On the contrary, for the cases
presented in Figure 5.21(b) and Figure 5.21(d), where a given damage state is
only exceeded at Tsunami phase, the probability of exceedance of the given damage state is less sensitive to IMEQ , specifically at more severe damage state and
mostly dependent on the IMT SU .
Figure 5.22(a) and Figure 5.22(b) show the contours for several probability
levels for damage state corresponding to PIDR = 2% exceedance and collapse
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limit state exceedance for the four-story building. These damage states PIDRs are
not exceeded during the Earthquake phase but subsequently exceeded during the
Tsunami phase. It can be observed that the specific momentum flux hu2 required
to achieve a given probability of damage is a function of the seismic IM, specifically
at lower drift exceedance level (i.e., PIDR = 2% exceedance). This dependency of
hu2 with seismic IMEQ to achieve a given probability of damage diminishes as the
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severity of damage increases as can be observed in Figure 5.22(b).
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Figure 5.21: Parameterized vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility surface of the
application example four-story building in E-W direction: (a) PIDR = 2% exceedance
due to either earthquake or due to tsunami; (b) PIDR = 2% not exceeded due to earthquake but exceeded due to subsequent tsunami effect; (c) collapse limit state (PIDR =
7.9 %) exceedance due to either earthquake or due to tsunami; and (d) collapse limit
state (PIDR = 7.9 %) not exceeded due to earthquake but exceeded due to subsequent
tsunami effect.
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Figure 5.22: Contour of joint earthquake-tsunami fragility of the four-story building
for four different probability of exceedance levels where (a) PIDR = 2% not exceeded
due to earthquake but exceeded due to subsequent tsunami effect; and (b) collapse limit
state (PIDR = 7.9 %) not exceeded due to earthquake but exceeded due to subsequent
tsunami effect.

Figure 5.23(a) and Figure 5.23(b) show the vector-valued earthquake-tsunami
fragility surfaces of the eight-story building for damage state corresponding to
PIDR = 2% exceedance level, developed using Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4), respectively.
Figure 5.23(c) and Figure 5.23(d) show similar vector-valued fragility surfaces corresponding to collapse limit state (PIDR = 6.9% exceedance).
Figure 5.23(a) and Figure 5.23(c) account for the exceedance of a given damage
state due to either earthquake or due to tsunami and hence the probability of
exceedance of a given damage state is function of both IMEQ and IMT SU .
Binning of IMs plays an important role in vector-valued fragility function development (Barbosa 2011). The non-zero probability of exceedance observed in
Figure 5.23(a) and Figure 5.23(c) at {IMEQ = 0, IMT SU = 0} is due to to the
binning performed in this study where some exceedance of PIDR = 2% is observed
at the lowest IMEQ considered for the eight-story building. For the limiting case
of IMT SU = 0 in Figure 5.23(c), the probability of collapse is very low for a
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given IMEQ if comparisons are made with respect to earthquake-only collapse
fragility function presented in Figure 5.15(b). However, it should be noted that
Figure 5.15(b) is developed based on IDA analyses, where the probability of collapse is a linear function of IMEQ . On the contrary, Figure 5.23(c) is developed
based on the 30 NRHAs performed following the MSA approach in Earthquake
phase, where only one PIDR exceeded 6.9% drift out of 30 PIDRs. Figure 5.23(b)
and Figure 5.23(d) offer similar information to that of Figure 5.21(b) and Figure 5.21(d), respectively, of the four-story building.
Figure 5.24(a) and Figure 5.24(b) show the contours for several probability
levels for damage state corresponding to PIDR = 2% exceedance and collapse
limit state (PIDR = 6.9%), respectively, for the eight-story building. If compared
with Figure 5.22 for the four-story building, following noticeable difference can be
observed: (i) at lower damage state of PIDR = 2% eight-story building has a higher
hu2 capacity at a given seismic IMEQ and a given probability of damage state
exceedance level; (ii) the accumulated damage effect due to seismic loading is more
pronounced for the eight-story building than the four-story building since the hu2
capacity to achieve a given probability of collapse decreases with increasing seismic
IM for eight-story building, whereas hu2 capacity has little to no dependency to
seismic IMEQ for the four-story building (see Figure 5.24 (b) and Figure 5.22 (b))
at collapse limit state.

5.5.6 Structural collapse risk
Three locations in the city of Seaside, OR, USA are selected for collapse risk estimation of the four and the eight-story buildings. Figure 5.25(a) shows the satellite
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Figure 5.23: Parameterized vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility surface of the
application example eight-story building in E-W direction: (a) PIDR = 2% exceedance
due to either earthquake or due to tsunami; and (b) PIDR = 2% not exceeded due to
earthquake but exceeded due to subsequent tsunami effect; (c) collapse limit state (PIDR
= 6.9 %) exceedance due to either earthquake or due to tsunami; and (d) collapse limit
state (PIDR = 6.9 %) not exceeded due to earthquake but exceeded due to subsequent
tsunami effect.

image of the city of Seaside, with the example building locations marked as point1, point-2, and point-3. Figure 5.25(b) shows the bathymetry and topography of
the city, whereas Figure 5.25(c) depicts the NHERP soil classification within the
city based on DOGAMI (2017) maps. As per the soil classification, point-1 and
point-2 have soil class D, whereas point-3 is located in soil class C. Park et al.
(2017a) performed PSTHA for the city of Seaside and have shown that spatial
gradient for the tsunami IMs are much higher in the onshore direction within the
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Figure 5.24: Contour of joint earthquake-tsunami fragility of eight-story building for
four different probability of exceedance level where (a) PIDR = 2% not exceeded due
to earthquake but exceeded due to subsequent tsunami effect; and (b) collapse limit
state (PIDR = 6.9 %) not exceeded due to earthquake but exceeded due to subsequent
tsunami effect.

city, whereas seismic IMs across the city have very small variations.
Seismic hazard curves for the three building locations are computed for two
seismic IMs as a part of this study, corresponding to SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) of the
four-story building and SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) of the eight-story building. Figure 5.26
shows the seismic hazard curves computed. For the four-story building, as shown
in Figure 5.26 (a), νIMEQ at three building locations are quite similar. On the
contrary, νIMEQ at point-3 is lower compared to the other two locations for the
eight-story building (see Figure 5.26 (b)).
Figure 5.27 shows the tsunami hazard curves for the three building locations,
which are obtained from Park et al. (2017a). As can be seen from Figure 5.27
(a) and Figure 5.27 (b) both νh and νhu2 show large variation at three locations.
Specifically, νhu2 is largest at point-1 located close to the shoreline, and decreases
drastically for point-2 and point-3, which are located further inland from the shoreline.
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Figure 5.25: Study area of Seaside, OR, USA: (a) Satellite image of the city of Seaside, with Necanicum River and Neawanna Creek bisecting the city. Example building locations at the study area marked by 1 (circle), 2 (square), and 3 (triangle); (b)
bathymetry/topography of the study area; and (c) soil classes based on Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI 2017) maps. This figure has been
reproduced from Park et al. (2017a) with permission.

Figure 5.28(a) shows the collapse risk of the two buildings for seismic IMEQ
only. Seismic hazard νIMEQ information gathered from Figure 5.26 is used with the
collapse fragility functions developed in Figure 5.15 using Eq. (5.5) to estimate the
collapse risk of the four-story and the eight-story building. For earthquake only
hazard, MAR of collapse νcollapse of the eight-story building is approximately 14.0,
14.0, and 7.6 times the MAR of collapse νcollapse of the four-story building located
at point-1, point-2, and point-3, respectively. The higher collapse risk of the eightstory building for a given location can be attributed to the higher probability of
collapse of the eight-story building (see Figure 5.15) compared to that of the fourstory building. Moreover, higher collapse risk for a given building at point-1 and
point-2 compared to the point-3 is due to the higher νIMEQ at point-1 and point-2
relative to the point-3 building location.
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Figure 5.26: Mean annual rate (MAR) of exceedance of earthquake intensity measures:
(a) SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) and (b) SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) at three different building locations.

Figure 5.28(b) shows the collapse risk of the two buildings for tsunami IMT SU
only. νhu2 information from Figure 5.27 is used with tsunami only fragility functions
presented in Figure 5.20 to estimate the collapse risk of the four-story and the eightstory buildings at three locations using Eq. (5.6). As can be seen in this figure,
tsunami only collapse risk for these code designed buildings are very low. Highest
collapse risk is observed for building located at point-1 close to the shoreline and
the risk gradually decreases for point-2 and point-3. Interestingly, collapse risk for
the four-story building is higher compared to the eight-story building for each of
the locations, which is contrary to what is observed for earthquake only collapse
risk shown in Figure 5.28(a). MAR of collapse νcollapse of the four-story building is
approximately 4.9, 3.3, and 4.7 times the MAR of collapse νcollapse of the eight-story
building located at point-1, point-2, and point-3, respectively.
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Figure 5.27: Mean annual rate (MAR) of exceedance of tsunami intensity measures:
(a) hmax and (b) hu2max at three different building locations.

5.5.7 Sensitivity of structural collapse risk to design variations
The Sensitivity of structural collapse risk to different design variants is explored in
this section for tsunami only hazard. To this end, tsunami only collapse fragility
functions are developed for different design variants, Design-I, Design-II, and
Design-III. Two cases are considered for earthquake only design variant, DesignI : (i) the first one corresponding to a case where the building is considered fully
closed to the tsunami flow, and (ii) the second one corresponding to Ccx = 0.7, i.e.,
70% closure in building to tsunami flow direction. For other two design variants
Ccx = 0.7 is considered.
Figure 5.29 shows the tsunami only collapse fragility functions of the four-story
and the eight-story buildings. Figure 5.29 also presents FEMA (2017) complete
damage state fragility functions for high-code C1M and C1H building categories,
which corresponds to medium-rise (4-7 story) and high-rise (8 story and above)
concrete moment frame buildings, respectively. As per FEMA (2017) “complete
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Figure 5.28: Collapse risk of buildings at different location in the study area: (a) due
to earthquake only hazard and (b) due to tsunami only hazard.

structural damage includes: (i) structures that are standing, but a total economic
loss, (ii) structures that have sustained partial or full collapse, but remain largely
in place, and (iii) structures that have been “washed away” by tsunami flow.”
It should be noted that FEMA (2017) fragility functions are based on expert
opinion i.e., heuristic in nature and developed for buildings designed for seismic
only provisions considering no opening in buildings i.e., Ccx = 1. Table 5.5 lists the
tsunami only structural collapse fragility function parameters for different design
variants used in this study.
As can be seen in Figure 5.29 (a) and Figure 5.29 (b), for Design-I with no
opening case, median estimates of µ = 585 m3 /s2 and µ = 665 m3 /s2 , respectively, are comparable to corresponding median estimates of µ = 646 m3 /s2 and
µ = 686 m3 /s2 of C1M and C1H building categories of FEMA (2017). Though
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the median estimates of collapse fragility functions of Design-I are comparable
to FEMA (2017) fragility estimates, the lognormal standard deviations βT are
higher for FEMA (2017) fragility functions. This is due to the additional sources
of uncertainty ( e.g., uncertainty associated with plan dimension to the tsunami
flow direction, uncertainty in hydrodynamic loads associated with probable debris
impact, and probable shielding effect, etc.) considered in FEMA (2017) fragility
functions. Consideration of opening, which has been identified as an important
parameter (Suppasri et al. 2013; Alam et al. 2017) affecting performance of structures to tsunami loading, result in increase in the median estimates of collapse
fragility functions of Design-I by 27% (585 m3 /s2 to 744 m3 /s2 ) and 36% (665
m3 /s2 to 905 m3 /s2 ), respectively, for the four-story and the eight-story buildings
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Figure 5.29: Tsunami only collapse fragility functions for different design variants: (a)
four-story and (b) eight-story.

Effect of tsunami design on the performance of buildings to tsunami loading
can be observed in Figure 5.29 as well. The consideration of tsunami provisions in
addition to seismic provisions results in 67% and 35% increase in median µ collapse
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Table 5.5: Tsunami only fragility function parameters for different design variants.
Design
variant

Four-Story

µ
(m3 /s2 )
Design-I (No opening, Ccx = 1)
585
Design-I (With opening, Ccx = 0.7)
744
Design-II (With opening, Ccx = 0.7)
1244
Design-III (With opening, Ccx = 0.7)
1004
HAZUS (C1M) (No opening, Ccx = 1)
646
HAZUS (C1H) (No opening, Ccx = 1)
–

Eight-Story

βHT H

βT

0.19
0.22
0.21
0.22
–
–

0.41
0.42
0.42
0.42
0.79
–

µ
βHT H
(m3 /s2 )
665
0.18
905
0.18
1509
0.19
1126
0.16
–
–
686
–

βT
0.40
0.40
0.41
0.39
–
0.79

capacity for Design-II and Design-III, respectively, for the four-story building
in comparison to earthquake only Design-I with Ccx = 0.7. The corresponding
increase in median µ collapse capacity for Design-II and Design-III are 67% and
24%, respectively, for the eight-story building in comparison to earthquake only
Design-I with Ccx = 0.7. The effect of tsunami design also translates into reduced
collapse risks of buildings as presented in Table 5.6. For example, tsunami only
collapse risk of the four-story building reduces by a factor of 16.3, 7.1, and 13.3 for
Design-II in comparison to Design-I for buildings located at point-1, point-2, and
point-3, respectively. On the contrary, tsunami only collapse risk reduces by factor
of 4.4, 2.7, and 3.8 for Design-III in comparison to Design-I for buildings located
at point-1, point-2, and point-3, respectively. Similar observations are made for
the eight-story building design variants.
Table 5.6: Tsunami only collapse risk for different design variants.
Design
variant
Point-1
Design-I (No opening, Ccx = 1)
9.9 ∗ 10−6
Design-I (With opening, Ccx = 0.7)
4.0 ∗ 10−6
Design-II (With opening, Ccx = 0.7) 2.5 ∗ 10−7
Design-III (With opening, Ccx = 0.7) 9.2 ∗ 10−7
HAZUS (C1M) (No opening, Ccx = 1) 3.1 ∗ 10−5
HAZUS (C1H) (No opening, Ccx = 1)
–

Four-Story
Point-2
2.1 ∗ 10−6
1.2 ∗ 10−6
1.7 ∗ 10−7
4.4 ∗ 10−7
5.2 ∗ 10−6
–

Eight-Story
Point-3
1.1 ∗ 10−6
5.0 ∗ 10−7
3.8 ∗ 10−8
1.3 ∗ 10−7
2.0 ∗ 10−6
–

Point-1
5.9 ∗ 10−6
1.4 ∗ 10−6
5.1 ∗ 10−8
3.3 ∗ 10−7
–
2.8 ∗ 10−5

Point-2
1.5 ∗ 10−6
6.0 ∗ 10−7
5.0 ∗ 10−8
2.3 ∗ 10−7
–
4.5 ∗ 10−6

Point-3
7.1 ∗ 10−7
1.9 ∗ 10−7
7.9 ∗ 10−9
5.0 ∗ 10−8
–
1.7 ∗ 10−6
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5.6 Conclusion
In this study, a probabilistic framework is developed to assess the structural risk
of structures in coastal regions prone to cascading earthquake-tsunami hazards.
Several design variants (earthquake only design, and earthquake-tsunami design)
of a four-story and an eight-story reinforced concrete (RC) special moment resisting frame building (SMRF) designed to earthquake and tsunami provisions per
ASCE/SEI 7-16 (ASCE 2016) and ACI 318-14 (ACI 2014) are used as application examples to illustrate the multi-hazard structural risk assessment framework.
Advanced three-dimensional (3D) nonlinear finite element models (FEMs) of the
buildings are developed in OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2010) to simulate cascading
earthquake-tsunami response of structures through sequential nonlinear response
history analyses (NRHAs), referred to as Earthquake phase, followed by a transient
response analyses with a fictitiously high damping representing the quiescent state
before tsunami arrival, referred to as Free vibration phase, and nonlinear static
pushover (NSP) analyses, referred to as Tsunami phase. These sequential analyses
are performed at multiple seismic and tsunami intensity levels. The multitude
of structural response results obtained is then used to develop earthquake only
fragility functions, tsunami only fragility functions, and vector-valued earthquaketsunami fragility functions, which are used with a site-specific earthquake and
tsunami hazard analysis (PSTHA) at three potential building sites within a coastal
community to assess spatial variation of structural risk of the application example
buildings. The key findings from this study are:
(1) The seismic collapse probability of Design-II (design variant in which buildings are designed following both earthquake and tsunami provisions and a
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single column size design) four-story and eight-story buildings are 0% and
2.5%, respectively, at MCE level, which falls within the modern building code
implied collapse probability of 10% at MCE seismic IM. However, collapse
probability of these buildings designed to earthquake-tsunami provisions are
lower compared to the collapse probability of seismic-only designs of ductile
RC frame buildings reported in the literature.
(2) Column shear failures are observed for the four-story building at low level
of tsunami inundations below the floor level 2 of the first story ; Column
shear failures of first story columns for a low level of tsunami inundation is
consistent with the observation reported in Alam et al. (2017). However, no
column fails in shear at low level of tsunami inundation for the eight-story
building due to its higher base shear capacity.
(3) The effect of accumulated damage due to earthquake loading is more pronounced in reducing the stiffness of the structure compared to the reduction
in structural capacity. This accumulated damage effect on reduction in stiffness and strength increases with seismic intensity.
(4) The tsunami structural capacity required to achieve a given probability of
damage exceedance decreases with increasing seismic intensity, especially at
lower damage states.
(5) Variability in tsunami capacity hu2 is higher for the eight-story building
compared to the four-story building irrespective of the damage state.
(6) Tsunami only collapse capacity of the two buildings are quite high for DesignII. The median collapse capacities of the four and the eight-story application
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example buildings are 1244 m3 /s2 and 1509 m3 /s2 , respectively.
(7) For Design-II, earthquake only MAR of collapse νcollapse of the eight-story
building are approximately 14, 14, and 7.6 times the MAR of collapse νcollapse
of the four-story building located at a similar location for three building
locations considered. Moreover, higher collapse risk for a given building
close to the shoreline compared to a location further inland is due to the
higher νIMEQ closer to the shoreline relative to further inland location.
(8) For Design-II, tsunami only collapse risk for these code designed buildings
are very low. Highest MAR of collapse νcollapse is observed for building located close to the shoreline and the risk gradually decreases in the landward
direction. Tsunami only collapse risk for the four-story building is higher
compared to the eight-story building for each of the locations considered,
contrary to higher collapse risk of the eight-story building observed in earthquake only hazard.
(9) The effect of tsunami design in addition to seismic design translates into
reduced collapse risk of buildings. For example, tsunami only structural
collapse risk reduces by maximum factors of 16.3 and 26.8, respectively, for
the four-story and the eight-story buildings, for Design-II, in which buildings
are designed following earthquake-tsunami provisions with a single column
size design, in comparison to Design-I, in which buildings are designed for
earthquake only provisions.
The site-specific vector-valued earthquake-tsunami hazard surface will be developed in the near future for combined earthquake-tsunami risk quantification of
structures using Eq. (5.9) and Eq. (5.10). Moreover, earthquake-tsunami sequential
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analyses will be performed for two other design variants, earthquake only Design-I
and earthquake-tsunami Design-III to quantify the effect of design variations on
the vector-valued earthquake-tsunami structural risk.
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6 Summary and Conclusions
6.1 Summary of research performed
This dissertation presents a probabilistic framework to assess the risk of structures
in coastal regions prone to cascading earthquake-tsunami hazards. To achieve
this goal in a systematic manner and to cover the effect of the whole spectrum
of earthquake-tsunami hazard on the performance of structures, three individual
probabilistic performance assessment studies of buildings are performed in this dissertation, respectively, for earthquake only hazard, tsunami only hazard, and for
earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard. In the earthquake only probabilistic assessment
study, a novel formulation for incorporating model class uncertainty in probabilistic
seismic demand assessment (PSDA) of structures is presented and the importance
of model class uncertainty when estimating the uncertainties in the drift demand
hazard of structures subjected to earthquake hazard is illustrated through the use
of three state-of-the art phenomenological infill-strut model class. In the tsunami
only probabilistic structural assessment study, a probabilistic framework is developed for determining physics-based parameterized tsunami fragility functions,
accounting for structural member failures. Through the application of the probabilistic framework developed, important attributes affecting the tsunami demand
and structural capacity are identified. Moreover, the estimation efficiency of several scalar and vector-valued tsunami IMs as the predictor of structural damage
are demonstrated. In the earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard study, a comprehensive
probabilistic framework is developed to assess the structural risk of structures sub-
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jected to earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard. To illustrate the probabilistic framework developed and to quantify the risk of buildings designed to newly introduced
earthquake-tsunami provisions of ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016), several design variants,
of a four-story and an eight-story building, are designed considering earthquake
only provisions and both earthquake-tsunami provisions, which are used as application examples. Three potential building sites in a coastal community prone to
high seismic-tsunami multi-hazard are used to illustrate the geospatial variation
of collapse risk of the new designs with the aid of site-specific seismic and tsunami
hazard analysis (PSTHA) and fragility functions developed.

6.2

Summary of major findings and key contributions

Several major findings and novel contributions are presented at different chapters
of this research work. A summary of those are presented below:
First manuscript (Chapter 3)
(1) A formulation for incorporating model class uncertainty in probabilistic seismic demand assessment (PSDA) of structures is developed. Model class
uncertainty relates to the use of different structural analysis models to predict the physical response of structural systems when subjected to different
loading.
(2) A novel modeling approach is developed for modeling URM infill RC frame
taking into account the infill-frame interaction and probable column shear
failure. A new strength-based phenomenological zero-length nonlinear shear
spring model is implemented in OpenSees (McKenna et al. 2010) software
framework, which takes into account the effect of varying axial load resulting
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from infill-frame interaction on column shear strength capacity.
(3) The importance of model class uncertainty when estimating the uncertainties
in the drift demand hazard of structures subjected to earthquake hazard is
illustrated through the use of three state-of-the-art phenomenological infillstrut model class in the probabilistic seismic demand assessment (PSDA) of
a modern code-designed URM infilled RC frame building through Hybrid
Stripe Analysis (HSA) based nonlinear response history analyses (NRHA).
(4) Using three different infill-strut model class in the application example building it has been shown that the median estimates of fragility function can be
biased by as much as a factor of 1.3 for the various damage states when
compared with the weighted average model class fragility function.
Second manuscript (Chapter 4):
(1) A probabilistic framework is developed for the development of physics and
simulation based parameterized tsunami fragility functions, taking into account structural members failure.
(2) An advanced two-dimensional (2D) finite element modeling (FEM) approach
is developed in OpenSees to account for probable column shear failures and
presence of breakaway openings in buildings.
(3) Accounting for the structural member failures in the FEM is shown to be
of paramount importance for reliable assessment of fragility functions under
tsunami loading.
(4) Through the use of a modern code-designed RC frame building as an application example of the probabilistic framework developed, important attributes
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affecting the tsunami demand and structural capacity are identified. The
breakaway opening followed by drag coefficient are identified to be dominant
factors affecting the uncertainty the tsunami performance of the building.
(5) Estimation efficiency of several scalar and vector-valued tsunami IMs as
predictor of structural damage is quantified. The scalar IMs that combine
information of inundation depth and flow velocity are identified to be efficient predictors of structural damage, and therefore preferred measures to
characterize the intensity of tsunami hazards.
Third manuscript (Chapter 5):
(1) A probabilistic framework is developed to assess the structural risk of structures located in coastal regions prone to earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard.
(2) Three design variants, namely Design-I, Design-II, and Design-III of a fourstory and an eight-story reinforced concrete (RC) special moment resting
frame (SMRF) buildings are designed following the earthquake-tsunami provisions of the newly adopted “Chapter 6: Tsunami Loads and Effects” of
ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016) to illustrate the structural risk following the probabilistic earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard structural risk assessment framework developed.
(3) Advanced three dimensional (3D) nonlinear FEMs of the four-story and the
eight-story designs are developed in OpenSees for sequential nonlinear response analyses representing Earthquake phase, Free vibration phase, and
Tsunami phase.
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(4) Earthquake only, tsunami only, and vector-valued earthquake-tsunami fragility
surfaces are developed for the four-story and eight-story buildings.
(5) The effect of accumulated damage due to earthquake loading is found to be
more pronounced in reducing the stiffness of the structure compared to the
reduction in structural capacity.
(6) The tsunami structural capacity required to achieve a given probability of
damage exceedance decreases with increasing seismic intensity, especially at
lower damage states.
(7) MAR of collapse νcollapse of the eight-story building is identified to be higher
than that of the four-story building subjected to earthquake only hazard; On
the contrary, MAR of collapse νcollapse of the four-story design is found to be
higher compared to the eight-story building for tsunami only hazard.
(8) Higher MAR of collapse νcollapse is observed for buildings located close to the
shoreline and the risk gradually decreases in landward direction for both the
four-story and the eight-story buildings.
(9) The effect of tsunami design in addition to seismic design translates into reduced collapse risks of buildings. For example, tsunami only structural collapse risk for Design-II, in which buildings are designed following earthquaketsunami provisions with a single column size design, are found to be lower in
comparison to Design-I, in which buildings are designed for earthquake only
provisions.
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6.2.1 Limitations and future work
The research work performed in this dissertation have several limitations, which
may be overcome in future following the suggested work as listed below:
(1) The strength-based nonlinear shear spring model implemented in OpenSees
does not take into account the interaction of the shear response in the orthogonal directions. The interaction of shear response in the orthogonal directions
can be potentially included in the existing OpenSees implementation using
bi-direction shear response models that are available in the literature.
(2) Effect of model class uncertainty on PSDA can be further extended to seismic
loss assessment applications.
(3) Several potential enrichment of the work related to the tsunami fragility
functions can be achieved. The current work did not consider the effect of
debris impact and damming, foundation failure due to scour, the effect of
shielding from surrounding structures on the tsunami performances, which
are a just few of the many aspects that can be explored in future.
(4) The work related to earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard can be further improved by considering the return tsunami flow, which has not been considered
in this dissertation. Moreover, nonlinear static pushover (NSP) analyses performed to simulate tsunami response can be further enhanced using nonlinear
response history analyses using real/synthetic tsunami flow time histories.
(5) The site-specific joint earthquake-tsunami hazard surface, which is not considered in this study could be developed in the near future for joint earthquaketsunami risk quantification of structures.
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(6) The probabilistic earthquake-tsunami multi-hazard structural risk study should
be further extended in the future to account for non-structural risk for potential application to multi-hazard structure specific earthquake-tsunami loss
assessment.
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APPENDIX
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A Appendix - A: Formulations for Tsunami Fragility
Functions
A.0.1 First-Order Second-Moment Method
The first-order second-moment method (FOSM) is an approximate method in
which a nonlinear function g can be approximated through Taylor series expansion about the mean values of the basic random variables. For example, in this
study, given a vector of random basic properties of the building structure X =
{X1 , X2 , . . . , Xrmax }, FOSM provides the mean and standard deviation of the structural capacities in terms of intensity measure vector IM = g(X) with n intensity
measures. For a given realization of X, the nonlinear function is evaluated numerically through the nonlinear FE analyses.
Truncating the quadratic and subsequent higher order terms of the Taylor
series expansion of the nonlinear function g(X) around the mean vector µX , the
first-order approximation of g (X) is given by (Ang and Tang 1975; Benjamin and
Cornell 1970):
IM = g (X) ≈ g (µX ) + ∇X g|X=µX [X − µX ]
where [∇X g]ij =

∂gi
∂Xj

(A.1)

with i = 1, ...., n and j = 1, ...., rmax .

Under the assumption in Eq. (A.1), the first moment µIM and second-order
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central moments ΣIM of IM are given by:
µIM = E [IM] = E [g (X)] ≈ g (µX )

(A.2)


T
ΣIM ≈ ∇X g|X=µX ΣX ∇X g|X=µX

(A.3)

where covariance matrix of X , [ΣX ]ij = ρij σi σj ; i, j = 1, ..., rmax ; ρij = correlation
coefficient of basic random variable Xi and Xj and σi , σj are the standard deviation
of basic random variable Xi and Xj respectively.
Assuming that the basic random variables are uncorrelated, which is a reasonable assumption for the variables considered in this study, the second central
2
moments of IM, i.e., βIM
is estimated from Eq. (A.4) as:

2
2
≈ Γ βX
βIM
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(A.5)

X=µX

where βIM is proportional to βX . In Eq. (A.5), Γ is the gradient of g (X) about the


∂g
mean value ∂X
that represents the sensitivity of the nonlinear function
X=µX
IM = g (X) to variation in X.
The sensitivity terms are evaluated numerically using the central finite difference approach and are given by Eq. (4.4).
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A.0.2 Fragility function fitting with Lognormal CDF method
The damage state exceedance-noexceedance data (Yi,j,dsk ) obtained from FEM with
mean basic random variables are grouped in a range of equally spaced IMcap bins
with IMcap,l representing the mean IMcap value of each bin and l = 1, 2, . . . , m. A
lognormal fragility function can be fit to these binned observations given by:

P [IMcap,l ≤ im|dsk ] = Φ

ln(IMcap,l /µ̂)



β̂

(A.6)

where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function, µ̂ is the mean
capacity of the damage state dsk , and β̂ is the standard deviation of lnIMcap of the
structural model with mean basic random variables.
The µ̂ and β̂ are estimated using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). The
MLE estimates the parameters of the distribution that maximize the probability
of occurrence of the data to be fitted. For a given intensity bin l, the probability of
observing nl exceedances out of Nl total observations in bin l, can be represented
by binomial distribution:

P [ nl exceedance in Nl |IMcap,l = im ] = 

Nl
nl


 pnl l (1 − pl )Nl −nl

(A.7)

where pl is the probability of demand im exceeding the capacity IMcap,l at
damage state dsk . Estimates of the fragility function parameters are then obtained by maximizing the likelihood function, equal to the product of the binomial
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probabilities for all IMcap,l levels.

Likelihood =

m
Y




l=1

Nl
nl


 pnl l (1 − pl )Nl −nl

(A.8)

In Eq. (A.8), pl is substituted by the lognormal CDF similar to Eq. (A.6), and
the parameter estimates µ̂ and β̂ of the lognormal distribution are estimated such
that they maximize the likelihood function.
 




m 
n
o
X
ln(IMcap,l /µ)
ln(IMcap,l /µ)
[nl ln Φ
µ̂, β̂ = arg max
+ (Nl − nl )ln 1 − Φ
β
β
µ,β
l=1
(A.9)
where µ̂, β̂ are the estimates of µ and β, respectively, and the natural logarithm
of the combinatorial term has not been considered herein since it corresponds to
scaling parameter in Eq. (A.8) and hence does not impact the maximization.

A.0.3 Fragility function fitting with logistic GLM method
In the logistic GLM method, a binomial response distribution is assumed and a
logit link function is used to relate the predictors to the response variables. If
Y = {Yi,j,dsk } = {IMcap,i,dsk ≤ imi,j } ∼ Binomial(n, ß), the logistic regression
model for π is given by:
logit(π) = βX

(A.10)

µ{Y|X} = nπ;

(A.11)
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Var{Y|X} = nπ(1 − π);

(A.12)

where π is a vector of the probability of occurrence of the event {Yi,j,dsk }, n
is a vector of number of independent binomial observations (for ungrouped data
n = 1), µ{Y|X}, and Var{Y|X} are the mean and variance vectors of the logistic regression model, respectively. It is worth noting here that the mean and
variance depends on the underlying probability π and hence both the parameters
are functions of the predictors. This suggests that the ordinary linear model used
conventionally in fragility function fitting, that allows the predictors to affect the
mean but assumes that variance is constant may not be adequate for the analysis of the binary damage indicator data, Yi,j,dsk . The vector of probabilities, π is
obtained through the logistic function as:
π=

exp(βX)
1 + exp(βX)

(A.13)

In logistic regression, the β coefficients are obtained using the MLE method.
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B

Appendix - B: Seismic and Tsunami Design Examples

of Reinforced Concrete Special Moment Resisting Frame
Buildings
This section summarizes the Design-II, in which two reinforced concrete (RC)
special moment resisting frame (SMRF) office buildings, a four-story and an eightstory, are designed considering both earthquake and tsunami provisions and a single
column size design. The design of these buildings considers seismic and tsunami
loading as per ASCE 7-16 (ASCE 2016). Figure B.1 shows the building location
(latitude: 45.99, longitude:-123.93), which is in the Pacific Northwest, close to
the shoreline of the Pacific coast at the City of Seaside, Oregon, United States of
America. The building site is located in a high seismic zone as well as within the
tsunami inundation zone in the event of a 2500 year maximum considered tsunami
(MCT) (Park et al. 2017a).

B.0.1 Building description
Typical floor plan and building elevation of an exterior frame in E-W direction
of the four-story and eight-story buildings are illustrated in Figure B.2 and Figure B.3, respectively. The first story of these buildings houses retail shops and is
18-ft. high, whereas the rest of the stories are 14-ft. high. The typical bays are
30-ft. long in North-South (N-S) direction and 20-ft. long in East-West (E-W)
direction. The lateral load resisting systems consist of special moment resisting
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Figure B.1: Overview of the building location.

frames (SMRFs) in both the N-S and E-W directions. Mat or spread footings are
envisioned for the foundation system of these buildings, which sits on a NEHRP
site class D at 6-ft. 6-in. below grade level.

B.0.2 Site hazard
B.0.2.1 Seismic hazard
The seismic design response spectrum for the site is computed from the United
States Geological Survey (USGS) seismic design maps. The design spectral acceleration ordinates SDS and SD1 are 0.87g and 0.77g at the site, respectively. For
reference, the deaggregation of the seismic hazard at the site is also performed for
spectral accelerations at T = 0.2s and T = 1.0s periods of vibration for 2500 year
return period using the Conterminous U.S. 2014 (v4.1.1) edition of the seismic
hazard map available in USGS unified hazard tools (USGS 2018). The seismic
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.2: Four-story: (a) typical floor plan and (b) elevation of an exterior frame in
E-W direction (section A − A0 ).

hazard deaggregation revealed that the site hazard is dominated (approximately
90% contribution) by the interface earthquakes in the Cascadia Subduction Zone
(CSZ) for spectral accelerations at T = 0.2s and T = 1s periods of vibration for
2500 year return period.

B.0.2.2 Site-specific tsunami hazard
Site-specific probabilistic tsunami hazard analysis conducted in Park et al. (2017a)
for the City of Seaside is utilized for obtaining tsunami intensity measures (IMs),
such as inundation depth h, flow velocity u, and specific momentum flux hu2
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.3: Eight-story: (a) typical floor plan and (b) elevation of an exterior frame
in E-W direction (section A − A0 ).

corresponding to the MCT for different load cases. The ASCE 7-16 compatible
tsunami intensity measures are listed in Table B.1.
Table B.1: Site specific tsunami hazard intensity measures.
hmax umax (hu2 )max
(ft)
(ft/s) (ft3 /s2 )
35.41 23.48 5625.46

h@(hu2 )max
(ft)
18.32

u@(hu2 )max
(ft/s)
17.52

h@umax
(ft)
8.78

u@hmax
(ft/s)
8.51

(hu2 )max @
hmax (f t3 /s2 )
2665.15
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B.0.3 Structural Design Criteria
B.0.3.1 Member geometry and material characteristics
Main characteristics assumed for the design of the structure are:
• Member geometry:
◦ Four-story
 Columns: 30 in. x 30 in.
 Beams: 24 in. x 34 in. and 24 in. x 30 in.
 Slab: 8 in. thick.
◦ Eight-story
 Columns: 34 in. x 34 in. and 28 in. x 28 in.
 Beams: 26 in. x 34 in., 26 in. x 30 in., and 22 in. x 28 in.
 Slab: 8 in. thick.
• Materials:
◦ Concrete with nominal strength of fc0 = 5 ksi is used for beams and
slabs, whereas fc0 = 6 ksi is used for columns.
◦ Grade 60 ASTM A615 reinforcing steel bars (nominal yield strength of
fy = 60 ksi) is used for all the structural members.

B.0.3.2 Dead and live loads
• Dead loads are computed based on the actual weights of the structural members considering normal weight concrete with unit weight of 150 pcf.
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• The following superimposed dead loads are considered:
◦ Roofing = 10 psf
◦ Partition walls = 15 psf
◦ Ceiling and M/E/P = 10 psf
◦ Curtain wall cladding = 15 psf
• The following live loads are considered as per ASCE 7-16 Table 4.3-1:
◦ Roof = 30 psf
◦ Floor = 50 psf

B.0.4 Seismic loading
The structural members are designed as per the seismic criteria listed in Table B.2
Table B.2: Seismic design criteria.
Criteria
Risk category

Value
Note
II
ASCE 7-16: Table 1.5-1
Linear static analysis using:
Analysis procedure (a) Equivalent lateral force method
(b) Modal response spectrum analysis
Software
ETABS 2016
Response Spectrum MCER spectrum
USGS
P-Delta
Considered
Accidental torsion
Evaluated
Story drift limit
2%
ASCE7-16: Table 12.12-1
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B.0.4.1 Wind loading
Table B.3 lists the strength-level wind criteria used in the design of structural
members as per ASCE 7-16. The ASCE 7 hazard tool (ASCE7 2018) is utilized to
obtain the basic wind speed at the site. As per the web tool, the building site is
located in a special wind region with basic wind speed of 95 mph. As per ASCE
7-16 Section 26.5.2, adjustments of the basic wind speed for special wind region is
permitted to obtain higher local wind speeds. A 30% increase in the basic wind
speed is considered to obtain the design wind speed of 124 mph in this design
example.
Table B.3: Wind design criteria.

Criteria
Risk category
Analysis procedure
Exposure category
Design wind speed V (mph)
Directionality factor Kd
Topographic factor Kzt
Gust-effectfactor Gf
Velocity pressure exposure
coefficient Kz
Internal pressure coefficient GCpi
Load cases

Value
II
Linear static
D
1.3 x 95
0.85
1
0.85

Note
ASCE 7-16: Table 1.5-1
ASCE
ASCE
ASCE
ASCE
ASCE

varies

ASCE 7-16: Table 26.10-1

±0.18
Case1 - Case4

ASCE 7-16: Table 26.13-1
ASCE 7-16: Fig. 27.4-8

7-16:
7-16:
7-16:
7-16:
7-16:

Section 26.7.2
Section 26.5.2
Table 26.6-1
Section 26.8
Section 26.11.1

B.0.4.2 Tsunami loading
Tsunami loads are computed as per the requirements of Chapter 6 of ASCE 7-16
(ASCE 2016). Table B.4 lists the tsunami design criteria used. To minimize the
probability of building uplift from buoyancy forces during a tsunami event, the
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slab-on-grade of the building is designed as non-structural element where grade
beams, if present, are not tied to the slabs. It is assumed that buoyancy forces
will not result in building uplift as a result of such a measure. In addition, the
following assumptions are made for design:
• There is no basement in the building.
• Top of first floor windows is located 8 ft. above grade.
• Exterior cladding spans vertically floor to floor.
• Building’s foundation system consists of deep piles supporting the spread
footing.
• It is assumed that residual water surcharge load on slab is negligible.
• There is no direct threat from shipping container, ships or barges at the
building site.
Table B.4: Tsunami design criteria.

Criteria
Risk category
Analysis procedure
Software
Tsunami case
Load cases

Value
II
Linear static
ETABS 2016

Note
ASCE 7-16: Table 1.5-1

Site specific tsunami hazard
analysis (Park et al. 2017a)
Case1 - Case3 ASCE 7-16: Section 6.8.3.1
2500 yr MCT
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B.0.5 Structural Analysis and Design
This section provides a summary of the structural analysis and design of the buildings, including the seismic analysis, wind load analysis, and tsunami load analysis
and design. Table B.5 summarizes the seismic and tsunami loading, both at the
structural level and the individual component level, for the four-story and eightstory buildings designed.

B.0.5.1 Four-story building
(I) The seismic base shear of 1489 kip for both the N-S and E-W directions,
respectively, exceed the tsunami base shear of 773 kip for tsunami flow in
N-S direction and tsunami base shear of 1160 kip for tsunami flow in E-W
direction. Strength-level wind load induced base shear is about one fifth
(1/5th ) of that of seismic base shear.
(II) Even though the tsunami base shear is lower than the seismic base shear,
tsunami loading on individual structural members controls the column design. The corner and the perimeter columns in both the N-S and E-W directions experience the peak flexural demand due to individual component level
tsunami hydrodynamic load effects or debris impact effects. A single column
design is used throughout the building. Figure B.4 shows the reinforcement
details of a typical column. All columns are 30 in. x 30 in. with 20 # 10
bars (ρs = 3.1%). This design satisfies the load effect requirements resulting
from different load combinations. Four leg #5 bars are used as transverse
reinforcement at 5 in. on-center throughout the column length.
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(III) Flexural demand on beams at floor level 2 are governed by tsunami load
combinations with buoyancy load effect, whereas flexural demand on beams
located at other floor levels are governed by seismic load combinations. At
the roof level, the load combination corresponding to the enhanced dead load
effect governs the flexural demands. Due to the buoyancy effect a larger beam
size with 24 in. x 34 in. is used at floor level 2, whereas a single beam size of
24 in. x 30 in. is proposed for all beams at rest of the floor levels, which is
selected based on the code requirements for the sizing of beam-column joints.
Figure B.5 and Figure B.6 show the reinforcement details of typical beams
in N-S and E-W directions, respectively. Figure B.7 and Figure B.8 show the
cross section details of floor beams in N-S and E-W direction, respectively.
Figure B.9 shows the beam-column joint detailing of typical interior beamcolumn joint and typical corner beam-column joint. Table B.6 and Table B.7
summarize the beam dimensions and reinforcement details of the beams in
N-S and E-W directions, respectively.
Table B.5: Structural loading summary for the buildings.
Direction

4-story
8-story

N-S
E-W
N-S
E-W

Seismic base Tsunami overall base Buoyancy force
shear
shear
at Level-2
VT (kip)
VT (kip)
Fv (k/f t2 )

1489
1489
1735
2017

773
1160
773
1160

1.23
1.23
1.23
1.23

Tsunami base shear on
structural members
VT C (kip)
Corner Perimeter Interior
column
column
column
123.5
247
31
185.5
371
31
123.5
247
31
185.5
371
31
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Table B.6: N-S beam reinforcement detail of the four-story building.
Geometry (in)
bw h
bef f
Level 2

Level 3 Level R

End
section
Interior
section
End
section
Interior
section

24

34

72

24

34

72

24

30

72

24

30

72

Longitudinal
reinforcement
5 #9
top
3 #9 + 7 #9 bottom
5 #9
top
3#9
bottom
3 #9 + 2 #9
top
3#9
bottom
3#9
top
3#9
bottom

Transverse
reinforcement
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 1000 o.c.

Table B.7: E-W beam reinforcement detail of the four-story building.

Geometry (in)
bw h
bef f
Level 2

Level 3 Level R

End
section
Interior
section
End
section
Interior
section

24

34

60

24

34

60

24

30

60

24

30

60

Longitudinal
reinforcement
3 #9
top
3 #9 bottom
3 #9
top
3 #9 bottom
3 #9
top
3 #9 bottom
3 #9
top
3 #9 bottom

Transverse
reinforcement
4 leg #4 @ 500 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 500 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 500 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 500 o.c.
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(a)

(b)

Figure B.4: Four-story building column: (a) reinforcement details of a typical column
of first story and (b) a typical column cross-section details.

B.0.5.2 Eight-story building
(I) The seismic base shear of 1735 kip and 2017 kip in N-S and E-W directions,
respectively, exceed the tsunami base shear of 773 kip for tsunami flow in N-S
direction and tsunami base shear of 1160 kip for tsunami flow in E-W direc-

Figure B.5: N-S beam reinforcement details of the four-story building.
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Figure B.6: E-W beam reinforcement details of the four-story building.
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232

Figure B.7: N-S beam cross section details of the four-story building.

233

Figure B.8: E-W beam cross section details of the four-story building.

234

(a)

(b)
Figure B.9: Beam-column joint detail: (a) typical interior joint and (b) typical corner
joint at Level 3 to Level R of the four-story building
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tion. Seismic base shears of the eight-story building are about 1.17 and 1.35
times in N-S and E-W direction, respectively, to that of seismic base shears
of the four-story building in the corresponding directions. However, both
the four-story and eight-story buildings experience similar level of tsunami
base shears in respective N-S and E-W directions. Strength-level wind load
induced base shear is about one fourth (1/4th ) of that of seismic base shear
for the eight-story building.
(II) Similar to the four-story building, tsunami loading on individual structural
members controls the column design. Two column sizes are used. A 34
in. x 34 in. column with 20 # 10 bars (ρs = 2.37%) is used in story-1 to
story-4, whereas a reduced size column of 28 in. x 28 in. with 16 #10 bars
(ρs = 2.85%) is used in rest of the stories. Four leg #5 bars are used as
transverse reinforcement at 5 in. on-center throughout the column length of
both the column sizes. Figure B.10 shows the reinforcement details of the
typical columns used.
(III) Similar to the four-story building, flexural demand on beams at floor level
2 are governed by tsunami load combinations with buoyancy effect, whereas
flexural demand on beams located at other floor levels are governed by seismic load combinations. Three beam sizes are used throughout the building.
A larger beam size with 26 in. x 34 in. is used at floor level 2 to satisfy the
buoyancy load effect. A 26 in. x 30 in. beam size is used in floor level 3 to
floor level5, whereas 22 in. x 28 in. beam size is proposed for all beams at
rest of the floor levels. The beam sizes selected satisfy the code requirements
for the sizing of beam-column joints. Figure B.11 and Figure B.12 show the
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reinforcement details of typical beams in N-S and E-W directions, respectively, for the eight-story building. Figure B.13 and Figure B.14 show the
cross section details of floor beams in N-S and E-W direction, respectively.
Figure B.15 shows the beam-column joint detailing of typical interior beamcolumn joint and typical corner beam-column joint, Finally, Table B.8 and
Table B.9 summarize the beam dimensions and reinforcement details of the
beams in N-S and E-W direction, respectively, of the eight-story building.
All the analysis and design computations of the different design variants, namely
Design-I, Design-II, and Design-II, can be found in Alam and Barbosa (2019).
Table B.8: N-S beam reinforcement detail of the eight-story building.
Geometry (in)
bw h
bef f
Level 2

Level 3 Level 5

Level 6 Level R

End
section
Interior
section
End
section
Interior
section
End
section
Interior
section

26

34

74

26

34

74

26

30

74

26

30

74

22

28

70

22

28

70

5
3

5

5

Longitudinal
reinforcement
#9 + 2 #9
top
#9 + 7 #9 bottom
5 #9
top
3 #9
bottom
#9 + 2 #9
top
3 #9
bottom
3 #9
top
3 #9
bottom
#9 + 2 #9
top
3 #9
bottom
3 #9
top
3 #9
bottom

Transverse
reinforcement
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 1000 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 leg #4 @ 1000 o.c.
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Table B.9: E-W beam reinforcement detail of the eight-story building.

Geometry (in)
bw h
bef f
Level 2

Level 3 Level 5

Level 6 Level R

End
section
Interior
section
End
section
Interior
section
End
section
Interior
section

(a)

26

34

60

26

34

60

26

30

60

26

30

60

22

28

60

22

28

60

Longitudinal
Transverse
reinforcement
reinforcement
5 #9
top
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
5 #9 bottom
5 #9
top
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
5 #9 bottom
4 #9
top
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 #9 bottom
4 #9
top
4 leg #4 @ 1000 o.c.
4 #9 bottom
4 #9
top
4 leg #4 @ 600 o.c.
4 #9 bottom
4 #9
top
4 leg #4 @ 1000 o.c.
4 #9 bottom

(b)

Figure B.10: Eight-story building column: (a) reinforcement details of a typical column
of first story and (b) a typical column cross-section details.

Figure B.11: N-S beam reinforcement details of the eight-story building.
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Figure B.12: E-W beam reinforcement details of the eight-story building.
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240

Figure B.13: N-S beam cross section details of the eight-story building.

241

Figure B.14: E-W beam cross section details of the eight-story building.
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(a)

(b)
Figure B.15: Beam-column joint detail: (a) typical interior joint and (b) typical corner
joint at Level 3 to Level R of eight-story building.
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C Appendix - C: Selected Ground Motions for
Multi-hazard Earthquake-Tsunami Structural Risk
Assessment

Table C.1: Selected GMs with 10% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the four-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN856 LANDERS EUC022.AT2
RSN863 LANDERS ING000.AT2
RSN1185 CHICHI CHY012-N.AT2
RSN1188 CHICHI CHY016-N.AT2
RSN1216 CHICHI CHY059-E.AT2
RSN1222 CHICHI CHY066-N.AT2
RSN1225 CHICHI CHY070-E.AT2
RSN1226 CHICHI CHY071-E.AT2
RSN1229 CHICHI CHY078-E.AT2
RSN1237 CHICHI CHY090-E.AT2
RSN1238 CHICHI CHY092-N.AT2
RSN1429 CHICHI TAP041-E.AT2
RSN1502 CHICHI TCU064-E.AT2
RSN1540 CHICHI TCU115-E.AT2
RSN1543 CHICHI TCU118-E.AT2
RSN1554 CHICHI TCU145-N.AT2
RSN6960 DARFIELD RHSCN86W.AT2
RSN6966 DARFIELD SHLCS40W.AT2
RSN8161 SIERRA.MEX E12360.AT2
AOMH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH171103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH031103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH241103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH081103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH121103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH131103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH161103111446NS2.AT2
Chile2010 talca NS.AT2

RSN856 LANDERS EUC292.AT2
RSN863 LANDERS ING090.AT2
RSN1185 CHICHI CHY012-W.AT2
RSN1188 CHICHI CHY016-W.AT2
RSN1216 CHICHI CHY059-N.AT2
RSN1222 CHICHI CHY066-W.AT2
RSN1225 CHICHI CHY070-N.AT2
RSN1226 CHICHI CHY071-N.AT2
RSN1229 CHICHI CHY078-N.AT2
RSN1237 CHICHI CHY090-N.AT2
RSN1238 CHICHI CHY092-W.AT2
RSN1429 CHICHI TAP041-N.AT2
RSN1502 CHICHI TCU064-N.AT2
RSN1540 CHICHI TCU115-N.AT2
RSN1543 CHICHI TCU118-N.AT2
RSN1554 CHICHI TCU145-W.AT2
RSN6960 DARFIELD RHSCS04W.AT2
RSN6966 DARFIELD SHLCS50E.AT2
RSN8161 SIERRA.MEX E12090.AT2
AOMH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH171103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH031103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH241103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH081103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH121103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH131103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH161103111446EW2.AT2
Chile2010 talca EW.AT2

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
3.4
4.5
3.2
2.1
3.1
3.4
2.9
1.7
3.5
2.6
1.4
3.4
1.3
2.3
2.1
2.8
1.8
1.6
0.8
0.8
1.7
4.9
0.7
1.0
0.7
1.1
2.1
0.7
0.3
0.7

20.9
24.7
39.6
33.3
32.2
40.2
28.1
31.3
23.3
26.8
26.3
16.2
19.5
34.8
33.9
36.7
10.1
11.7
14.1
59.5
83.1
50.6
53.8
61.3
55.2
68.4
56.9
42.0
25.8
51.4

Record
duration
(s)
52
70
150
150
90
216
90
90
90
90
150
89
90
90
90
150
137
103
273
300
300
300
300
301
300
300
300
300
301
148
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No.

Table C.2: Selected GMs with 5% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the four-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN1194 CHICHI CHY025-E.AT2
RSN1199 CHICHI CHY032-E.AT2
RSN1336 CHICHI ILA048-N.AT2
RSN1337 CHICHI ILA049-E.AT2
RSN1343 CHICHI ILA056-N.AT2
RSN1493 CHICHI TCU053-E.AT2
RSN1496 CHICHI TCU056-E.AT2
RSN1505 CHICHI TCU068-E.AT2
RSN1530 CHICHI TCU103-E.AT2
RSN1532 CHICHI TCU105-E.AT2
RSN1533 CHICHI TCU106-E.AT2
RSN1553 CHICHI TCU141-N.AT2
RSN2644 CHICHI.03 TCU106N.AT2
RSN3754 LANDERS INJ090.AT2
RSN3758 LANDERS TPP045.AT2
AOMH131103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH171103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH191103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH041103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH051103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH111103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH161103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH131103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 ventanas NS.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion NS.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion NS.AT2
Chile2010 hualane NS.AT2
curicoNSp.txt

RSN1194 CHICHI CHY025-N.AT2
RSN1199 CHICHI CHY032-N.AT2
RSN1336 CHICHI ILA048-W.AT2
RSN1337 CHICHI ILA049-N.AT2
RSN1343 CHICHI ILA056-W.AT2
RSN1493 CHICHI TCU053-N.AT2
RSN1496 CHICHI TCU056-N.AT2
RSN1505 CHICHI TCU068-N.AT2
RSN1530 CHICHI TCU103-N.AT2
RSN1532 CHICHI TCU105-N.AT2
RSN1533 CHICHI TCU106-N.AT2
RSN1553 CHICHI TCU141-W.AT2
RSN2644 CHICHI.03 TCU106E.AT2
RSN3754 LANDERS INJ180.AT2
RSN3758 LANDERS TPP135.AT2
AOMH131103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH171103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH191103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH041103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH051103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH111103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH161103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH131103111446EW2.AT2
Chile1985 ventanas EW.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion EW.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion EW.AT2
Chile2010 hualane EW.AT2
curicoEWp.txt

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
2.3
3.8
3.1
4.8
4.5
2.6
2.5
1.0
2.5
2.7
2.2
4.3
4.9
1.8
3.2
2.7
3.0
3.4
1.9
2.5
2.5
2.1
3.1
1.4
1.4
1.8
1.2
0.6
1.1
1.6

22.2
27.4
20.1
20.2
39.1
18.8
22.9
7.5
15.1
18.9
23.5
32.7
11.8
25.8
26.2
51.2
76.9
83.1
69.5
51.2
55.3
53.0
60.9
55.2
42.0
28.4
32.1
31.9
34.5
38.2

Record
duration
(s)
90
90
148
87
156
90
90
90
90
90
90
150
75
56
57
300
301
300
300
300
300
301
300
300
300
117
142
143
144
180
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No.

Table C.3: Selected GMs with 2% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the four-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

Scale factor
(SF)

Ds5−75
(s)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN575 SMART1.45 45M01NS.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-N.AT2
RSN1300 CHICHI HWA055-N.AT2
RSN1482 CHICHI TCU039-N.AT2
RSN1496 CHICHI TCU056-N.AT2
RSN4896 CHUETSU SG01NS.AT2
RSN5260 CHUETSU NIG014NS.AT2
RSN5975 SIERRA.MEX CXO090.AT2
RSN6887 DARFIELD CBGSN89W.AT2
RSN6923 DARFIELD KPOCN15E.AT2
RSN8134 CCHURCH SMTCN88W.AT2
AOMH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH181103111446NS2.AT2
IBRH111103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH041103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH051103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH111103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH241103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH101103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH131103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo NS.AT2
Chile1985 sanisidro NS.AT2
Chile1985 ventanas NS.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion NS.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion NS.AT2
Moquegua NSp.txt
TCGH13NSp.txt
MYG012NSp.txt
constitucionTp.txt

RSN575 SMART1.45 45M01EW.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-W.AT2
RSN1300 CHICHI HWA055-W.AT2
RSN1482 CHICHI TCU039-E.AT2
RSN1496 CHICHI TCU056-E.AT2
RSN4896 CHUETSU SG01EW.AT2
RSN5260 CHUETSU NIG014EW.AT2
RSN5975 SIERRA.MEX CXO360.AT2
RSN6887 DARFIELD CBGSS01W.AT2
RSN6923 DARFIELD KPOCS75E.AT2
RSN8134 CCHURCH SMTCS02W.AT2
AOMH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH181103111446EW2.AT2
IBRH111103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH041103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH051103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH111103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH241103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH101103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH131103111446EW2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo EW.AT2
Chile1985 sanisidro EW.AT2
Chile1985 ventanas EW.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion EW.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion EW.AT2
Moquegua EWp.txt
TCGH13EWp.txt
MYG012EWp.txt
constitucionLp.txt

3.8
2.3
4.7
4.6
4.3
1.8
4.0
2.8
3.3
2.4
3.6
2.8
3.4
1.5
4.3
4.3
3.6
3.4
2.4
2.3
2.3
1.6
2.4
3.2
2.1
1.0
2.8
2.3
3.9
1.0

11.3
25.6
21.2
15.8
22.9
20.1
15.6
19.1
12.0
12.5
10.1
59.5
77.2
38.9
51.2
55.3
53.0
61.3
55.2
67.9
42.0
27.6
30.4
28.4
32.1
31.9
22.2
38.1
51.1
31.9

Record
duration
(s)
38
150
145
90
90
80
300
201
150
74
42
300
300
300
300
300
301
301
300
300
300
116
100
117
142
143
199
300
300
143
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Table C.4: Selected GMs with 2% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the four-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN1203 CHICHI CHY036-N.AT2
RSN1501 CHICHI TCU063-N.AT2
RSN1509 CHICHI TCU074-N.AT2
RSN1515 CHICHI TCU082-N.AT2
RSN1534 CHICHI TCU107-N.AT2
RSN1536 CHICHI TCU110-N.AT2
RSN3754 LANDERS INJ090.AT2
RSN4860 CHUETSU 65033NS.AT2
RSN4861 CHUETSU 65034NS.AT2
RSN5827 SIERRA.MEX MDO000.AT2
RSN5837 SIERRA.MEX 01711-90.AT2
FKSH191103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IBRH111103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH241103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH091103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH101103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH131103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH161103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo NS.AT2
Chile1985 sanisidro NS.AT2
Chile1985 ventanas NS.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar NS.AT2
Chile2010 hualane NS.AT2
TCGH13NSp.txt
concepcionTp.txt
curicoNSp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271NSp.txt

RSN1203 CHICHI CHY036-E.AT2
RSN1501 CHICHI TCU063-E.AT2
RSN1509 CHICHI TCU074-E.AT2
RSN1515 CHICHI TCU082-E.AT2
RSN1534 CHICHI TCU107-E.AT2
RSN1536 CHICHI TCU110-E.AT2
RSN3754 LANDERS INJ180.AT2
RSN4860 CHUETSU 65033EW.AT2
RSN4861 CHUETSU 65034EW.AT2
RSN5827 SIERRA.MEX MDO090.AT2
RSN5837 SIERRA.MEX 01711360.AT2
FKSH191103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH201103111446EW2.AT2
IBRH111103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH241103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH091103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH101103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH131103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH161103111446EW2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo EW.AT2
Chile1985 sanisidro EW.AT2
Chile1985 ventanas EW.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar EW.AT2
Chile2010 hualane EW.AT2
TCGH13EWp.txt
concepcionLp.txt
curicoEWp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271EWp.txt

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
2.9
4.7
1.8
4.7
4.9
4.2
4.5
4.5
2.0
2.9
2.2
4.7
2.0
2.2
3.2
4.9
3.4
3.3
3.3
3.4
1.6
2.3
3.5
4.6
2.5
2.7
3.4
3.2
3.8
1.9

12.3
21.4
13.3
19.4
24.4
20.5
25.8
10.9
10.7
22.8
15.1
69.5
62.1
38.9
53.8
61.3
55.2
70.2
67.9
42.0
25.8
27.6
30.4
28.4
32.0
34.5
38.1
32.3
38.2
19.0

Record
duration
(s)
90
90
90
90
90
90
56
60
60
100
100
300
300
300
300
301
300
300
300
300
301
116
100
117
113
144
300
142
180
170
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Table C.5: Selected GMs with 0.67% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the four-story building.
No.

Component 2

RSN1110 KOBE MRG000.AT2
RSN1110 KOBE MRG090.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-N.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-W.AT2
RSN1504 CHICHI TCU067-E.AT2
RSN1504 CHICHI TCU067-N.AT2
RSN1506 CHICHI TCU070-E.AT2
RSN1506 CHICHI TCU070-N.AT2
RSN1529 CHICHI TCU102-N.AT2
RSN1529 CHICHI TCU102-E.AT2
RSN1536 CHICHI TCU110-E.AT2
RSN1536 CHICHI TCU110-N.AT2
RSN5786 IWATE 54038EW.AT2
RSN5786 IWATE 54038NS.AT2
RSN5814 IWATE 44B91NS.AT2
RSN5814 IWATE 44B91EW.AT2
RSN5837 SIERRA.MEX 01711360.AT2 RSN5837 SIERRA.MEX 01711-90.AT2
RSN5985 SIERRA.MEX EDA360.AT2 RSN5985 SIERRA.MEX EDA090.AT2
AOMH161103111446NS2.AT2
AOMH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IBRH111103111446NS2.AT2
IBRH111103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH091103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH091103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH101103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH101103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH131103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH131103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH161103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH161103111446EW2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo EW.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo NS.AT2
Chile1985 sanisidro NS.AT2
Chile1985 sanisidro EW.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral NS.AT2 Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral EW.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion EW.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion NS.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion EW.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion NS.AT2
Chile2010 hualane NS.AT2
Chile2010 hualane EW.AT2
Chile2010 talca NS.AT2
Chile2010 talca EW.AT2
Moquegua NSp.txt
Moquegua EWp.txt
TCGH13NSp.txt
TCGH13EWp.txt
concepcionTp.txt
concepcionLp.txt
curicoNSp.txt
curicoEWp.txt

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
4.5
3.8
2.7
4.7
4.5
4.9
4.8
3.5
2.6
4.6
4.7
2.3
2.6
3.8
4.0
3.9
3.9
4.0
1.9
2.7
4.1
4.0
3.6
1.7
3.2
4.1
4.7
4.0
3.7
4.5

17.5
26.1
11.0
20.8
15.1
20.5
16.0
17.7
15.1
8.5
59.5
62.1
38.9
53.8
55.2
70.2
67.9
42.0
25.8
27.6
30.4
31.3
32.1
31.9
34.5
51.4
22.2
38.1
32.3
38.2

Record
duration
(s)
198
150
90
90
90
90
60
120
100
70
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
301
116
100
88
142
143
144
148
199
300
142
180

248

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Component 1

Table C.6: Selected GMs with 0.5% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the four-story building.
No.

Component 1

Component 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN1104 KOBE FKS000.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-N.AT2
RSN1508 CHICHI TCU072-E.AT2
RSN4853 CHUETSU 65019NS.AT2
RSN4861 CHUETSU 65034NS.AT2
RSN5814 IWATE 44B91NS.AT2
RSN5827 SIERRA.MEX MDO000.AT2
RSN5829 SIERRA.MEX RII000.AT2
RSN5837 SIERRA.MEX 01711360.AT2
RSN5992 SIERRA.MEX E11360.AT2
RSN8606 SIERRA.MEX CIWESHNN.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IBRH111103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH091103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH101103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH131103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH161103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo NS.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral NS.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar NS.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion NS.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion NS.AT2
Chile2010 hualane NS.AT2
Chile2010 talca NS.AT2
TCGH13NSp.txt
concepcionTp.txt
constitucionTp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271NSp.txt

RSN1104 KOBE FKS090.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-W.AT2
RSN1508 CHICHI TCU072-N.AT2
RSN4853 CHUETSU 65019EW.AT2
RSN4861 CHUETSU 65034EW.AT2
RSN5814 IWATE 44B91EW.AT2
RSN5827 SIERRA.MEX MDO090.AT2
RSN5829 SIERRA.MEX RII090.AT2
RSN5837 SIERRA.MEX 01711-90.AT2
RSN5992 SIERRA.MEX E11090.AT2
RSN8606 SIERRA.MEX CIWESHNE.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IBRH111103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH091103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH101103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH131103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH161103111446EW2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo EW.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral EW.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar EW.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion EW.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion EW.AT2
Chile2010 hualane EW.AT2
Chile2010 talca EW.AT2
TCGH13EWp.txt
concepcionLp.txt
constitucionLp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271EWp.txt

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
3.81
4.29
2.04
3.34
2.64
3.88
3.87
4.27
2.92
3.64
4.9
2.6
2.84
4.18
4.48
4.32
4.34
4.38
2.14
3.04
4.48
3.26
4
1.88
3.55
4.53
4.38
4.15
1.91
2.54

21.4
26.1
15.5
15.1
10.7
17.7
22.8
15.6
15.1
8.5
10.1
62.05
38.91
53.8
55.16
70.23
67.87
42.03
25.77
27.64
31.25
32.03
32.07
31.86
34.49
51.4
38.06
32.25
31.86
18.96

Record
duration
(s)
80
150
90
60
60
120
100
130
100
270
200
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
301
116
88
113
142
143
144
148
300
142
143
170

249

Table C.7: Selected GMs with 10% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the eight-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN36 BORREGO A-ELC180.AT2
RSN1192 CHICHI CHY023-N.AT2
RSN1220 CHICHI CHY063-E.AT2
RSN1239 CHICHI CHY093-N.AT2
RSN1241 CHICHI CHY096-N.AT2
RSN1250 CHICHI CHY116-N.AT2
RSN1402 CHICHI NST-E.AT2
RSN1464 CHICHI TCU006-E.AT2
RSN1526 CHICHI TCU098-E.AT2
RSN1826 HECTOR SBS180.AT2
RSN2113 DENALI PS09-13.AT2
RSN3501 CHICHI.06 TCU119N.AT2
RSN3790 HECTOR CSF090.AT2
RSN5823 SIERRA.MEX CHI000.AT2
RSN5836 SIERRA.MEX EMO360.AT2
RSN5861 SIERRA.MEX MCY360.AT2
RSN5972 SIERRA.MEX BRA360.AT2
RSN6896 DARFIELD DORCN20W.AT2
AOMH131103111446NS2.AT2
AOMH171103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH121103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH181103111446NS2.AT2
IBRH111103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH211103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH041103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH091103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH121103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH131103111446NS2.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion NS.AT2
TCGH13NSp.txt

RSN36 BORREGO A-ELC270.AT2
RSN1192 CHICHI CHY023-W.AT2
RSN1220 CHICHI CHY063-N.AT2
RSN1239 CHICHI CHY093-W.AT2
RSN1241 CHICHI CHY096-W.AT2
RSN1250 CHICHI CHY116-W.AT2
RSN1402 CHICHI NST-N.AT2
RSN1464 CHICHI TCU006-N.AT2
RSN1526 CHICHI TCU098-N.AT2
RSN1826 HECTOR SBS270.AT2
RSN2113 DENALI PS09103.AT2
RSN3501 CHICHI.06 TCU119E.AT2
RSN3790 HECTOR CSF360.AT2
RSN5823 SIERRA.MEX CHI090.AT2
RSN5836 SIERRA.MEX EMO270.AT2
RSN5861 SIERRA.MEX MCY090.AT2
RSN5972 SIERRA.MEX BRA090.AT2
RSN6896 DARFIELD DORCN70E.AT2
AOMH131103111446EW2.AT2
AOMH171103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH121103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH181103111446EW2.AT2
IBRH111103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH211103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH041103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH091103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH121103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH131103111446EW2.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion EW.AT2
TCGH13EWp.txt

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
1.34
4.07
4.45
3.42
3.56
3.85
2.32
2.14
1.87
3.26
4.75
3.68
4.68
1.48
1.77
4.98
3.58
4.14
1.71
3.83
2.86
2.22
1.67
3.81
3.08
0.85
1.50
1.81
0.63
1.81

21.07
27.32
26.97
40.68
34.89
61.22
8.70
19.50
19.40
22.80
40.67
27.30
17.50
26.80
11.20
31.00
14.70
15.90
51.24
53.32
60.50
77.20
38.91
51.82
54.91
70.23
56.88
42.03
31.86
38.06

Record
duration
(s)
80
148
90
150
140
260
60
90
90
50
164
90
89
130
87
142
273
62
300
300
300
300
301
300
300
300
300
300
143
300

250

No.

Table C.8: Selected GMs with 5% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the eight-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

Scale factor
(SF)

Ds5−75
(s)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN36 BORREGO A-ELC180.AT2
RSN899 LANDERS SOR225.AT2
RSN1180 CHICHI CHY002-N.AT2
RSN1183 CHICHI CHY008-N.AT2
RSN1195 CHICHI CHY026-E.AT2
RSN1217 CHICHI CHY060-E.AT2
RSN1222 CHICHI CHY066-N.AT2
RSN1337 CHICHI ILA049-E.AT2
RSN1343 CHICHI ILA056-N.AT2
RSN1361 CHICHI KAU020-E.AT2
RSN1471 CHICHI TCU015-E.AT2
RSN1475 CHICHI TCU026-E.AT2
RSN1496 CHICHI TCU056-E.AT2
RSN1502 CHICHI TCU064-E.AT2
RSN1524 CHICHI TCU095-E.AT2
RSN3758 LANDERS TPP045.AT2
AOMH131103111446NS2.AT2
AOMH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH101103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH161103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH161103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH241103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH081103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH121103111446NS2.AT2
YMTH061103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo NS.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral NS.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion NS.AT2
curicoNSp.txt

RSN36 BORREGO A-ELC270.AT2
RSN899 LANDERS SOR315.AT2
RSN1180 CHICHI CHY002-W.AT2
RSN1183 CHICHI CHY008-W.AT2
RSN1195 CHICHI CHY026-N.AT2
RSN1217 CHICHI CHY060-N.AT2
RSN1222 CHICHI CHY066-W.AT2
RSN1337 CHICHI ILA049-N.AT2
RSN1343 CHICHI ILA056-W.AT2
RSN1361 CHICHI KAU020-N.AT2
RSN1471 CHICHI TCU015-N.AT2
RSN1475 CHICHI TCU026-N.AT2
RSN1496 CHICHI TCU056-N.AT2
RSN1502 CHICHI TCU064-N.AT2
RSN1524 CHICHI TCU095-N.AT2
RSN3758 LANDERS TPP135.AT2
AOMH131103111446EW2.AT2
AOMH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH101103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH161103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH161103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH241103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH081103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH121103111446EW2.AT2
YMTH061103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo EW.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral EW.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion EW.AT2
curicoEWp.txt

3.08
4.88
2.76
3.74
3.36
4.74
4.65
2.80
3.68
3.17
3.49
3.82
2.56
3.19
3.94
3.26
3.93
3.01
3.53
2.73
2.93
1.62
3.77
2.06
3.46
4.99
2.44
2.60
0.46
1.74

25.00
22.30
31.60
27.80
33.80
35.90
43.40
20.20
44.10
31.10
15.70
12.00
22.90
19.50
8.30
26.20
51.24
59.52
34.40
76.92
60.89
53.80
61.32
68.36
56.88
80.73
27.64
31.25
32.07
38.20

Record
duration
(s)
80
48
150
150
90
90
216
87
156
90
90
90
90
90
90
57
300
300
300
301
300
300
301
300
300
300
116
88
142
180

251

No.

Table C.9: Selected GMs with 2% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the eight-story building.
No.

Component 2

RSN36 BORREGO A-ELC180.AT2
RSN36 BORREGO A-ELC270.AT2
RSN899 LANDERS SOR225.AT2
RSN899 LANDERS SOR315.AT2
RSN1180 CHICHI CHY002-N.AT2
RSN1180 CHICHI CHY002-W.AT2
RSN1183 CHICHI CHY008-N.AT2
RSN1183 CHICHI CHY008-W.AT2
RSN1195 CHICHI CHY026-N.AT2
RSN1195 CHICHI CHY026-E.AT2
RSN1217 CHICHI CHY060-E.AT2
RSN1217 CHICHI CHY060-N.AT2
RSN1222 CHICHI CHY066-N.AT2
RSN1222 CHICHI CHY066-W.AT2
RSN1337 CHICHI ILA049-E.AT2
RSN1337 CHICHI ILA049-N.AT2
RSN1343 CHICHI ILA056-N.AT2
RSN1343 CHICHI ILA056-W.AT2
RSN1361 CHICHI KAU020-N.AT2
RSN1361 CHICHI KAU020-E.AT2
RSN1471 CHICHI TCU015-E.AT2
RSN1471 CHICHI TCU015-N.AT2
RSN1475 CHICHI TCU026-N.AT2
RSN1475 CHICHI TCU026-E.AT2
RSN729 SUPER.B B-IVW090.AT2
RSN729 SUPER.B B-IVW360.AT2
RSN900 LANDERS YER360.AT2
RSN900 LANDERS YER270.AT2
RSN1238 CHICHI CHY092-N.AT2
RSN1238 CHICHI CHY092-W.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-W.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-N.AT2
RSN1336 CHICHI ILA048-N.AT2
RSN1336 CHICHI ILA048-W.AT2
RSN1491 CHICHI TCU051-E.AT2
RSN1491 CHICHI TCU051-N.AT2
RSN1541 CHICHI TCU116-N.AT2
RSN1541 CHICHI TCU116-E.AT2
RSN1545 CHICHI TCU120-E.AT2
RSN1545 CHICHI TCU120-N.AT2
RSN1547 CHICHI TCU123-E.AT2
RSN1547 CHICHI TCU123-N.AT2
RSN1551 CHICHI TCU138-N.AT2
RSN1551 CHICHI TCU138-W.AT2
RSN1553 CHICHI TCU141-N.AT2
RSN1553 CHICHI TCU141-W.AT2
RSN3667 SMART1.45 45I06EW.AT2 RSN3667 SMART1.45 45I06NS.AT2
RSN5991 SIERRA.MEX E10320.AT2 RSN5991 SIERRA.MEX E10230.AT2
FKSH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH081103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH081103111446EW2.AT2

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
3.08
4.88
2.76
3.74
3.36
4.74
4.65
2.80
3.68
3.17
3.49
3.82
4.49
3.54
4.58
3.67
4.89
4.15
3.63
3.97
2.67
3.63
4.59
4.03
4.04
4.97
1.20
2.95
4.36
3.74

25.00
22.30
31.60
27.80
33.80
35.90
43.40
20.20
44.10
31.10
15.70
12.00
19.40
10.90
25.77
25.55
20.07
20.00
17.80
21.70
28.60
21.30
32.70
13.30
13.10
76.92
62.05
53.80
55.16
68.36

Record
duration
(s)
80
48
150
150
90
90
216
87
156
90
90
90
60
44
150
150
148
90
90
90
90
150
150
53
276
301
300
300
300
300

252

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Component 1

Table C.10: Selected GMs with 1% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the eight-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN169 IMPVALL.H H-DLT262.AT2
RSN1087 NORTHR TAR090.AT2
RSN1194 CHICHI CHY025-E.AT2
RSN1238 CHICHI CHY092-N.AT2
RSN1244 CHICHI CHY101-E.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-N.AT2
RSN1336 CHICHI ILA048-N.AT2
RSN1535 CHICHI TCU109-E.AT2
RSN1536 CHICHI TCU110-E.AT2
RSN1542 CHICHI TCU117-E.AT2
RSN1633 MANJIL ABBAR–L.AT2
RSN2114 DENALI PS10-047.AT2
RSN5975 SIERRA.MEX CXO360.AT2
FKSH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH081103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH091103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH161103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo NS.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar NS.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion NS.AT2
Chile2010 hualane NS.AT2
Moquegua NSp.txt
concepcionTp.txt
constitucionTp.txt
curicoNSp.txt
stgocentro1002271Tp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271NSp.txt

RSN169 IMPVALL.H H-DLT352.AT2
RSN1087 NORTHR TAR360.AT2
RSN1194 CHICHI CHY025-N.AT2
RSN1238 CHICHI CHY092-W.AT2
RSN1244 CHICHI CHY101-N.AT2
RSN1246 CHICHI CHY104-W.AT2
RSN1336 CHICHI ILA048-W.AT2
RSN1535 CHICHI TCU109-N.AT2
RSN1536 CHICHI TCU110-N.AT2
RSN1542 CHICHI TCU117-N.AT2
RSN1633 MANJIL ABBAR–T.AT2
RSN2114 DENALI PS10-317.AT2
RSN5975 SIERRA.MEX CXO090.AT2
FKSH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH081103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH091103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH161103111446EW2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo EW.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar EW.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion EW.AT2
Chile2010 hualane EW.AT2
Moquegua EWp.txt
concepcionLp.txt
constitucionLp.txt
curicoEWp.txt
stgocentro1002271Lp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271EWp.txt

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
3.97
3.04
4.63
6.29
3.78
5.05
6.72
3.93
2.71
4.27
4.55
2.40
4.02
6.84
1.65
4.06
6.00
5.15
4.88
3.68
6.30
6.73
3.73
5.32
6.76
1.21
4.07
4.49
6.61
5.56

24.40
7.10
22.20
25.77
13.50
25.55
20.07
24.40
20.50
27.30
10.80
9.10
19.10
76.92
62.05
53.80
55.16
68.36
70.23
25.77
27.64
32.03
31.86
34.49
22.20
32.25
31.86
38.20
23.28
18.96

Record
duration
(s)
100
40
90
150
90
150
148
90
90
90
54
92
201
301
300
300
300
300
300
301
116
113
143
144
199
142
143
180
205
170

253

No.

Table C.11: Selected GMs with 0.67% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of
SaGM (T1∗ ) for the eight-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN169 IMPVALL.H H-DLT262.AT2
RSN881 LANDERS MVH045.AT2
RSN1104 KOBE FKS000.AT2
RSN36 BORREGO A-ELC180.AT2
RSN292 ITALY A-STU000.AT2
RSN1555 CHICHI TCU147-E.AT2
RSN1202 CHICHI CHY035-E.AT2
RSN1361 CHICHI KAU020-E.AT2
RSN1547 CHICHI TCU123-E.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral NS.AT2
RSN5816 IWATE 48A41NS.AT2
RSN3758 LANDERS TPP045.AT2
RSN4847 CHUETSU 65010NS.AT2
RSN6911 DARFIELD HORCN18E.AT2
FKSH031103111446NS2.AT2
AOMH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH161103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH081103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH091103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH121103111446NS2.AT2
YMTH011103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar NS.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion NS.AT2
Chile2010 hualane NS.AT2
concepcionTp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271NSp.txt

RSN169 IMPVALL.H H-DLT352.AT2
RSN881 LANDERS MVH135.AT2
RSN1104 KOBE FKS090.AT2
RSN36 BORREGO A-ELC270.AT2
RSN292 ITALY A-STU270.AT2
RSN1555 CHICHI TCU147-N.AT2
RSN1202 CHICHI CHY035-N.AT2
RSN1361 CHICHI KAU020-N.AT2
RSN1547 CHICHI TCU123-N.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral EW.AT2
RSN5816 IWATE 48A41EW.AT2
RSN3758 LANDERS TPP135.AT2
RSN4847 CHUETSU 65010EW.AT2
RSN6911 DARFIELD HORCS72E.AT2
FKSH031103111446EW2.AT2
AOMH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH161103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH081103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH091103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH121103111446EW2.AT2
YMTH011103111446EW2.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar EW.AT2
Chile2010 constitucion EW.AT2
Chile2010 hualane EW.AT2
concepcionLp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271EWp.txt

Scale factor Ds5−75
(SF)
(s)
4.38
4.97
4.35
8.83
4.97
7.95
3.86
9.09
4.09
7.46
4.14
9.34
3.70
2.50
9.38
8.62
7.83
1.89
8.39
4.65
6.87
5.90
5.59
9.92
8.04
7.49
4.15
5.92
1.34
6.18

24.40
19.10
21.40
21.07
7.00
11.20
7.70
27.94
28.60
31.25
14.70
26.20
7.30
7.00
64.82
59.52
76.92
62.05
60.89
53.80
55.16
68.36
70.23
56.88
67.08
32.03
31.86
34.49
32.25
18.96

Record
duration
(s)
100
56
80
80
39
90
90
90
90
88
120
57
60
60
300
300
301
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
113
143
144
142
170
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No.

Table C.12: Selected GMs with 0.5% in 50 years probabilities of exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ )
for the eight-story building.
Component 1

Component 2

Scale factor
(SF)

Ds5−75
(s)

Record
duration
(s)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

RSN266 VICT CHI102.AT2
RSN1316 CHICHI ILA012-N.AT2
RSN1329 CHICHI ILA037-E.AT2
RSN1415 CHICHI TAP010-N.AT2
RSN1419 CHICHI TAP017-N.AT2
RSN1535 CHICHI TCU109-E.AT2
RSN1537 CHICHI TCU111-E.AT2
RSN1542 CHICHI TCU117-E.AT2
RSN1547 CHICHI TCU123-E.AT2
RSN1813 HECTOR MVH090.AT2
RSN3664 SMART1.45 45I03EW.AT2
RSN5816 IWATE 48A41NS.AT2
FKSH161103111446NS2.AT2
FKSH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH201103111446NS2.AT2
IWTH261103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH081103111446NS2.AT2
MYGH091103111446NS2.AT2
TCGH161103111446NS2.AT2
YMTH011103111446NS2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo NS.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral NS.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion NS.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar NS.AT2
Chile2010 hualane NS.AT2
Moquegua NSp.txt
constitucionTp.txt
curicoNSp.txt
stgocentro1002271Tp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271NSp.txt

RSN266 VICT CHI192.AT2
RSN1316 CHICHI ILA012-W.AT2
RSN1329 CHICHI ILA037-N.AT2
RSN1415 CHICHI TAP010-E.AT2
RSN1419 CHICHI TAP017-E.AT2
RSN1535 CHICHI TCU109-N.AT2
RSN1537 CHICHI TCU111-N.AT2
RSN1542 CHICHI TCU117-N.AT2
RSN1547 CHICHI TCU123-N.AT2
RSN1813 HECTOR MVH360.AT2
RSN3664 SMART1.45 45I03NS.AT2
RSN5816 IWATE 48A41EW.AT2
FKSH161103111446EW2.AT2
FKSH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH201103111446EW2.AT2
IWTH261103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH081103111446EW2.AT2
MYGH091103111446EW2.AT2
TCGH161103111446EW2.AT2
YMTH011103111446EW2.AT2
Chile1985 llolleo EW.AT2
Chile1985 valparaisoalmendral EW.AT2
Chile2010 concepcion EW.AT2
Chile1985 vinadelmar EW.AT2
Chile2010 hualane EW.AT2
Moquegua EWp.txt
constitucionLp.txt
curicoEWp.txt
stgocentro1002271Lp.txt
vinaelsalto1002271EWp.txt

9.63
9.05
7.93
7.89
8.58
5.31
7.89
5.78
5.01
8.63
6.80
5.08
9.62
2.33
5.71
8.44
7.24
6.87
5.18
9.88
8.61
9.16
1.63
9.20
7.27
9.23
5.57
6.13
9.04
7.60

10.90
15.70
16.80
11.00
14.30
24.40
29.40
27.30
28.60
10.70
13.20
14.70
76.92
62.05
53.80
55.16
68.36
70.23
25.77
67.08
27.64
31.25
32.07
32.03
34.49
22.20
31.86
38.20
23.28
18.96

27
128
90
144
151
90
90
90
90
108
44
120
301
300
300
300
300
300
301
300
116
88
142
113
144
199
143
180
205
170

255

No.
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Figure C.1: Ground motion selected for the four-story building at 10% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 0.4 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.2: Ground motion selected for the four-story building at 5% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 0.79 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.3: Ground motion selected for the four-story building at 2% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.35 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.4: Ground motion selected for the four-story building at 1% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 1.95 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.5: Ground motion selected for the four-story building at 0.67% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 2.3 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.6: Ground motion selected for the four-story building at 0.5% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 0.8s) = 2.55 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.7: Ground motion selected for the eight-story building at 10% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.23 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.8: Ground motion selected for the eight-story building at 5% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.52 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra
target and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.9: Ground motion selected for the eight-story building at 2% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 0.93 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra
target and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.10: Ground motion selected for the eight-story building at 1% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 1.33 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.11: Ground motion selected for the eight-story building at 0.67% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 1.47 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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Figure C.12: Ground motion selected for the eight-story building at 0.5% in 50 years
exceedance of SaGM (T1∗ = 1.63s) = 1.81 g with site specific: (a) conditional spectra target
and (b) Ds5−75 conditional distribution function target.
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